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Preface: genesis and summary
Originally the aim of this study was to produce a sound and complete automated
theorem prover, implementated in PROLOG, for first-order predicate logic with
function symbols but without equality, based upon a tableau-method. The author
already had several implementations in PROLOG of theorem provers for
propositional logics. At the time he read a technical report in which M. Fitting
claimed that tableau-based theorem provers were easy to implement in
PROLOG. But the implementations he mentioned were not satisfactory. Maybe
it was not so easy.
On this basis, the author started to write - in PROLOG - his own framework for
tableau-based theorem provers. Eventually the result was the PROLOG-code of
Part II. Beforehand the author supposed those PROLOG programs to be clear:
therefore they would need no comment at all and the job would have been
finished. Once more, it turned out that it was not as easy as expected. Therefore,
the implementation is illustrated and explained in Part II, while the theorem
prover itself - the theoiy - is elaborated in Part I.
Meanwhile, several other theorem provers were born. An efficiency comparison
with those theorem provers delivered more empirical results and arguments for
Part III, which is dedicated to the most important differences with other
automated theorem provers as well.
The italics explain the subtitle and part of the title of the thesis. The following
summary will bring the reader up to date. In the near future the actual source
code of the PROLOG programs and the examples tested will be available at the
author's address:
Part I introduces a procedure in automated theorem proving based upon
tableag using undication without skolemizing first, in the mean time taking care
of the restnctions owing to the introduction of new terms. It concerns a
systematic procedure of searching for a deduction of a given formula B -
belonging to a first-order predicate logic language with function symbols but
without equality. Of necessity, short sections on first-order predicate logic,
tableaux, normal forms, skolemization, resolution(-strategies) and unification,
precede or accompany the development of the procedure. J.A Robinson's
resolution is a standard, but R.M. Smullyan's formulation of semantic tableaux
dates from the same period as resolution and lends itself well to automation.
The notion of tableaux is explored. A new formulation of the tableau-rules and a
new search strategy is given. The procedure is such that if all the tableau-
branches in the resulting tableau close, then one has constructed a deduction of
B, and, secondly, if a certain branch does not close, then one can read off a
counterexample to B. Tableau-branches are closed if they contain for some
predicate symbol p both tp(Xj) and fp(ai) or tp(ai) and fp(Xj), where ai is
introduced before Xj; the unification algorithm has to compute a unifying
1   c/o.  H.C.M. de Swart (Department of Philosophy), Tilburg University, P.O. Box 90153,
5000 LE Tilburg, The Netherlands.
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substitution before checking the restrictions. In Part II the unification algorithm
respecting these constraints is presented in such a way that the unrestricted case
of unification is implied. In addition, Part II explains all the details and
mentions some possible mistakes and the ways to overcome these problems. The
advantages of the new version - and a new notation - with respect to other
formulations of the tableau-method are discussed: terms are unified and the
conditions are checked afterwards to guarantee the soundness. Finally, the
soundness and completeness of the procedure are proved in the last section of
this part.
Our tableau-based procedure is compared with resolution-based procedures.
Several advantages of this tableau-method are noted. A tableau-based automated
theorem prover, applied to a given formula B, is able to construct a formal proof
of B, and a resolution-based automated theorem prover is not, because it applies
resolution to a clausal form of -,B. Resolution solved many of the efficiency
problems, but it is a disadvantage that the resolution-based proofs are not very
understandable. If desired, any tableau-based proof can be transformed, for
instance, into a Hilbert-type proof, but resolution-based theorem provers do not
construct an understandable proof at all. There are some results concerning the
relation between resolution-based proofs, proofs in gentzen-systems, in natural
deduction systems and in tableaux systems, but the transformations themselves
are inefficient, not teachable and, what's more, do not lead to the more
understandable tableau-based proofs which are the result of the explored direct
search strategy. That's why in this study no attention is given to the conversions
between resolution and the less confusing ones such as tableaux or natural
deduction. Tableau-based theorem provers can, and resolution-based theorem
provers cannot, be extended to intuitionistic predicate logic and other non-
classical logics in a straightforward manner as explored in the first appendix of
Part II. Extensions such as logics of knowledge and belief are relevant for the
development of expert systems, and the logics of time may be interesting for
proving correctness of computer programs. Furthermore, the alleged strength of
the resolution-based theorem prover is not in the application of the resolution-
rule itself, but in a reduction of the computational complexity of the input, which
is a clausal form of the negation of the given formula. In addition, if our tableau-
method is applied to this clausal form, it works in a way similar to resolution.
To substantiate these statements, sections on the complexity of formulas
containing some curious examples are brought together in Appendix: complexity
of formulas. This appendix addresses the question why constructing a formal
deduction of a given formula B - if there is any - by means of the systematic
search procedure explored in Part I may be complicated. In 1936 k Turing and
A. Church proved independently that there is no decision procedure for validity
in the predicate calculus. The search procedure of Part I does give a positive
test for validity and provides a deduction, if there is any: for each formula B, B
is valid (provable) if and only if the test applied to input B gives a positive
answer in finitely many steps. But the search procedure of Part I does not give a
negative test for validity, i.e., not for each formula B, B is invalid (not provable)
if and only if the test applied to input B gives a negative answer in finitely many
steps. If the search procedure of Part I is applied to a non-valid formula B, the
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procedure may run forever without presenting an answer because the 7-rules
may be applied again and again. Continually returning to such a 7-formula
makes the generation of bigger and bigger tableaux possible, and in some cases
it makes even infinite tableaux possible. In spite of all the complexity reducing
techniques, there is no alternative.
Fortunately, there are a great number of special classes of formulas, for which
one can determine a natural number n in advance such that if there is any
deduction of a formula in the class, then it can be obtained by less than n
applications of the 7-rules. These classes are decidable. If the search procedure
does not provide a formal deduction with less than n applications of the y-rules,
then there is no deduction at all. So, for formulas in these classes one can obtain
a formal deduction - if there is any - of the formulas themselves fairly easily by
application of our search procedure, restricting the number of applications of the
y-rules appropriately (depending on the complexity of the formula, i.e; on the
class to which the formula belongs). Some special classes of formulas are
discussed: monadic formulas (which contain only unary predicate symbols),
formulas of the form axlvx2[A(xl,x2)] with A quantifier-free, and formulas in
prenex normal form in which no existential quantifier precedes any universal
quantifier. This appendix illustrates that it might be useful to add to the tableau-
method a version of cut - Jeffrey's eXcluded Middle rule - which allows one to
split any open branch of a tree in two and append any sentence A to the bottom
of one of the new branches and the negation of the sentence to the bottom of
the other. Furthermore, the appendix illustrates that an inverse technique of the
reduction to prenex normal form might be useful as well.
Part II introduces the implementation of the theorem prover elaborated in
Part I,  in the programming language PROLOG  (with the product  LPA
PROLOG Professional 3.5.). Of necessity, short sections on Logic Programming,
PROLOG and LPA PROLOG precede the code itself and its explanation. So,
the sections Logic Programming / PROLOG and LPA PROLOG briefly describe
some relevant aspects of logic programming, PROLOG and the Edinburgh
syntax of LPA, and several aspects of their use in the PROLOG programs. It is
not the aim of these sections to teach the art of (logic or PROLOG)
programming as such.
Beyond the section Unification with respect to restrictions the most interesting
and subtle parts of the implementation are presented. The ordinary occurs check
cannot handle all the constraints explicated in the given list of restrictions.
Tkierefore, the concept "on neighbourly terms" completes the occurs check.
Tableaux are general enough to provide a framework for automated theorem
proving other than for pure first-order logic without the equality predicate. Some
evidence for this belief is found in the sections collected in Appendix: extensions
and restrictions. This appendix contains: versions with higher-order aspects, a
restriction to skolemized formulas and weak quantifier-depth. In addition, a
complete version for the classical propositional logic is shown. Some general
outlines for several other non-classical logics such as multi-valued, modal and
intuitionistic versions conclude this appendix of Part II.
Finally, the Appendix: built-in predicates contains the set of explanations of the
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most important (LPA) PROLOG predicates used or mentioned in the sections
on the implementation of the theorem prover and its variants. In addition, this
appendix defines some PROLOG terminology. Several sections describe all the
evaluable built-in (system) predicates which are used in the PROLOG programs
of this thesis. For details about these system predicates, see the manuals
themselves ([LPA 91]).
Part III is dedicated to the most important differences with other automated
theorem provers such as PCPROVE, 07TER, SATCHMO, an implementation
explored in [Fitting 90], and an implementation mentioned in [Reeves 85] and
[Reeves 87]. PCPROVE, OTTER and SATCHMO Me resolution-based theorem
provers, while those of Fitting and Reeves are tableau-based. It contains - if
available or simulatable - an efficiency comparison with those theorem provers
or the author's remakes of those theorem provers (in Appendix: SATCHMO-
programs, the reader can find the PROLOG programs of the remakes of
SATCHMO). The usefulness of applying the XM-rule, in (interactive) theorem
proving in order to reduce the search space and time, is shown once again. In
addition, it is shown that the application of resolution-based strategies may be
less effective. Of necessity, short paragraphs on timing LPA PROLOG-goals,
testing examples, and remaking the theorem provers precede the presentation of
the empirical results in tables.
A selection of examples and the interpretation of the output are brought
together in Appendix: output of the prototype. The tableaux presented as sets of
branches of trees in the appendix illustrate the claim given in the previous parts:
tableau-based proofs are understandable.
A complete list of books and papers in the area of automated theorem proving,
first-order logic, semantic tableaux, logic programming or PROLOG was not
within the scope of this thesis. The publications cited are mentioned in the
additional References. Taking the union of publications cited in any of these
publications in the References will give a rather complete picture. For further
details about, for instance, the history of automated theorem proving the reader
is referred to [Plaisted 90] and [Wos 84]. The classical papers on computational
logic and a bibliography on computational logic are brought together already in
[Siekmann 83]. [Kleene 52] and [Church 56] are the experts on first-order logic.
In [Kneale 62] the history of logic is developed. [Balbin 82] classified the
bibliography of logic programming. Its foundations are found in [Lloyd 87].
[Sterling 86], [Bratko 89], and many other PROLOG handbooks are mentioned.
Some work is done in aid of finding one's way through the book. The preceding
Contents mentions the headlines of the parts and sections. The Subject index
contains the most important concepts which are written in italics. The PROLOG
programs of Part II are written in a different typefont. Several other indexes
have been added. The Index of notations refers to the introduction of an
abbreviation. The Index of examples, the Index of figures and tables, and the
Index of theorems refer to examples used to clarify, to figures shown or tables
presented and to theorems, respectively. Since there are many connections, these
indexes assist in showing the way through the three parts.
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Part I Tableau-based theorem provingl
Abstract
Part I introduces a procedure in automated theorem proving based upon
tableaux, using unification without skolemizing first, in the mean time taking
care of the restrictions owing to the introduction of new terms. It concerns a
systematic procedure of searching for a deduction of a given formula B -
belonging to a first-order predicate logic language with function symbols but
without equality. The procedure is such that if all the tableau-branches in the
resulting tableau close, then one has constructed a deduction of B, and, secondly,
if a certain branch does not close, then one can read off a counterexample to B.
The soundness and completeness of this prodecure are proved. Of necessity,
short sections on first-order predicate logic, tableaux, tableau-proofs, normal
forms, skolemization, resolution(-strategies) and unification, precede or
accompany the development of the procedure. Meanwhile this tableau-based
procedure is compared with resolution-based procedures. The conclusion is that
the tableau-based procedure is capable of constructing a formal proof, whereas a
resolution-based procedure is not. Furthermore, the former can be extended to
other logics in a straightforward manner. In addition, the alleged strength of the
resolution-based theorem prover is not in the application of the resolution-rule
itself, but in a reduction of the computational complexity of the input, which is a
clausal form of the negation of the given formula. If our tableau-method is
applied to this clausal form, it works in a way similar to resolution. To
substantiate these statements, sections on the complexity of formulas containing
some curious examples are brought together in Appendix: complexity of
formulas.
Introduction
Resolution is a standard, but R. Smullyan's formulation of semantic tableaux
dates from the same period as resolution and lends itself well to automation.
First the notion of tableaux is explored in the section Tableaux. A new
formulation of the tableau-rules and a new search strategy is given in the
subsequent sections Tableau-proofs and The search strategy. Finally, the
soundness and completeness of the procedure are proved in the last section of
this part.
1   Part I develops two preliminary studies of the author in co-operation with H.C.M. de Swart.
These papers are mentioned in the additional References: [De Swart 901 ([Ophelders 901) and
[De Swart 88] ([Ophelders 88]).
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In order to compare the alternatives several preliminary definitions are given in
the sections Normal forms and Resolution, unification and tableaux. Several
advantages of this tableau-method are noted. A tableau-based automated
theorem prover, applied to a given formula B, is able to construct a formal proof
of B, and a resolution-based automated theorem prover is not, because it applies
resolution to a clausal form of -,B. If desired, any tableau-proof can be
transformed into a Hilbert-type proof, but resolution-based theorem provers do
not construct an understandable proof at all. If one has a resolution-based proof
of a formula B, all one can say is that one knows that a proof of B exists,
without exhibiting one. Tableau-based theorem provers can, and resolution-based
cannot, be extended to intuitionistic predicate logic and other non-classical logics
in a straightforward manner as explored in the first appendix of Part II. For
example, for formulas in prenex normal form provability in intuitionistic
predicate logic is decidable. Since intuitionistic predicate logic is undecidable, it
follows that not every formula has a prenex normal form to which it is
equivalent intuitionistically. Extensions such as logics of knowledge and belief
are relevant for the development of expert systems, and the logics of time may
be interesting for proving correctness of computer programs. Furthermore, the
alleged strength of the resolution-based theorem prover is not in the application
of the resolution-rule itself, but in a reduction of the computational complexity
of the input, which is a clausal form of the negation of the given formula. If the
explored tableau-method is applied to this clausal form, it works in a way similar
to resolution.
Tableaux
The alphabet of the jirst-order predicate language is supposed to contain:
free individual variables (parameters)  al,  a2,  a3,  ... and bound individual
variables x1, x2, x3, .... The terms of the language are built up from a list of
individual constants cl, c2, c3,... and the free individual variables, using a list of
function symbols fl, f2,0,...:
1. any individual constant is a term,
2.  any free individual vadable is  a  term,
3.  if f is  an n-ag jiinction  symbol  and  tl,•••,tn  (n 2 0) are terms,  then  f(tt,•••,tj  is  a
term.
Atomic formulas are constructed from terms and a list of predicate symbols
pl, p2, p3,...:
4. if p is an n-ary predicate symbol and tl, ...,tn  (n 2 0)  are  terms,  then  p(ti,•••,ta)  is
an atomic formula and each atomic formula is indeed a formula.
From these atomic formulas one builds complex formulas using the connectives
7,   v,  &,  D,   -  and the quantifiers  V,  3:
5.  if A is any formula, then ( nA) is a formula,
6. if A and B are any formulas, then (A  V  B), (A & B), (A D B), and (A -  B)
are formulas,
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7. if A(a) is any formula in which the free individual variable a occurs, and x is
any bound individual variable not occurring in 4 then vx[A(x)] and ax[A(x)]
are formulas, where A(x) results from A(a) by replacing every occurrence of a
in A by x.
As usual one assumes the sets of symbols to be disjoint, the sets of variables and
parameters to be countably infinite, and the set of predicate symbols to be non-
empty. Remark that, strictly speaking, A, B, A(a), vx[A(x)] and ax[A(x)]
themselves are not formulas. The letters "A" and "B" are used to stand for any
formulas, not necessarily atomic. Distinct letters like "A" and "B" do not
represent distinct formulas, in contrast to, for example, the distinct predicate
symbols   pl   and   p2. In addition, the notation  A(a)   is used informally  for   a
formula with some occurrences of the free variable 4 while A(t) is used for the
result of replacing all occurrences of a in A by occurrences of the term t. The
notation Vx[A(x)] and ax[A(x)] is used to emphasize the quantification, while, for
instance vxl[pl(xl)] and ax2[p2(x2,c2)] are formulas indeed. Furthermore, one
needs in the alphabet parentheses: the left and right round and square brackets (,
), [, ]. These parentheses are essential in formulas because they indicate which
parts belong together. Leaving them out may cause unwanted ambiguities. In
order to reduce the number of parentheses one ranks the connectives in the
following order  -1, v,&,D,-.Any connective  has a higher  rank  - a greater
scope - than any connective to the left of it and a lower rank than any
connective to the right of it. Or, equivalently, any connective binds more strongly
than any connective to the right of it and less strongly than any connective to the
left of it. Usually one omits the outermost brackets. One omits brackets in
sequences of n, v and 3: they associate to the right. Additional conventions omit
further brackets:   D   and - associate  to the right. For example,  (pl - (p2 -pl))
can  also be written  as  pl-p2 -pl. The connectives   v   and & associate  to  the
left. For example, ((pl v p2) v p3) can also be written as pl v p2 v p3. For details,
the reader is referred to the implementation (see section op/3 of Part II).
A signed formula is any expression of the form  t(A) or f(A), where A is a
formula. In the case of classical logic the intended meanings of t(A) and f(A) are
A is true respectively A is false. These intended meanings may be different for
other logics. Hence, for this purpose one needs the following definition:
8. if A is a formula, then t(A) and RA) are signed formulas.
If it is clear from the context what is meant, one writes tA instead of t(A) and
fA instead of f(A).
A sequent is any finite set of signed formulas:
9.  if  sAl,  •••,  sA   (n 2 0,  s E {t,   f}) are signed formulas,   then  {sAl,   ···,  sA=}   is  a
sequent.
The intended meaning of such a sequent {tBi, ..., tB= fCt, •••, fC} is the
following: if Bl and ... and Bm, then Ct or ... or C..
3
Figure I.1 presents the mla for classical first-order logic. New is the presentation
of the quantifier rules. The rules can be read either as Gentzen-type rules,
interpreting the sequents, or as semantic tableaux rules (in the sense of
E.W. Beth) interpreting the signed formulas rather than the sequents. The
abbreviation S, tA stands for S U {tA}, i.e., the set containing all signed
formulas in S and in addition tA. Similarly, the abbreviation S, fA stands for the
set S U {fA}. Often one writes tBi, ..., tB=, fC„ ..., fC. instead of the set
{t81, •••, tB= fCt,..., fQ}.
tn   S, t78 fn   S, fmB
S, fB S, tB
t V S,  tB V C                                                                      f v        S,  fB v C
S, tB         | S, tC                 S, fB, fC
t&   S, tB&C                             f&   S, fB&C
S, tB, tC S, B             S, fC
tD S, tB D C f D      S, fB D C
S, 8              S, tC                      S, tB, fC
t- S,  tB - C f-   S, fB-C
S, tB, tC   S, fB, fc S, tB, fC ; S, fB, tC
tV    S, tVx[A(x)]                         fv S, fvx[A(x)]
S, tA(Xd-y), tVx[A(x)] S, fA(a=.)
Xdummy does not occur in where a  does not occur in
S, tVx[A(x)] S, fvx[A(x)] and
any L.,..y in S, fvx[A(x)] is not
allowed to be replaced by a
term containing aw
t3    S, t3x[A(x)]                          f3 S, fax[A(x)]
S, tA(axw) S, fA(Xdummy), fax[A(x)]
where a*- does not occur in Xb,  does not occur in
S, t3x[A(x)] and S, fax[A(x)]
any Xd_y in S, tBx[A(x)] is not
allowed to be replaced by a
term containing a=
Figure I.1: Gentzen-type (semantic tableaux) rules.
4
The rules given in Figure I.1 can be read in two ways. First, read downwards, as
semantic tableaux rules. One interprets the signed formulas. For example, in the
case of the rule fB v C:i f B V C i s false, then both B and C are false. And in the
case of the rule tB V C:i f B V C i s true, then there are two possibilities, B i s true
or C is true. In this reading the notion of provability is explained in terms of
finding a counterexample. A formula B is called formally deducible from
Al,..., Am if it turns out to be impossible to construct a counterexample which
makes the premisses At, ···, A  true and B false. More precisely, if for all
sequents which result from application of the rules to the supposition
4, •••, tA™, fB - i.e., At,..., A= are true and B is false - there is an atomic
formula p such that both tp and fp occur in it. Note that only the propositional
case is explained in this way: for details about the quantifiers the reader has to
wait.
A second way to read the rules presented in Figure I.1 is to read them upwards,
as Gentzen-type rules. Then one interprets the sequents. To illustrate this,
consider the following two examples. Taking the sequent S = {tD, fE},
rule f78 becomes: rule  tB D C becomes:
tD, fE, f-,B tD,  fE,  tB D C
tD, fE, tB tD, fE, fB I tD, fE, tC
and is read as: and is read as:
if             D&B D E if D D E V B
then      D D E v mB and D&C D E,
then     D&(B D C) D E
With this last reading the notion of formal deducibility of B from Al, ..., Am is
explained in terms of reducing tAl, ···, tA,n, fB by the rules to axioms essentially
of   the   type   p D p. More precisely, a formula   B is deducible   from  At,   ...,   Aw   if
{tAl, ..., tA=, fB} - to be read as A,&...&A=DB - can be obtained by applying
the rules to sequents of the form {{..., tp, fp, ...} - to be read as ...&pDpv... -,
which can be conceived as axioms.
Signed non-atomic formulas are divided according to their behaviour into five
classes: negations, ot-formulas (sometimes called conjunctions), B-formulas
(disjunctions), 6-formulas (existentials) and 7-formulas (universals). Negations are
Signed formulas of the forms t-,B and f-,B, where B is a formula. Alpha-
formulas    are   signed   formulas   of   the   forms   fB DC,   fB v C   and tB&C, beta-
formulas are signed formulas   of the forms   tB v C,   fB&C,   tB J C,   tB - C   and
fB - C, where  B  and  C are formulas. Delta-formulas are signed formulas  of the
forms tax[A(x)] and f¥x[A(x)], where A(x) results from a formula A(a), such that
the individual variable x is not bound in A(x). Gamma-formulas are signed
formulas of the forms tvx[A(x)] and fBx[A(x)], where A(x) itself results from a
formula A(a), such that x is not bound in A(x). The following five tables show
how these categories of signed formulas behave in tableaux after applying branch
extension rules.
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Table I.1: Table I.2: Table I.3:
N       N,      a         01      02      B          Bi         02
f-,B            tB               fBDC             tB              fC                tB v C             tB                 ;  tC
t-,8    8     fBvC     B     fC      B&(     8      |fC
N-formulas. tB&(              18              tC                tB DC             fB                 |  tC
a-formulas. tB-C tB, tC    i fB, fC
fB-C tB, fC    9 fB, tC
B-formulas.
In Tabel I.1 a negation N has component Nt· In Tabel I.2 an a-formula has
components at and a2· In Tabel I.3 a B-formula has components Bi and B2· In
Tabel I.4 a 7-formula has instance 7(XAmmy)· Strictly speaking, A(X,-,) is not a
formula: the intended meaning of X in the y-rules is that one may substituteummy
any term for it. In Tabel I.5 a 6-formula has instance 6(a-). A(a=-) is a formula:
a-  in the 6-rule  is  a free individual variable,  i.e; a parameter.
One can define additional truth-functional connectives by means of adding
adequate rules for each combination of sign and connective. For example, if
(BC C)  is a formula,  add one ot-rule fB C C to Table I.2 and one 8-rule  tB C C to
Table I.3. It goes without saying that one can allow rewriting rules for
connectives and signed formulas instead of adding expansion rules. For example,
B C C   is   the same expression   as   C D B,   and a true-signed exclusive-or formula
tB M C is exchangeable  for  fB - C.
Table I.4: Table I.5:
7   7(Xd=ny), 7    6   6(aw)
tVx[A(x)] tA(Xdmmy), tvx[A(x)] t3x[A(x)] tA(a=-)
fax[A(x)] fA(Xd-y), fax[A(x)] fvx[A(x)] fA(an.)
7-formulas. 8-formulas.
Also note that one removes signed formulas, except gamma-formulas, after
expanding the tableau. So, there is a strictness condition for these formulas: there
is no need to apply an expansion rule to such a signed formula in the
construction of the tableau more than once in the same branch.
Note the difference in the treatment of y-formulas in this study and in the
former publication [De Swan 88]. The motivation - efficiency - behind this new




To deduce a formula B from At, ..., Am (A,&...&A= D B) one begins a tableau
construction with  {tAl,  •••,  tAm,  fB}  -  {fA,&...&A=DB} -, thinking  of this sequent
as a one-branch tree with its branch of length one. Then one applies branch
extension rules, producing new tableaux from old ones. (See Figure I.2). In all
cases except the B-case the rule should be read: if the signed formula above the
line occurs on a branch, the signed formulas below the line may be added to the
end  of the branch.  In the 6-case  one  adds all conditions  of the  form  aw + X-y.
'I'his prohibits unwanted unifications if no function symbols appear in the signed
formulas. But if function symbols are allowed one has to state explicitly the
condition that no X,_™  in S may be replaced by a term containing aw or X.Y
itself (see Example 3.1). The constraints - aw does not already occur in the
sequent in one way or another - are intuitively clear: if there is at least one
object with, respectively without, the property 4 then this object is not
necessarily one of the objects already mentioned. In the case of expanding a 7-
rule the condition - X.=v does not occur in the sequent - does not force
additional and unwanted constraints. For example,   if  X1 = X2   and   X2 = al,   then
X1 =al.   It   is   easy and important to register   the new dummy variable after
expanding a 7-rule. In the B-case the end of the branch is split, and each of the
two signed formulas is added to a separate fork. (See Example 4).
N-rules N
Ni
a-rules    a
Ott,                 02
8-rules    B
 1  1  2
7-rules    7
7(Xd=ny), 7 Xdw™ny does not occur in the sequent
6-rules 6
6(a=w) a=w does not occur in the sequent
Figure I.2: Branch extension rules.
A branch of a tableau is closed if it contains tp and fp' for some atomic formulas
p and p', such that p and p' are unifiable, taking into consideration all the
conditions which accompany that branch. Note that one does not need a
complete expansion of a tableau-branch before checking for closure.
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A tableau is dosed if every branch is closed. Note that if a branch is open, there
is no need for further expansion of the other branches.
A formal deduction of B from At, ..., A= is a closed tableau beginning with the
initial tableau  {tAl,  ...,  tA™,  fB}.
At,  ..., Am»B:= there is a deduction of B from At,  ..., A=.
Let's illustrate some expansion rules (and conditions) by means of the following
Examples.






{fp2(Xl,al),tvxl[-,p2(xl,al)],f 2[-,p2(a242)],tp2(82,X2)},  I]
closure: X1=a2, X2=al





{fp2(Xl,al),tvxl[--,p2(xl,al)],fax2[np2(a2,x2)],tp2(82,X2)},  [32 0Xl]
{t -,p2(X3,al),fp2(Xl,al),tvxl [ -,p2(xl,al)] '...,tp2(a2,X2)}, [a2#Xl]
{fp2(X3,al),fp2(Xl,al),tvxl[ np2(xl,al)] '...,4)2(a2,X2)}, [a20 Xi]
closure:  X3 = a2,  X2 = al
Notice that even longer deductions are possible: nothing is said about the
strategy of searching for a formal deduction.
If there is an open branch in the search tree, then one can read off a
counterexample. The tableau of Example 2.1 will never close.
Example 2.1: {tyxlax2[-,p2(xl,x2)],fax:Zvxl[-,p2(xl,x2)]}, 0
{tax2[-,p2(Xl,x2)],tvxlax2[ -,p2(x142)],fax2vxl[ -,p2(x142)]},  I]
{t-,p2(Xl,al),tvxlax2[mp2(xl,x2)],fh2vxl[np2(xl,x2)]}, [alieXl]
{fp2(Xl,al),tvx13, 2[-,p2(xl,x2)],fax2vxl[9p2(xl,x2)]}, [al #Xl]
{fp2(Xl,al),tvxlax2[-,p2(xl,x2)] '...,fvxl[ -,p2(xl,X2)]}, [al 0 Xl]
{fp2(Xl,al),tvxlax2[ mp2(xl,x2)],...,f-,p2(82,X2)},  [al pd Xl,a2 0 X1,a2 0 X2]
{fp2(Xl,al),tvx13,Q[ -,p2(xl,x2)] '...,tp2(a2,X2)}, [al FIX1,3258Xl,a20X21
The  condition  82 ps X1 prohibits the unification of p2(a2,X2) and p2(Xl,al).
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[Xl 0 t(al),  X2 0 t(al)]
{tp2(XJ,fl(X3)),tp2(Xl,fl(Xl)),tvxl[p2(xl,fl(xl))] '...,fp2(al,X2)},
[Xl# t(al),  X2 0 t(al)] ...
In the abbreviation  Xl ps t(al),  t(al)  is  a  term in which al occurs. This condition
prohibits the unification of p2(Xl,fl(Xl)) and p2(al,X2). Although X2=fl(X3)
and  X3 = al  are not forbidden explicitly by means  of  the  list of restrictions,  the
unification of p2(X3,fl(X3)) and p2(al,X2) implies X2=fl(al) which violates the
conditions abbreviated  as X2 0 t(al).
Note that the branches are accompanied by additional constraints such as, for
example,   Xlps fl(Xl)   and   X2 + fl(X2): the unification algorithm takes   care   of
these restrictions (see Part II).
The search strategy
In this section a systematic procedure of searching for a deduction of B from
At,..., A= is described. First of all, conventions with respect to sequents and
conditions are made. Remark that the list of conditions is not well-ordered.
From now on one registers au- and X -  only at the moment one applies a 6-
rule and a 7-rule respectively. So, the introduced parameters and dummy
variables are ordered by a relation , according to the moment of their
introduction.
[v>C]  : =  the rule which introduces the variable  v,  i.e., a parameter  a=-  or  an
X.-4, is applied after the expansion with respect to the conditions [C].
The benefits of this notation will be totally clear in the part on the
implementation. Note at the moment that the abbreviation
[...>ak>Xn>...>Xl>...>]  for  all the conditions which accompany a branch means
that an implementation has to take care of the following pragmatic aspects:
-     each  parameter ai, 1 5 i 5 1 4  is  new  (ai  does not occur  in the sequent).
-    each  dummy  Xj,   1 5 j 5 n,  is  new  at  the  time  of its introduction  (Xj  does  not
occur in the sequent), and it may not unify with t(ak), where «ak) is a term in
which the new parameter ak occurs.
Let's illustrate the benefits of these conventions by means of a new version of
Example 3.1:
Example 3.2: {fvxl[p2(xl,fl(xl))] D ax3vx2[p2(x233)]},[]
{tvxl[p2(xl,fl(xl))],fax3vx2[p2(x2,x3)]}, I]
{tp2(Xl,fl(Xl)),tvxl[p2(xl,fl(xl))],fax3vx2[p2(x2,x3)]}, [Xl>]




[al >X2>Xl >] now renders the conditions  al t Xl  and al ps X2, and prohibits  the
unification of p2(Xl,fl(Xl)) and p2(al,X2). Although    X2 =fl(X3)    is    not
forbidden,   and   even   X3 = al   is not forbidden in isolation,  [al>al,fl(al)>Xl>]
violates the condition that al is new.
In addition, by means of the unification process the conditions are updated in
order to guarantee that the parameters are new. This is best illustrated in cases
where 8-rules are involved:
Example 4: {fvxl[pl(xl) v p2(xl)] D vxl[pl(xl)] v vxl[p2(xl)]}, []
{tvxl[pl(xl) v p2(xl)],fvxl[pl(xl)],fvxl[p2(xl)]}, I]
{tvxl[pl(xl) v p2(xl)],fpl(al),fp2(a2)}, [a2>al>]
{tpl(Xl) v p2(Xl),tvxl[pl(xl) v p2(xl)],fpl(al),fp2(a2)}, [Xl >a2>·al,]
{tpl(Xl),...,fpl(al),fp2(22)},[Xl>a2>al>·] 1 {tp2(Xl),...,fp2(22)}, [Xl>82>al>]
closure for X1 =al
The   condition   al = X1 closes   the left branch, the condition   a2= X1 closes   the
right one. Only an update prohibits the closure of all branches at the same time:
X1 = al  and  X1 = a2 together violate the condition  that the parameters  al  and  a2
are    new. This corresponds    to    the   fact   that    in the update    [al,32>al>]    of
[Xl wa2>al ,] the parameter   al   is   not   new with respect   to   a2.   In  this   way
subsequent expansion of the 7-formula does not lead to unwanted results.
Conditions are expressions abbreviated by the form an> or Xn>. The letter "C' is
used to indicate the conditions in totality, presented as a list [..an>...Xn>].
For I# and 4 lists, Ll 0  4  is the concatenation of Ll and 4. A sequent is
presented as a list of signed formulas as well. For S a sequent, S - [tA] is the
sequent which results by deleting tA from S; the list S - [fA] is defined
similarly.
Step 0 of the systematic procedure of searching for a deduction of B from
At,  ...' Am consists of constructing     the     pair      <So, Co>, where      So     : =
[tAl, ···, tAm, fB] and Co: =  [].
One  defines   < Si,  C >   to be closed if there are atomic formulas p and p' such
that both tp and fp' occur in Si and p and p' can be unified in such a way that all
conditions in Ci are satisfied.
Step n+1: let <St, Cl>, ..., <Sk, Ck> be the result of step n, nEN where each Si
is a sequent and each C is a list of conditions.
If   < St,  Ci>,   ...,   < Sk,   Ck>   are all closed,   then  stop and conclude Al, ..., Am»B.
(Note that, by means of the unification process, conditions are updated after
each closure, if necessary.)
Else,  let   < S,  C >   be the first couple  that  is  not yet closed:
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6  If S contains a delta formula 6, let
S6: =  [6(a-)]   o  (S -  [6]) and
Ca :=  [a->]  o C, where aw is the first new parameter not occurring in S.
Else:
N If S contains a Negation formula N, let
SN : =  [Nt]  0  (S - [N]) and
CN: =  C.
Else:
a If S contains an alpha formula ot, let
Set  : =  [oti,  a21   0  (S -  [a])  and
Ca:=  C.
Else:
B  If S contains a beta formula 8, let
SB,  : =  [Bl]  0  (s - [B]) and
COt  :=  C,
S#2 : -  [13,]  0  (S - [B]) and
( 2:=  C.
Else:
7  If S contains a gamma formula 7, let
Sy : =  [7(L.__y)]  0  (S - [·y])  0  [y]and
Cy  : =  Ixdummy,1   0 C, where X..my is the first new variable not occurring in S
nor in C.
Else:
stop and mention not At, ..., Am»B.
This finishes the description of the search procedure. Let's illustrate the
procedure by means of some examples.
Example 1.3 (compare with Example 1.1 and Example 1.2):
<S, C> =
< [tax2vxl[np2(xl,x2)],fvxlax2[ -,p2(xl,x2)]], []>
< S6,  C6 >    =
<[tvxl[ 7p2(xl,al)],fvxlax2[np2(xl,x2)]], [al>]>
< S66,  C86>=
<[f,x2[-,p2(a2&2)],tvxl[-,p2(xl,al)]],  [a2>al>]>
< S66·y,  (667 >    =
< [f-,p2(a2,Xl),tvxl[ -,p2(xl,al)],fax2[ np2(a2,x2)]],  [Xl >a2>al,] >
< M#N,  C66·yN>   =
< [tp2(82,Xl),tvxl[-,p2(xl,al)],fax2[np2(a»2)]],  [Xl>32>al>] >
< S667Ny,  COO·yN·y >    =
< [t-,p2(X2,al),tp2(a2,Xl),fax2[...],tvxl[...]],  [X2>Xl wa2>al>] >
<S66·yNYN, C66·yN7N>  =
< [fp2(X2,al),tp2(82,Xl),fax2[...],tvxl[...]],  [X2>X l >·82 >·al,] >
< S66·yN·yN,  C66·yN·yN> is closed:  X2 = a2,  X1 = al.
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Example 2.2 (compare with Example 2.1):
<S, C> =
< [tvxlax2[ np2(x102)],fax2vxl[ 7p2(xl,x2)]],  I]>
<SY,  C7>   =
< [tlx2[mp2(Xl,%2)],fEx2vxl[ np2(xl,x2)],tvxlax2[,p2(xl,x2)]],  [Xl>] >
< S76,  (76>   =
< [tnp2(Xl,al),fax2vxl[-,p2(xl,x2)],tvxlax2[7p2(xl,x2)]],  [al>Xl>] >
< S76N,  C·yaN>   =
< [fp2(Xl,al),fax2vxl[-,p2(xl,x2)],tvx13%2[-ip2(xl,x2)]], [al,Xl>] >
< SyON7,  C·yONy>   =
< [fvxl[-,p2(xl,X2)],fp2(Xl,al),tvxlax2[...],fax2vxl[...]],  [X2>al>Xl>]>
<SyON76,  CYON·yO>   =
< [fnp2(a2,X2),fp2(X 1,al) '...1, [22>X2>al,Xl>]>
< Sy6Ny6N,  C76N76N >   =
< [tp2(a2,X2),fp2(Xl,al),...], [a2>X2>al>Xl >]>
Although p2(a2,X2) and p2(Xl,al) can be unified, the pair
< S76NYBN,  C·y6N·y6N >     is not closed because    of the condition    22 0 Xl    in
C76Ny6N, corresponding to the fact that in [82>X2>al>Xl>·]the parameter a2
is to the left of the dummy X1.
The next example shows how the search procedure behaves when beta-formulas
are  involved. One stops  if all the pairs   < Si,  C > are closed.  In  Part  II the reader
can check that in the PROLOG-implementation the conditions are updated




<Sy,  Cy>    =
<[fvx2[(pl(Xl)Dpl(x2))&(pl(Xl)&p2(Xl)Dp2(x2))],faxlvx2[...]], [Xl>]>
< S76,  (76 >    =
<[f(pl(Xl)Dpl(al))&(pl(Xl)&p2(Xl)Dp2(al)),faxlvx2[...]], [al>Xl>]>
<S76Bt, C·yoB,>   =
<[fpl(Xl)Dpl(al),faxlvx2[...]], [al>Xl>]>
<S·yoB,ot,  C76Bia>   =
<[tpl(Xl),fpl(al),faxlvx2[...]], [al>Xl>]>
<S7601ay,  (788,vy>   =
<[fvx2[(pl(X2) Jpl(x2))&(pl(X2)&p2(X2) Dp2(x2))],... ], [X2>al>Xl,]>
< S·yOBIa·yO,  CyOB,a76 >   =
< [f(pl(X2) Jpl(a2))&(I)1(X2)&p2(X2) Dp2(a2)) '...1,  [a2>X2>al>·Xl,]>
< S·yaBia76Bt,  (768107681 >   =
<[fpl(X2)Dpl(82),tpl(Xl),fpl(al),faxlvx2[...]], [32>X2>al>Xl>]>
<S78#ta·yoBiot,  C·yaBia768,a>   =
< [tpl(X2),fpl(82),tpl(Xl),fpl(al),faxlvx2[...]], [a2>X2>al>Xl>] >
closure  for  X2 = al
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<S76BtaTOBb  (768107682>    =
< [fpl(X2)&p2(X2) Dp2(a2),tpl(Xl),fpl(al),f3xlvx2[...]],  [a2>X2>al >Xl>]>
<SyBBla768,ot,  C'YOBia76820 >    =
< [tpl(X2)&p2(X2),fp2(a2),tpl(Xl),fpl(al),faxlvx2[...]], [a2>X2>al>Xl>·]>
< S768107682aa,  (768107682aa>   =
< [tpl(X2),tp2(X2),fp2(82),tpl(Xl),fpl(al),faxlvx2[...]],  [a2>X2>al>Xl >] >
closure for X2=al
< S78#2,  (7882 >   -
< [fpl(Xl)&p2(Xl) Dp2(al),faxlvx2[...]], [al>Xl>]>
<S7682a,  (7682a >   =
<[tpl(Xl)&p2(Xl),fp2(al),faxlvx2[...]],  [al>Xl>] >
< S7602aa,  (7682aae>   =
< [tpl(Xl),tp2(Xl),fp2(al),faxlvx2[...]],  [al,Xl,] >
< S7682O107,  (7682O10ry >   =
<[fvx2[(pl(X2) Jpl(x2))&(pl(X2)&p2(X2) Dp2(x2))],...], [X2>al>Xl>]>
< S76820ta76,  Cy682aa·ya>    =
< [f(pl(X2)Jpl(a2))&(pl(X2)&p2(X2) Dp2(a2)),...1,  [a2>X2>al>Xl>]>
< S7682<za7881,  (760201017601>   -
< [fpl(X2)Dpl(a2),tpl(Xl),tp2(Xl),fp2(al),faxlvx2[...]], [82>X2>al,Xl>] >
< S7882ota·y68 lot,  (76#2aa·yollia >   =
< [tpl(X2),fpl(a2),tpl(Xl),tp2(Xl),fp2(al),faxlvx2[...]],  [a2,X2,al>Xl>]>
< S7882aot·yo#tay,  (7682007681ay>    =
< [fvx2[(pl(X3)Dpl(x2))&(pl(X3)&p2(XJ)Dp2(x2)),...], [XJ>·a2>X2>al>X 1,]>
< S76#2aa768,076,  (7682aa7681ot·yo>    =
<[f(pl(X3)Jpl(a3))&(pl(X3)&p2(X3)Dp2(a3)),...], [a3>X3,a2>X2>al>Xl>]>
< S768200788,a·ya#t, (7682aa·yaBia·YOBi >   =
<[fpl(X3)Jpl(a3) '...1,  [a3>X3>a2>X2>al>Xl,]>
< S788200764a768101,  C76820076Bia·yoha >   =
< [tpl(X3),fpl(a3),tpl(X2),fpl(a2),tpl(Xl) '...1,  [a3>·X3 >·82>X2>al>Xl>]>
closure  for  X3 = a2
< S·yOB,aot·yOBia'y681  (788200768,07682 >   =
< [fpl(X3)&p2(X3) Dp2(a3),tpl(X2),fpl(a2) '...1,  [33 >·X3>a2,X2>·al,Xl>]>
< S76820ta'yoB,ot'yoB,ot,  C7682(Ya·yaB tayaB,a >   =
< [tpl(X3)&p2(X3),fp2(a3),tpl(X2),fpl(a2),...], [a3>X3 >a2>X2>al,Xl>]>
< SyoB,0ta76Biot·yoB,aot,  C·y682007640768200 >   =
< [tpl(X3),tp2(X3),fp2(a3),tpl(X2),fpl(a2) '...1, [a3>·XJ>a2>X2>al>Xl,]>
Closure  for  X3 = a2
< S76820ta7681  (7682ota·y682>   =
<[fpl(X2)&p2(X2) Dp2(a2),tpl(Xl),tp2(Xl),fp2(al) '...1, [a2>X2>al>Xl>]>
< S·yOB,aa768,a,  C7682aa7682a>   =
< [tpl(X2)&p2(X2),fp2(a2),tpl(Xl),tp2(Xl),fp2(al) '...1, [a2>X2>·al,Xl,]>
< S7682aa7682004  (76#20076820ta >   =
< [tpl(X2),tp2(X2),fp2(a2),tpl(Xl),tp2(Xl),fp2(al),...], [82>·X2>al,Xl>]>
closure  for  X2 = al
Note  that the tableau-branches close  for  X2 = al  and  X3 = a2.
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Normal forms
In this section several preliminary definitions and notations are given. In the
remaining part these shorter notations are used for space-efficiency reasons.
Definition: a formula A is in prenex nonnal form (PNF) if it consists of a -
possibly empty - finite string of quantifiers - the prefix - followed by a formula
without quantifiers - the matrix; So, A is in PNF if A is of the form
Qlxl...Qnxn[M], where Ql,..., Qn are v or 3 and M, the matrix, is quantifier-
free.
Prener nonnal fonn theorem: for each formula A there is a prenex normal
formula B such that  *A- B.
proof By choosing bound variables distinct and pulling out the quantifiers of
formula A by means of the prenex operations below, one converts A to a
formula PNF(A) in prenex normal form:
i.         replace a part  -ivx[B]  by  ax[ -78];  and
replace a part  nax[B]  by  vx[-,B].
ii.      replace a part vx[B] v C or B v vx[C] by vx[B v C]; and
replace a part ax[B] v C or B v ax[C] by ax[B v C].
iii.    replace a part vx[B]&C or B&vx[C] by vx[B&C]; and
replace a part ax[B]&C or B&ax[C] by ax[B&C].
iv.        replace  a part  B D Vx[C]  by  vx[B D C];  and
replace  a part  B D ix[C]  by  ax[B DC].
v.         replace  a part  vx[B]DC by  ax[BDC];  and
replace  a part  ax[B] D C by  Vx[B D C].
vi.      replace a part B-C b y(B DC)&(CDB).
Note that .vxl[B(xl)] - vx2[B(x2)] and ,-axl[B(xl)] - ax2[B(x2)].  So,  it is sound
to choose distinct bound variables. In addition, by the replacement theorem, the
prenex normal form theorem follows immediately.                                   0
Replacement theorem:    let   A t    be a formula containing Cl as a specified
(consecutive) part, and let Acl come from Act by replacing that part by a
formula (2. If,-Cl - C2, then,.Act - Aa·
Example 6: Bxl[pl(x 1)] Daxl[p2(xl)]
axl[pl(xl)] D ax2[p2(x2)] axl[pl(xl)]Dax2[p2(x2)]
ax2[3xl[pl(x 1)] Dp2(x2)] (by iv) vxl[pl(xl) D 3x2[p2(x2)]]      (by v)
3x2[Vxl[pl(xl) Dp2(x2)]]      (by v) Vxl[3x2[pl(xl) D p2(x2)]]      (by iv)
Bx2vxl[pl(xl) Dp2(x2)] vxl3x2[pl(xl)Dp2(x2)]
Note     that both ax2vxl[pl(xl) Dp2(x2)] and vxlax2[pl(xl)Dp2(x2)]     are
equivalent to 3xl[pl(xl)] D 3xl[p2(xl)], although, in general, the order   of  the
quantifiers in vxlax2 may not be conversed. In other words:
0vx13x2[A(xl,x2)1 - ax2vxl[A(xl,x2)], but
*vxlax2[pl(xl) Dp2(x2)]- 3,Qvxl[pl(xl)Dp2(x2)].
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Definition: a propositional formula A is in conjunctive normal form (CNF) if it
consists of a conjunction of disjunctions, i.e., if it is of the form At& ...&Ak,
where   each Ai, 1 5 i 5 1 4   is a disjunction   U, v    .. v Lat of literals,   i.e., of atomic
formulas or negations of atomic formulas. So, A is in CNF if it is of the form
(Lit v  ... v Ln11)& ···&(Lik v  ... v Lf)·
De»ition: a propositional formula A is in disjunctive nonnal fonn (DNF) if it
consists  of a disjunction of conjunctions,  i.e;  if  it  is  of  the  form  Al v   ... v A ,
where  each Ai, 1 5 i c k,  is a conjunction  I.1,&  ···&Lai of literals.  So,  A  is  in  DNF
if it is of the form (Lit& ...&L°11) v  ... v (Lik& •••&Lak).
Theorem: each propositional formula A is equivalent to a formula in conjunctive
normal fonn  and is equivalent  to a formula in disjunctive nonnal fonn.
proof: By rewriting the appropriate connectives of formula A and rearranging by
means of the operations below, one converts A to a formula CNF(A) or
DNF(A) in conjunctive or disjunctive normal form, respectively.
i.     replace a part B-C by (mB v C)&(nCv B) or by (B&C) v (-,B&-,C).
ii.     replace a part B DC by (mB v C) or by -,(B& -,C).
iii.      replace  a part  -1(B v C) by  -,B& -,C.
iv.     replace a part 1(B&C) by -,B v nC.
v.      replace a part  n nB by B.
vi.      replace a part B v (C&D) by (B v C)&(B v D).
vii.     replace a part B&(C v D) by (B&C) v (B&D).
The connectives - and D are pulled out by i and ii. All negation signs can be
pushed inside of disjunctions and conjunctions till they stand in front of atomic
formulas or negation signs by iii and iv. All negation signs can be collapsed to
one or zero by v. Disjunctions can be pushed inside conjunctions by vi.
Conjunctions can be pushed inside disjunctions by vii. From the definition of the
connectives by means of truth tables together with the replacement theorem the
theorem follows immediately.                                                          0
By combining the conjunctive normal form theorem and the prenex normal form
theorem, every formula A is equivalent to a formula PNF(A), which is of the
form Qlxl...Qnxn[M], and hence equivalent to a formula Qlxl...Qnxn[CNF(M)].
This expression is of the form Qlxl...Qnxn[(Lit v   ... v L°11)&  ...&(Lik v   ... v Lak)],
where Ql,..., Qn are v or 3, and where each Iji is a literal, i.e., an atomic
formula or the negation of an atomic formula occurring in A
Dejinition: A formula A in prenex normal form is reduced to skolem normal form
(SNF) by eliminating all existential quantifiers as follows:i.   for any expression of the form vxl...vxiaxj[B(xl,..., xi, xj '...)], introduce a
new i-ary function symbol fj; and
ii.     replace that expression by the expression vxl...vxi[B(xl,..., xi, fj(xl,...,xi),...)].
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If m is the number of universal quantifiers in 4 then after n-m applications of
the operations i and ii there are no existential quantifiers left and every
associated variable is replaced  by an appropriate  term.  Note  that  if i = 0,  fj()  is  an
individual constant (a skolem constant).
Notation: If a formula B is in prenex normal form, SNF(B) denotes the skolem
normal form of B. Therefore, in the example below PNF(A) denotes a prenex
normal form of formula 4 and SNF(PNF(A)) a skolem normal form of PNF(A).
Example 7: A = vxlax2[pl(xl) D p2(x2)] D Bx2vxl[pl(xl) Dp2(x2)]
PNF(A)  = axlvx2ax4vx3[(pl(xl)Dp2(x2))D (pl(x3)Dp2(x4))]
SNF(PNF(A)) = vx2vx3[(pl(fl)Dp2(x2))D (pl(x3) Dp2(Q(x2)))].
Note that also holds:
PNF(A)  = Bx4vx33xlvx2[(pl(xl) Dp2(x2)) D (pl(x3) Dp2(x4))], and hence
SNF(PNF(A)) = vx3vx2[(pl(Q(x3)) Dp2(x2)) D (pl(x3)Dp2(fl))].
Note that SNF(PNF(A)) generally is not equivalent to PNF(A). For example, if
formula PNF(A) = vxlax2[pl(xl,x2)], then SNF(PNF(A)) = vxl[pl(xl,fl(xl))].
The  structure  <N;   <; i>, where  i  is the identity function on N is a model of
PNF(A), but it does not make SNF(PNF(A)) true. Conversely, any interpretation
which makes SNF(PNF(A)) true, also makes PNF(A) true. Summarizing,
SNF(PNF(A))*PNF(A), but PNF(A)0SNF(PNF(A)).
De»ition: Given a formula 4 the clausal fonn   CF(A) of A is obtained as
follows:
i.      construct the prenex normal form PNF(A) of A; Let
PNF(A) = Qlxl...Qnxn[M], M is quantifier-free.
ii.     construct the skolem normal form SNF(PNF(A)) of PNF(A); Let
SNF(PNF(A)) = vxl...vxm[M'], M' containing n-m new function symbols.
iii.   construct the conjunctive normal form CNF(M') of M'; Let
CNF(M')  =  (Lil v  ... v Lall)& ···&(Lik v  ... v Lnkk)·
So,    CF(A)   is   of   the form vxl...vxm[(L't v    ... v Lnt,)&    ...&(Lik v    ... v Lt)].
Because there are no existential quantifiers left in CF(A), one usually drops all
universal quantifiers and renames variables so that no variable appears in more
than one disjunction. These disjunctions  L'i v   .. v Lai are called clauses.  One
frequently represents CF(A) as a set of clauses.
Of course, one can skolemize a formula A or put a formula A into clausal form
CF(A) without constructing PNF(A) beforehand too:
i.         replace  a part  B-C b y  (n B v C)&(nC v B).
ii.       replace a part B D C b y  ( - ,B v C).
iii.      replace  a part  n(B v C) by  mB& -,C.
iv.     replace a part  7(B&C) by  -,B v -,C.
v.       replace a part  n -,B by B.
vi.   replace a part -ivx[B] by ax[ -18].
vii.     replace  a part  --tax[B]  by vx[-18].
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viii.  standardize the variables, i.e., rename the variables so that each quantifier
has a unique variable.
ix.   for any expression of the form Vxl...Vxi3j[B(xl,..., xi, xj,...)], introduce a
new i-ary function symbol fj; and replace that expression by the expression
vxl...vxi[B(xl, ..., xi, fj(xl, ..., xi), ...)].
x.    one can drop all universal quantifiers at this point.
xi.     replace a part B V (C&D) by (B v C)&(B v D).
xii.  standardize the variables apart, i.e., rename variables so that no variable
appears  in more  than one disjunction Ltiv   .. v L-, (i.e.,  in more  than  one
clause).
Example 8: A = -1(vxlax2[pl(xl) Dp2(x2)] D Bx2vxl[pl(xl) Dp2(x2)])
-'(-'Vxlax2[-,pl(xl) v p2(x2)] v ax2vxl[-,pl(xl) v p2(x2)])                                     (ii)
Vxl 2[ -,pl(xl) v p2(x2)]& -,ax2vxl[-,pl(xl) v p2(x2)] (iii, v)vxlax2[ npl(xl) v p2(x2)]&vx23*1 -,[ -,pl(xl) v p2(x2)] (Vii, vi)
Vxllx2[ -,pl(xl) v p2(x2)]&vx23xl[pl(xl)& -,p2(x2)] (iii, v)
Vxlax2[npl(xl) v p2(x2)]&vx43x3[pl(x3)& -,p2(x4)] (viii)
vxl[mpl(xl) v p2(fl(xl))]&vx4[pl(Q(x4))& np2(x4)]                                                    (ix)
(-,pl(xl)vp2(fl(xl)))&pl(Q(%4))&-,p2(x4)                              (x)(npl(xl) v p2(fl(xl)))&pl(Q(x2))& -,p2(x3) (xli)
Note that in several studies the skolem normal form - the satisfiability functional
fonn in for instance [Gallier 86] - is defined for formulas in negated normal
form. (The validio, Ainctional fonn is the result of the dual approach: universalquantifiers are eliminated instead of the existential ones that are eliminated in
constructing the satisfiability functional form.)
Definition: a formula  A  is in negated nonnal fonn   (NNF)  if and  only  if it contains
no connectives other than  n, v  and &, quantifiers  v and  3, and the scope  of
each occurrence of -7 is atomic.
Note that for every atomic formula A A and  A are in negated normal form.
And  if  A  and  B  are in negated normal  form,  then  A v B,  A&B,  vx[A(x)]  and
3x[A(x)] are in negated normal form. In fact the following theorem has been
proved already.
Theorem: each first-order formula A is equivalent to a formula in negated normal
fonn NNF(A).
Normal forms are explored because many automated theorem provers for logic
operate as follows. Given any assumption formulas At, ..., A= and given any
formula B, they construct -18 and the clausal forms CF(Al), ···, CF(Am),
CF(--,B). They check whether a contradiction      can be derived       from
CF(Al), ..., CF(A=),  and  CF( nB) by means  of some derivation rules.  If  so,  then
CF(At),    ···,    CF(Am),    CF( nB)    are    not    simultaneaously satisfiable. Hence,
At, ..., A= -,B are not simultaneously satisfiable and therefore At, ..., Am.B.
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If not, then CF(Al),  ···,   CF(A=),   CFC -, B) are simultaneously satisfiable. Hence,
At,..., Am, nB are simultaneously satisfiable and therefore At, ..., A=08.
It is important to realize that the skolem normal form SNF(A) and hence the
clausal form CF(A) of a formula A is not necessarily equivalent to the original
formulas (due to the use of skolem functions), although it is true that the clausal
forms CF(At), ···, CF(A=), CF(n B) have a model if and only if At, ..., A= -,B
have a model. It is interesting to note that the computational complexity of
CF(At),  ···,  CF(A™),  CF( -,B)   is  less  than the complexity  of the original first-
order formulas. Summarizing the results, for arbitrary formula B the following
holds:
i.      If CF(B) is valid, then B is valid. But not conversely. For example,
Ivxlax2[pl(xl) Dpl(x2)] and fvxl[pl(xl)Dpl(fl(xl))].
ii.     B is satisfiable if and only if CF(B) is satisfiable.
iii. In general, the complexity of CF(B) is lower than that of B, in the sense
that CF(B) contains only universal and no existential quantifiers that occur
in PNF(B).
iv.   For that reason the validity of CF(B) is decidable, while the validity of B
generally is not.
Resolution, unification and tableaux
Resolution solved many of the efficiency problems, but it is a disadvantage that
the resolution-based proofs are not very understandable. Of course, there are
some results concerning the relation between resolution-based proofs, proofs in
gentzen-systems, in natural deduction systems and in tableaux systems, but the
transformations themselves are inefficient, not teachable and, what's more, they
do not lead to the more understandable tableau-based proofs which are the
result of the explored direct search procedure. In this study no attention is given
to the conversions between the various machine-oriented proof systems such as
resolution, and the less confusing ones such as tableaux or natural deduction.
Furthermore, in this section some resolution-based theorem proving jargon is
explained briefly and sometimes rather informally. For details the reader has to
take a close look at the implementation in Part II and is referred to, for
instance, [Lloyd 87], [Wos 84] and [Chang 73]. Tableau-branches are closed if
they contain for some predicate symbol p both tp(Xj) and fp(ai) - or fp(Xj) and
tp(ai), where ai is introduced before Xj; the unification algorithm has to
compute a unifying substitution before checking the constraints. Such a
substitution   a   is   a   set of bindings    {Xl = tl,   ...,   Xn= tn}, where   each   Xi   is   a
variable, and each ti is a term not containing Xi. In Part II the undication
algorithm respecting constraints is presented in such a way that the unrestricted
case of unification is implied. In addition all the details are explained, some
possible mistakes are mentioned and the ways to overcome these problemes are
elaborated. Therefore, the reader is referred to sections of the next part.
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The inference rule for resolution is presented for the first time in [Robinson 65],although one might say that there are other roots: according tO, for example,
[Wallen 90], the matrix framework was pioneered in the studies of D. Prawitz in
the early sixties for formulas in conjunctive normal form (see [Prawitz 60]). Andgeneralised to NNF-formulas by P. Andrews and W. Bibel. And one might even
say that J. Herbrand invented the method in the 1930's.
Resolution-proofs are refutation-proofs: in order to prove B, suppose 78 and try
to derive a contradiction, or, equivalently, the empty clause 0 (i.e., the clause that
contains no literals). The binary resolution rule itself is the inference rule that
takes two clauses Lti v  ...  v p(...) v ... v Lai and L'j V  ... v np(...) v ... v Lt, selectsa literal in each clause with the same predicate symbol p but with opposite sign,and  yields a clause  - the resolvent  -  L'i v   .. v Ltv Lij v   ... v Luj, provided  that
the two selected literals unify and have been eliminated. For ground clauses, i.e.,
clauses which do not contain variables (and no quantifiers), this unification
process is simple. To deduce conclusions from non-ground clauses, substitutionof the variables by terms in order to make the literals equal is required.
Unrestricted application of the binary resolution rule produces inefficient
refutations: many irrelevant and redundant clauses are generated. Therefore,
strategies to limit the search space are needed to prevent the generation of
unnecessary clauses. But adding strategies often results in an inference
mechanism which is not complete any more. Many refinements do shorten the
length of a proof. But in general the effectiveness of the strategy chosen depends
on the problem domain and therefore problem-dependent strategies are added
to general theorem proving techniques as well.
Note that even binary resolution itself is not rejutation  complete. An inferencerule is refutation complete if, given an unsatisfiable set of clauses, the
unsatisfiability can be established by means of the inference rule. The set
containing  the two clauses  p(xl) v p(x2)  and  -,p(x3) v np(x4) is unsatisfiable,
however, binary resolution is not powerful enough by itself to establish this fact.
Therefore, a second inference rule - factoring - is needed: factoring is the rule
that takes a single clause i, selects two of its literals L=i and L-i that are alike inpredicate and in sign, attempts to find a most general unifier of these two
literals, applies this replacement of the variables and eliminates one literal in
order to produce the new clause. By means of factoring and binary resolution the
empty clause (or a contradiction) is derived from the set of clauses in the
example above. In practice, binary resolution is often sufficient for finding a
proof, and even factoring is not employed in actual problem solving.Strategies such as the unit preference rule guide the derivation in resolution-
proofs: deductions producing short clauses are preferred. In practice, arestriction that can be imposed on various inference rules is that the result of an
application will be accepted only if the number of literals in the conclusion is
less than some fixed number (see Part III).
In the sections concerning the implementation of the search strategy above (see
Part II), the process of guiding the expansion of the tableaux is explained. Using
the prototype of Part II one can leave out certain - irrelevant - signed formulas
and one can add certain signed formulas as well (see in the appendix
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Example 10.1.i, ii and iii). Preventing the expansion of irrelevant subtableaux
corresponds with restriction strategies in resolution-based theorem proving like
the set of support strategy. Simplifying by means of rewriting is a strategy in both
resolution-based and tableau-based proof systems (Example 6 shows a rewriting
strategy for Example 9 below). Furthermore, some strategies such as
subsumption remove useless clauses in resolution-based theorem proving. In the
appendix it is shown that this kind of pruning strategy is helpful in tableau-based
theorem proving too (see for futher details section Formulas of the form
axlyx2[A(xl,x2)]).
Theorem provers such as OTTER (see the section in Part III or [McCune 90])
operate as follows: given any formula   B, they construct   CFC -,B) and check
whether a contradiction  can be derived from   CF( -,B) by resolution.  If so,  then
CF(-,B)  is not satisfiable. Hence,   -,8  is not satisfiable and therefore  *B.  If not,
CF( n B) is satisfiable. Hence,  -,B is satisfiable and therefore   B.
But, given any formula B, the tableau-method described applied to the f-signed
negation of the clausal  form of  -,B,  f nCFC -,B), works  in a way similar to binary
resolution. This claim is best illustrated by a non-trivial example.
Example  9:  Let  B := vxlax2[pl(xl)Dp2(x2)]Dax2vxl[pl(xl) Dp2(x2)].  PNF(-,B)
is the formula vxl3x2vx43x3[ npl(xl) v p2(x2)&pl(x3)& -,p2(x4)].  Then a clausal
form is vxlvx2[(-,pl(xl) v p2(fl(xl)))&pl(Q(xl,x2))& -,p2(x2)],  or  equivalently,
CF(--,B) is  vxl[-,pl(xl) v p2(fl(xl))]&vxlvx2[pl(f2(xl,x2))]&vx2[-,p2(x2)].
Example 9.1: By resolution one derives the empty clause:
1.  npl(xl) v p2(fl(xl))
2. pl(Q(x2,x3))
3. -,p2(x4)
4. npl(xl) (1,3) x4=fl(xl)
5.0 (2,4)  x1 = f2(x2,x3)
The  derivation  of 0 shows  that  CF( mB)   does  not  have a model. Consequently,
-,B does not have a model. Hence *.B.
Example 9.2: Applying the tableau-method to fnCFC -78):
<S, C> = < [f-,CFC -'B)],  I]>
<Sa,  Ca> = < [tCFC -,B)],  I]>
< Saaa,  Caota >   =
<[tvxl[npl(xl) v p2(fl(xl))],tvxlvx2[pl(Q(xl,x2))],tvx2[-,p2(x2)]], I]>
< Saaa7777,  Caaa7777 >   =
<[t-ipl(Xl) v p2(fl(Xl)),tp 1(Q(X2,X3)),t -,p2(X4) '...1,[X4>X3,X2>Xl>]>
< Saotot7777#1NN,  Cotota77778,NN >   =
< [fpl(Xl),tpl(Q(X2,X3)),fp2(X4),...],  [X4>XJ,X2>Xl>] >
closure: Xl =0(X2,%3)
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< Sota0777782N,  Caota777782N >   =
< [tp2(fl(Xl)),tpl(f2(X2,X3)),fp2(X4),...], [X4,X3>X2>Xl ,]>
closure: X4=fl(Xl)
This tableau shows  that   » mCF(-,B). Hence   i, CF(mB),  i.e.,  CFC nB)  does  not
have a model and consequently nB does not have a model. Therefore ,.B. Note
that the unifications in the resolution-proof and in the tableau-proof are the
same.
Given a resolution-deduction   of the empty clause   0   from   CF(-,B),   one   has
constructed in a certain sense a formal deduction of the contradiction 1 from
CF( -, B), but this deduction can hardly be seen as a formal proof of the formula
B itself. Consider, for example, the valid formula Vxlax2[pl(xl) Dpl(x2)].  Then
CF(mB)   =  pl(fl)&vxl[ mpl(xl)], where  fl  is a skolem constant. The resolution-
deduction  of  0  from  pl(fl) and npl(xl)  - by means  of the unification  x1 = fl  -
does not  look like a formal proof of the original formula Vxlax2[pl(xl) Dpl(x2)]
at all. In conclusion, such theorem provers do not construct a formal proof, they
only check whether such a proof exists - without exhibiting one - by trying to
construct a resolution deduction  of the empty clause  from  CF( nB), where  the
complexity  of  CF( -,B) is lower  than the complexity  of the original formula  B,  in
case   PNF( -,B) contains existential quantifiers. For example, if formula   B   is
vxla2vx3[p3(xl,x2,x3)],  then  PNF( -,B)   =   vx2[-,p3(fl,x2,0(x2))]. This explains
the success of resolution-based theorem provers for logic.
The complexity of the clausal form input is generally speaking less than the
complexity of the original formula itself, and applied to formulas in clausal form
the tableau-method works in a way similar to binary resolution. One can take
several well-known types of resolution-strategies as denved tableau-mles. Figure I.3
below gives the correspondences. Unit resolution is a restriction of binary
resolution which requires at least one of the two selected clauses to be a unit
clause. (When two unit clauses are obtained that are alike in predicate, opposite
in sign, and are unifiable, unit conjUct has been found and one can stop the
process without deriving the empty clause.) UR-resolution is the inference rule
that applies to a set of clauses one of which must be a nonunit clause, the
remaining must be unit clauses, and the result of successful application must be
a unit clause (hence Unit Resulting-resolution); the nonunit clause must contain
exactly one more literal than the number of unit clauses in the set to which UR-
resolution is being applied. In addition, except for one literal, the literals of the
nonunit clause must be paired with the unit clauses such that each literal has the
predicate of its paired unit clause, the two members of a pair are opposite in
sign, and the members of a pair unify. Positive hyperresolution is the inference
rule that applies to a set of clauses one of which must be a negative clause or a
mixed clause, the remaining must be positive clauses and their number must be
equal to the number of negative literals in the negative clause or mixed clause,
and that requires the result of successful application to be a positive clause.
(Negative hyperresolution is the inference rule that interchanges the roles of
positive and negative ).
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binary S,     tBi v... V Bk v ... v Bo, 1Ct V ... V -7Bk V ... V Cm
resolution
S, tBi v ... v B -1 v Bk+1 v ... v B, v Ct V ... v Cm
unit S,     tBi v ... v Bk v ... v Ba,                            fBk
resolution
S,    tBi v ... v Bk.j v Bk+t v ... v Ba
UR- S,    181 v ... v 801 v Bn, f131, ···,fBo-1
resolution
S, tBn
positive S, t-iBiv...v-,BkvBk+tv...vI3„ tBl, •••, tB 
hyper-
resolution S,    tBk+ 1 v ... v Bn
negative S,   t -7 81 v ... v -, Bk v Bk + t v ... v Bn,     fBk+Ii ···, fBk
hyper-
resolution S,    t78, v... v 7Bk
Figure I.3: Derived tableau-rules related to resolution.
The advantages of the new version with respect to other formulations of the
tableau-method are obvious. In [De Swart 90] less attention is paid to difficulties
which appear if function symbols occur in the sequents. In [De Swart 88] there is
no unification. A branch is called closed if there is an atomic formula p such
that both tp and fp occur in the branch. There the gamma-rule is formulated as
in Table I.6.
y-rule                     7
7(t) t is any term
Table I.6: Branch extension rule for gamma-formulas in [De Swart 88].
In the systematic procedure of searching for a deduction of B from Al, •••, Am,
step y was formulated as follows:
If S contains a gamma formula 7, let
S7: = [7(4), ...,7(4)1 0 (S - [7]) O [7], where ti, ..., 4 are the terms
occurring in S.
Since each 7(ti) may give rise to a B-formula, this may result in many branches.
As the size of the list of signed formulas grows, the complexity of an exhaustive
expansion increases exponentially. That makes such an approach highly
ineffective. By making use of the dummies and unification one can avoid this.
But a potential exponential explosion still exists, which is why strategies to
control the inference rules are also needed. For example, regarding the order of
applications of the rules in the proposed search strategy, it is important to apply
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the N-, 6-, a- and 8-rules before the 7-rule. If the y-rule occurred before, for
example, the a-rule, the ot-rule would never be applied, because in an
application of the 7-rule the 7-formula itself remains in the sequent.
Although M. Fitting's design (and PROLOG-implementation) of a theorem
prover - in [Fitting 90] - is completely different one might note some
resemblances. Anyway, first and foremost one notes an important difference:
skolemization eliminates 6-formulas. In that case one does not need parameters
and conditions concerning these parameters. But one has to register all the
function symbols and one has to apply those new skolem functions to variables
that have been introduced on the branch by means of the 7-rule: thus new terms
are constructed and appear in the tableau. In this way one prepares for a sound
unification afterwards. The procedure described above is different: first of all,
terms are unified and the conditions are checked afterwards to guarantee the
soundness.
In [Reeves 85] - in which a PASCAL-implementation of a different tableau-
based theorem prover is given - no signed formulas appear in the tableaux, and
therefore rewriting rules for (the fully-bracketed) formulas are necessary because
one always starts with the negation of a formula: therefore at least this negation
has been eliminated before a tableau-rule can be applied. In the second place,
tableaux are closed by means of closing all the branches at once, if possible.
Expansion of beta-formulas is not delayed. Finally, non-atomic closures are said
to be allowed, which is dangerous.
Soundness and completeness
The soundness theorem says that one does not have too many rules for the
predicate calculus.
Soundness Theorem:  if At,  ..., A:OF-B,  then At,  ...,  A=*B.
proof In the section Tableaux two readings of the rules are explored.
Correspondingly, there are two ways to prove soundness. Suppose At, ..., Am»B,
i.e., there is a closed tableau starting with tAl, ···, tAm, fB. Reading the tableaux
from bottom to top and interpreting the sequents, the bottom sequents yield
valid formulas and validity is preserved going up. Reading this tableau
downwards and interpreting the signed formulas, it turns out that it is impossible
that A„ ..., Am are all true and B false.                                               0
The completeness theorem concerns the question whether one has enough rules:
can a valid consequence B of the premises At, •••, A= be obtained by finitely
many applications of the rules and the axiom scheme (holding all free variables
constant). In order to prove the completeness theorem some lemmas are
explored.
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KOng's lemma (1926): Lzt T be a tree such that each node in T has only finitely
many immediate successors. If there are arbitrarily long finite paths in T, then
there is an infinite path in T.
Note that the lemma need not hold for trees in which some node has infinitely
many immediate successors.
Lemma  1:  If all branches  in the tableau - constructed according  to the search
procedure described - are closed, then At,..., A=1- B.
proof: Suppose that all branches are closed. Then there is some natural number
k such that all these branches close before the k* node. For, if not, then by
Kdnig's lemma there would be an open infinite branch in the tableau. The
finitely many closed braches together yield by definition a formal deduction of B
from At, •••, A=•
Lemma 2: Let T be an open branch in the tableau - constructed according to the
search procedure described. For any gamma-formula 7 in r and for any term t
one can add 7(t) to r without causing the branch to close. Let the resulting
branch again be called 1. Then:
1.   if NET,  then  Nt € r.
2.  if a E r,  then  al E 1  and  0£2 E T.
3.  if B E 1,  then  B, E T or 82 E T.
4.  if 7€ T, then for each  term t, 7(t) E  .
5.   if 8 E r,  then  for  some free variable  a,  6(a) € 1,  with  a  new.
proof Let 7 be a gamma-formula in the open branch 1· and let t be a term. Since
the 7-rule is applied again and again, there is some X, such that
1.7(Xj occurs in branch r and
2. Xn is not restricted by the conditions according to [Xn>...>t>...,]. Since 7(XJ
does not cause closure of ,·, 7(t) does not cause closure either.
The properties 1. till 5. follow immediately from the description of the search
procedure.
Dejinition: Let r be an open branch in the tableau - constructed according to the
search procedure described. And let tl, tz, ••• be an enumeration of the terms.
One constructs a model M, as follows:
M,:=  <N; pt', Pi;  •••; fi', fi', ···), where
1. N is the set of all natural numbers i such that ti occurs in r,
2.  P::= {<nt, ..., Ilk> ENk I tp,(41, ..., tj € r}  for  each  k-ary predicate  symbol Pi,
3. fi'(ni, ..., nk)    =    n   iff fi(tnt, ..., 4,) =  L for each k-ary function symbol fi.
From this definition and Lemma 2 one can easily show by induction that the
following holds:
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Lemma 3: Let r be an open branch in the tableau - constructed according to the
search procedure described. Then for each formula E(tnt, ..., t„k):
1. if tE(tul, ..., tnk) E r,  then  M,.E(al,  ..., ak)[nl, ...,nk],
2. if £(6 ..., tok) E r,  then  M,,CE(al,  ..., ak)[nl, ...,nk].
Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 together yield the completeness theorem.
Completeness Theorem: If At, ..., A=.B, then A1, ··•, A=» B.
prooT· Suppose At, ..., Am.B.
Apply the search strategy of searching for a deduction of B from Al, ..., A=. Note
that each branch in the resulting tableau has an occurrence of tAt, ..., tA,n and of
fB in its first node. Let t=li ••·, tuk be the terms occurring in At, ···, A= and B. If
there  were  an open branch  r  in the resulting tableau,  then by Lemma 3
M.,-Ai[nl, ...,nk]    for    all    i,    1 5 i i l m,    and    M.*B [nl, ...,nk]     (since     8 € r).
Contradiction with At, ..., Am,B. So, all branches in the resulting tableau are not
open, i.e., not not closed, and hence -classically -closed. Therefore, by Lemma 1,
At,...,A™» B.                                                                                                                                       0
Since the tableau-method applied to the negation of the clausal form works in a
way similar to resolution, one can adapt the completeness proof for tableaux to a
constructive completeness proof of the refutation completeness of resolution.
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Appendix: complexity of formulas
Abstract
This Appendix addresses the question why constructing a formal deduction of a
given formula B - if there is any - by means of the systematic search procedure
explored in Part I, may be complicated. Nevertheless there are a great number
of special classes of formulas which are decidable. To illustrate these statements,
some special classes of formulas are discussed: monadic formulas, formulas of
the form 3xlvx2[A(xl,x2)] with A quantifier-free, and formulas in prenex normal
form in which no existential quantifier precedes any universal quantifier.
Introduction
What is the reason that constructing a formal deduction of a given formula B - if
there is any - by means of the systematic search procedure, may be fairly
complicated? To each (sub-)formula, Negation-, a-, B- and 6-rules can only be
applied once. But the possibility of continually returning to a 7-formula makes
possible the generation of bigger and bigger, and in some cases even infinite,
tableaux. The 7-rules cause that the systematic search may never stop - in case
formula B is not valid. This is at the heart of the undecidability of first-order
logic. Notwithstanding all the complexity reducing techniques, there is no
alternative. Fortunately, there are a great number of special classes of formulas,
for which one can determine a natural number n in advance such that if there is
any deduction of a formula in the class, then it can be obtained by less than n
applications of the 7-rules. These classes are decidable. If the search procedure
does not provide a formal deduction with less than n applications of the 7-rules,
then there is no deduction at all. So, for formulas in these classes one can obtain
a formal deduction - if there is any - of the formulas themselves fairly easily by
application of our search procedure, restricting the number of applications of the
y-rules appropriately (depending on the complexity of the formula, i.e; on the
class to which the formula belongs).
To illustrate this, some special classes of formulas are discussed: monadic
formulas (which contain only unary predicate symbols), formulas of the form
axlvx2[A(xl,x2)] with A quantifier-free, and formulas in prenex normal form in
which no existential quantifier precedes any universal quantifier - the GOdel-
Kalmdr-Schutte class Vxl...Vxm3xm+ 1...axn[A(xl,-..,xn)]  with A quantifier-free.
Many more classes are discussed in, for instance, [Church 56], [Ackermann 54]
and [Dreben 79]. Wang's formula W belongs to the Bernays-SchOnfinkel class
3xl...3xmvxm+ 1...vxn[A(xl,...,xn)]    with A quantifier-free. The mentioned
formulas of the form 3xlvx2[A(xl,x2)]with A quantifier-free belong to that class




In 1936 A Turing and A Church proved independently that there is no decision
procedure for validity in the predicate calculus. Note that the search procedure
of Part I does give a positive test for validity and provides a deduction, if thereis any: for each formula B, B is valid (provable) if and only if the test applied to
input B gives a positive answer in finitely many steps. But the search procedureof Part I does not give a negative test for validity, i.e., not for each formula B, B
is invalid (not provable) if and only if the test applied to input B gives a negative
answer in finitely many steps. If the search procedure of Part I is applied to a
non-valid formula B, the procedure may run forever without presenting ananswer because the 7-rules f3 and tv may be applied again and again.
If one wants to know whether a formula B is valid without producing a formal
deduction  of B, construct the clausal  form  CF( -,B)  of  --,B and check whether  a
contradiction can be derived by resolution or by the tableau-method. Since the
computational complexity   of  CF( -,B)   is in general considerably   less   than   the
complexity of B itself, this method to establish the validity of B requires in
general less time than providing an explicit formal deduction. For example, the
formula W, defined by axlax2vx3[(pl(xl,x2) Jpl(x2 3)&pl(x3&3))&(pl(x142)&
p2(xl,x2) D p2(x1&3)&p2(x3,x3))], considered  in   [Wang  60]   and   [Wang  61],  caneasily be shown to be valid by deriving a contradiction from the clausal form
CFC -IW)  of  7 W. But providing a formal deduction  of W itself is  a  hell  of a job
(although not impossible as one will notice later on).Let us remind [Boolos 84]: G. Boolos points out that the elimination of cuts
from derivations in systems in which cuts are always eliminable can increase thelength of the derivations dramatically. Modus ponens and cut are not obviously
valid derived rules of the tableau-method. One might add to the tableau-method
a version of cut - Jeffrey's eXcluded Middle rule - which allows one to split anyopen branch of a tree in two and append any sentence A to the bottom of one
of the new branches and the negation of the sentence to the bottom of the other.
Were XM present, one could write down a closed tableau starting with fW fairly
easily by distinguishing first between  the case tax13*2[ -,pl(xl,x2)]   and  the  case
f3xlax2[ npl(x142)] and afterwards distinguishing between       the       case
t3xlax2[np2(xl,x2)] and faxllx2[-,p2(xl,x2)]. That's why the examples 10.1.i, ii
and iii together yield a derivation of W:
Example 10.1.i:
<S, C> =
< [taxlax2[ npl(xl,x2)],faxlax2vx3[(pl(xl,x2) Dpl(x2,x3)&pl(x3,x3))&
(pl(xl,x2)&p2(x142) Dp2(xl,x3)&p2(x3,,93))]],
Il>






< SOON77840,  COON77640>   =
< [tpl(Xl,X2),fpl(X2,a3)&pl(83,a3),fpl(al,22),faxlax2vx3[...],fax2vx3[...]],
[a3>X2>Xl>a2>·al>]>
closure for X1=al, X2=a2









(pl(xl,x2)&p2(xl,x2) D p2(x133)&p2(x3,x3))],faxlax2[ mpl(x1&2)]],
[] >
< SOON·y76,  COON·yYO>   =












closure for  X3 = X2,  X4 = a3




closure  for  X5 = a3,  X6 = a3









(pl(xl,x2)&p2(xl,x2) D p2(xl,x3)&p2(x3 3))],
faxlax2[ -ipl(xl,x2)],faxl,x2[ -,p2(xl,x2)]],
[] >













closure  for  X3 = X2,  X4 = al




closure for X5=al, X6=al








closure for X9=Xl, X10=al
< S778#20 277N77N,  C·y7682aa8277Ny·yN >   =
< [ 4) 2 ( X 13, X 14 ), t p l ( X 1 1, X 1 2 ), fp 2 ( a l, a l ), tp 1 ( X 1, X2 ), tp 2 ( X l, X2 ),
faxlax2vx3[...],fax2vx3[...],fExlax2[...],fax2[...],faxlax2[...],fax2[...]],
[X14>X13>X12>Xll>al>X2>·Xl>]>
closure for X13=al, X14=al
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Since the formula in the XM-rule may be any formula, not necessarily a
subformula of the given one, one cannot develop a systematic search procedure
which involves this rule. For example, occurrences of some predicate symbols
may be useful if quantified adequately because of the subfonnu/a propeny: no
concepts enter into the proof other than those contained in the final result. Else,
one is back were one started (or even worse).
In Part III the usefulness of applying the XM-rule, in - interactive - theorem
proving in order to reduce the search space and time, is shown once more. In
addition, it is shown - again once more in Part III - that the application of
resolution-based strategies may be less effective. For example, constructing
CF( -,W)  results  in  (with the exception of standardizing the variables apart):
1.  vxlvx2[pl(xl,x2) v pl(xl,x2)]
2.  vxlvx2[pl(x1*2) v p2(xl,x2)]
3.  vxlvx2[pl(xl,x2) v -,p2(xl,fl(xl,x2)) v -,p2(fl(x142),fl(xl,x2))]
4.  vxlvx2[-,pl(x2,fl(xl,x2)) v -,pl(fl(xl,x2),fl(xl,x2)) v pl(xl,x2)]
5. vxlvx2[ -,pl(x2,fl(xl,x2)) v  -,pl(fl(xl,x2),fl(xl,x2)) v p2(xl,x2)]
6.  vxlvx2[npl(x2,fl(xl,x2)) v npl(fl(xl,x2),fl(xl,x2)) v -,p2(xl,fl(xl,x2)) v
-,p2(fl(x 1,x2),fl (xl,x2))]
Factoring 1 and eliminating 2,3 and 4 by means of subsumption techniques




tvxlvx2[ -,pl(x2,fl(x142)) v mpl(fl(xl,x2),fl(xl,x2)) v p2(xl,x2)],
tvxlvx2[mpl(x2,fl(xl,x2)) v mpl(fl(xl,x2),fl(xl,x2)) v -,p2(xl,fl(xl,x2)) v
np2(fl(xl,%2),fl(xl,x2))]], I]>
In spite of the additional strategies one has to apply many B- and 7-rules. But
the method works in a way similar to binary resolution. Of course, resolution-
based theorem proving seems to be faster by means of its shorthand notation.
But neither the systematic search procedure nor the irrelevant resolvents are
mentioned in the following proof:
1. pl(xl,x2)
2.  -,pl(x2,fl(x2,x2)) v npl(fl(x142),fl(x102)) v p2(xl,x2)
3.   pl(x2,fl(x202)) v -,pl(fl(x142),fl(xl,x2)) v np2(xl,fl(xl,x2)) V
-,p2(fl(xl,x2),fl(x 1,x2))4.  mpl(x2,fl(xl,x2)) v p2(x142) (1,2)
5 p2(xl,x2) (1,4)
6   -,pl(x2,fl(x132)) v -,p2(xl,fl(xl,x2)) v -,p2(fl(xl,x2),fl(x142))     (1,3)




Pattern recognition may be useful as is shown in [Wang 60] and [Wang 61], but
at the same time it can mislead us: the anticipated closure of one branch may
cause an unforeseen open branch. It may be useful only for discovering and
stating an alleged theorem, but our recognition of a pattern is no part of the
verifying, checking or proving process.
Example 10.3 illustrates that an appropriate expansion for some terms - without
using unification  - even leads  to a tableau-proof. The notation < S...7•i'Yaj6*••,  C >
is an abbreviation for the expansion for arbitrary ai and aj, due to two
applications of the 7-rule, introducing the new parameter ak, due to the





<Sy.07•08.1,  C>    =
< [f(pl(aO,aO) Dpl(aO,al)&pl(al,al))&
(pl(aO,aO)&p2(aO,aO) Dp2(aO,al)&p2(al,al)),faxlax2vx3[...]],  [al >aO>·] >
< Sy.07.06.it3101131,  C>   =
<[tpl(aO,aO),fpl(aO,al),faxlax2Vx3[...]], [al>aO>]>
< SyfyddBiaBi'Y.07.lou,  C>   =
< [f(pl(aO,al) Jpl(al,a2)&pl(a2,a2))&
(pl(aO,al)&p2(aO,al) Dp2(aO,82)&p2(a2,a2)),tpl(aO,aO),fpl(aO,al),
f3xlax2vx3[...]],  [a2>·al >aO>] >




<S.yao'y*06.1810tBI'Y.o'Y.,6.*Laot, C>  =
< [tpl(aO,al),tp2(aO,al),fp2(aO,a2)&p2(a2,a2),tpl(aO,aO),fpl(aO,al),
fax13%2vx3[...]],  [82>al>aO>·] >
closure
< S.Y.O.Y.06.101Ot#2, C> =
<[tpl(aO,aO),fpl(al,al),f3xlax2vx3[...]],  [al >aO>]>













< Sy.07.06.182aa#t,  C>   =
< [tpl(aO,aO),tp2(aO,aO),fp2(aO,al),faxlax2vx3[...]],  [al>aO>]>
closure after expanding
< S'y.07.06.1 Otot#,7.07.iou···7.17.26.4···'  C>
and
< ST.07.06.1#20%0#17.07.tou···7.27.26.5 ..., C>
respectively
< S·y.07.06.,B2Otot82,  C>   =
< [tpl(aO,aO),tp2(aO,aO),fp2(al,al)),faxlax2Vx3[...]],  [al >aO>] >
closure after expanding




Hence, one needs at least the following seven f-signed formulas:
(i)1(aO,aO) Dpl(aO,al)&pl(al,al))&(pl(aO,aO)&p2(aO,aO) Dp2(aO,al)&p2(al,al))
(pl(aO,al) Dpl(al,a2)&pl(a2,a2))&(pl(aO,al)&p2(aO,al) Dp2(aO,a2)&p2(a2,a2))
(pl(al,al) D pl(al,a3)&pl(a3,a3))&(pl(al,al)&p2(al,al) Dp2(al,a3)&p2(a3,a3))
(I)1(al,a2) Jpl(a2,a4)&pl(a4,a4))&(pl(al,a2)&p2(al,a2) D p2(al,a4)&p2(a4,a4))
(pl(a2,a2) D pl(a2,a5)&pl(a5,aS))&(pl(a2,a2)&p2(a2,a2) Dp2(a2,a5)&p2(a5,aS))
(pl(al,a3) D pl(a3,a6)&pl(a6,a6))&(pl(al,a3)&p*al,33) D p2(al,a6)&p2(a6,a6))
(pl(a3,a3) D pl(a3,a7)&pl(a7,a7))&(pl(a3,a3)&p2(a3,a3) Dp2(a3,a7)&p2(a7,a7))
t aO al a2 a3 a4 t aO al a2 a3 a4 a5  a6
aO   1    4    9    16   25   aO   1    3    6   10   15  21  28
al   2 3 8    15   24   al   2 5 9 14 20 27
a25671423a24 8    13   19   26
a3   10   11   12   13   22 a3 7 12 18   25
a4   17   18   19   20   21   a4   11   17   24
a5   16   23
a6   22   .„
Tabel I.7: Enumeration of pairs of terms. Table I.8: Another enumeration.
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But substituting expanding sets of ground terms from the Herbrand universe
makes such an exhaustive true-false approach ineffective. Alas, in general
(automated) theorem proving it is not known beforehand which enumeration of
pairs of terms for the construction of signed formulas is the most effective. To
illustrate this, compare both rational enumerations for the proof of formula W
given in Tabel I.7 and Table I.8. Note that a proof of W needs 13 (or 15) signed
formulas in the first case but even 25 signed formulas in the second case.
f-signed substituted terms corresponding constraints for
formula with closure/failure
1 Xl X2 claOaOal
2       X3    X4     c2    aO   al    a2    X2 = X3, X4 = cl
Xl    X5     e                      [cl>Xl>]
3 X6 X7    c4   al   al   a3   X6 = X7 = cl
X3 X8 c5    [c2>X3,]
X1 X9 06    [c2>Xl>·]
4 X10 X11   c7    al    a2    a4    X10 = cl, X11 = c2
X6 X12   c8                  82 tal = X6
X3 X13 c9     [c2>X3>]
X1 X14 C10 [c2,X 1>]
5 X15 X16 c11  a2   a2 a5 X15 = X16 = c2
6 X10 X17 c12  al   a3 a6 X10 = cl, X17 = c4
X6 X18 c13 [c4>X6 >·]
X3 X19 c14 [c4 >·X3 >]
X1 X20 c15 [c4>Xi>]
7 X21 X22 c16  a3   a3   a7   X21 = X22 = c4
Table I.9: Results of the search strategies.
The search procedure of Part I pays attention to the illustrated lack of
omniscience. On the one hand the strategy does not waste time by constructing
irrelevant signed formulas. Tabel I.9 shows this claim for a proof of W: 16
parameters cl, ..., c16 are introduced by means of 22 variables X1,..., X22 - and
therefore 16 signed formulas are constructed. The search procedure is compared
with the expansion of the seven signed formulas before. Note that this seems to
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be as efficient as the enumeration of Table I.7. But the search procedure of
Part I has other advantages as well. Fortuitous unifications are allowed (see the
f-signed formula 6 in Table I.9). The unification of two dummies is accepted as
well (see constraints for closure/failure in Table I.9). Moreover, the set of
constraints prunes tableau-branches before expanding them exhaustively.
Monadic formulas
This section illustrates that it might be useful to apply an inverse technique of
the reduction to prenex normal form. In [Church 51] this intuition is ascribed to
[Behmann 22].
Theorem: Any monadic formula A is equivalent to a formula which is a
truthfunctional composition of formulas of the form 3x[B(x)] and vx[B(x)] with B
quantifier-free.
proof: Rewrite A into prenex normal form Qlxl...Qnxn[M] with M quantifier-
free    and Qi, 1 5 i 5 n,    is    3   or   v. The following algorithm reduces   A   to   a
truthfunctional composition of formulas of the form 3x[B(x)] and Vx[B(x)] with B
quantifier-free.
step   1:
i.     if Qn is v, replace M by its conjunctive normal form CNF(M); else,
if Qn is 3, replace M by its disjunctive normal form DNF(M).
ii. replace vxn[CNF(M)] by vxn[Ml]&...&vxn[Mk,], supposing that
CNF(M) = Ml&...&Mkl; and
replace 3xn[DNF(M)] by Exn[Ml] v...v 3xn[Mkt] respectively, supposing
DNF(M)  = Ml v... v Mkt.
iii.       replace in vxn[Mi], for 1 5 i 19 kb (sub-)expressions      of     the      form
vxn[Mil v ... v Mij v ... v Mik2l,   15 j sk,  in the result  of  step   1  ii  by
vxn[Mil v... v Mik2] v Mij, if xn does not occur in Mij; and
replace in 3xn[Mi],     for     l Si 5 kt, (sub-)expressions     of    the     form
axn[Mil&...&Mij&...&Mik , 15 jfk2, in the result of step 1 ii by
3xn[Mil&...&Mik2]&Mij, if xn does not occur in Mij.
iv. remove vacuous occurrences of quantifier xn in the result of step 1 iii.
step  k+ 1  (k < n): similar  to  step  1  with Qn-k instead  of Qn.                                              0
Example 11.1: axivx2[pl(xl)-p2(x2)]
step formula
1  i.     axlvx2[(-,pl(xl) v p2(x2))&(np2(x2) vpl(xl))]
1  ii.    Bxl(vx2[npl(xl) v p2(x2)]&vx2[ -,p2(x2) v pl(xl)])
1 iii.  axl((vx2[p2(x2)] v mpl(xl))&(vx2[np2(x2)] v pl(xl)))
1 iv.  axl((vu[p2(x2)] v npl(xl))&(vx2[np2(x2)] v pl(xl)))
(1 iii does not cause vacuous occurrences)
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2  i.     axl((vx2[p2(x2)]&vx2[ -,p2(x2)]) v (-ipl(xl)&vx2[7p2(x2)])
v (vx2[p2(x2)]&pl(xl)) v (npl(xl)&pl(xl)))
2 ii.  Bxl(vx2[p2(x2)]&vx2[np2(x2)]) v axl[-ipl(xl)&vx2[7p2(x2)]]
v axl(vx2[p2(x2)]&pl(xl)) v Bxl[nploil)&pl(xl)]
2 iii.  (axl[]&vx2[p2(x2)]&vx2[-,p2(x2)]) v (axl[-,pl(xl)]&vx2[-7p2(x2)])
v (axl[pl(xl)]&vx2[p2(x2)]) v Exl[ 7pl(xl)&p 1(xl)]
2  iv.   (vx2[p2(x2)]&vx2[ --,p2(x2)]) V (axl[--,pl(xl)]&vx2[-,p2(x2)])
v (3xl[pl(xl)]&vx2[I)2(x2)]) v 3xl[-ipl(xl)&pl(xl)]
Note that one can eliminate tautologies (respectively contradictions) if the result
of step n iii is a conjunction (respectively a disjunction). Example 11.1 is
equivalent to: (axl[ -ipl(xl)]&vx2[--,p2(x2)]) v (axl[pl(xl)]&vx2[p2(x2)])
Corollary 1: Monadic predicate logic is decidable.
proof: Let A be a monadic formula. Let C be a truthfunctional composition of
formulas of the form ax[B(x)] and vx[B(x)], B quantifier-free, such that C is
equivalent  to A Starting  with   < [fC],  [] > and applying Negation-, alpha-  and
beta-rules one gets pairs of sequent and conditions of the form:
< [t3xl[Bl(xl)],...,fVxk[Bk(xk)],
flxk + 1[Bk + 1(xk + 1)],...,tvxk+m[Bk+m(xk+m)]], []>.
Next one applies, according to the search procedure, the 6-rule k times, yielding
branches of the form:
<[tB1(al)'...,fBk(ak),
faxk+ 1[Bk+ 1(xk+ 1)],...,tvxk+m[Bk+m(xk+m)]],[ak>...wal>]>.After applying propositional rules one application of the gamma-rule for each of
the m gamma-formulas suffices to see if the branch can be closed. And if all the
branches close, one finds a closed tableau. Note that if a pair of the form
<[tB1(al)'...,fBk(ak),fBk+ 1(Xl),...,tBk+m(Xm)],  [Xm>...>Xl>ak>...>al>] >   does
not yield a closed tableau, then neither does the sequent
[tB1(al),...,fBk(ak),fBk+ 1(Xl),fBk+ 1(Xm+ 1),...,tBk+ m(Xm),tBk+ m(X2m)]  with
respect to the conditions [X2m>....>Xm+1>Xm>...,Xl>ak>...,al>]>.                   0
Example   11.2:
<S, C> =
<[f(Exl[-ipl(xl)]&vu[mp2(x2)]) v (axl[pl(xl)]&vx2[p2(x2)])], I]>
<Sa,Ca>   =
<[f3xl[-ipl(xl)]&vx2[7p2(x2)],faxl[pl(xl)]&vx2[p2(x2)]],  I]>
<Sot191'Ca#t> = <[faxl[-ipl(xl)],f3xl[pl(xl)]&vx2[p2(x2)]], I]>
<Sot/9101,Cott91Bt>   -      <[f3xl[npl(xl)],f3xl[pl(xl)]]],  []>
<Sa ,Bl'Y7N,Ca810177N>  =
<[tpl(Xl),fpl(X2)],faxl[-7pl(xl)],fgxl[pl(xl)]], [X2>Xl,]>
closure  for  X1 = X2
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<Sot/3182,CaBlB,>   =       <[faxl[-ipl(xl)],fvx2[p2(x2)]],  []>
< Sa81826,(c,(81826>=     < [faxl[-ipl(xl)],fp2(al)],  [al,] >
< SaBlB267N,Cot#102*N>  =
<[tpl(Xl),fp2(al),faxl[-ipl(xl)]], [Xl>al>]>
open branch
< Sa 2,  Ca 2>   =
<[fvx2[-,p2(x2)],f3xl[pl(xl)]&vx2[p2(x2)]], I]>
<Sot826N,  CaBAN>   =
< [tp2(al),faxl[pl(xl)]&vx2[p2(x2)]],  [al>]>
< SaB261 101,  CaBAN01>    =
<[tp2(al),faxl[pl(xl)]], [al,]>
< Sot026NBA,  Cot826NBA>   =
< [tp2(al),fpl(Xl),f3xl[pl(xl)]], [Xl>al>]>
open branch
< Sot 26Noh  Cot0261\:82 >   =
< [tp2(al),fvx2[p2(x2)]],  [al,] >
<SaB 6NB26,  Cot80NB26 >    =
< [tp2(al),fp2(a2)],  [82>al>]>
open branch
Corollag 2: The monadic class reduces to the Bernays-SchOnfinkel class
axl...axmvxm + 1...vxn[A(xl,...,xn)]  with A quantifier-free.
proof Let A be a monadic formula. Let C be the truthfunctional composition in
CNF or in DNF of formulas of the form ax[B(x)] and vx[B(x)], B quantifier-free,
such that C is equivalent to A. Apply the prenex normal form algorithm to C
respecting the extra condition that in each part the existential quantifiers
precede the univeral ones. Because of the commutativity of & and v one can
comply with this constraint easily.                                                            0
Example 11.3: (3xl[npl(x 1)]&vx2[ -,p2(x2)]) v (axl[pl(xl)]&vx2[p2(x2)])
3xl[npl(xl)&vx2[ 7p2(x2)]] v 3xl[pl(xl)&vx2[p2(x2)]]
3xl[-ipl(xl)&vx2[-,p2(x2)]] v 3x3[pl(x3)&vx4[p2(x4)]]
3Xl[(-ipl(xl)&vx2[-,p2(x2)]) v (ax3[pl(x3)&vx4[p2(x4)]])]
3xl[vx2[ mpl(xl)& np2(x2)] v (3%3vx4[pl(%3)&p2(x4)])]
axl[(ax3vx4[pl(x3)&p2(x4)]) v vx2[ npl(xl)& -,p2(x2)]]
axl[ax3[vx4[pl(x3)&p2(x4)] v vx2[-ipl(xl)&-,p2(x2)]]]




Formulas   of  the form 3xlvx2 [A(xl,x2) ]
Theorem: For formulas of the form 3xlvx2[A(xl,x2)], where A is quantifier-freeand such that the only predicate symbol appearing in A is a binary predicatesymbol pl, the systematic search procedure restricted to only two applications of
the 7-rule in a branch, is a decision procedure.
Proof Let B be a formula of the form 3xlvx2[A(xt,x2)], where A is quantifier-free. Suppose that the only predicate symbol appearing in A is a binary predicate
symbol pl. The systematic search for a deduction of B starts as follows:
<S, C> = < [faxlvx2[A(x142)]],  []>
< S7,  C7 > = < [fvx2[A(Xl,x2)],faxlvxl[A(xl,x2)]],  [Xl>·] >
<Syt  (76> = <[fA(Xl,al),faxlvx2[A(xt,x2)]], [al,Xl>]>
1".
(N-, a- and 8-rules)
<S76(NaBi),  (76(NaA)>   =
< [...,faxlvx2[A(x142)]], [al>Xl>]>
Let s denote the symbol t or f. The propositional rules applied to fA(Xl,al) maygive rise to signed atomic formulas of the form spl(Xl,Xl), spl(Xl,al),spl(al,Xl) and spl(al,al) under the conditions specified    in     [al>Xl>].
Furthermore, several branches may result, each containing the gamma-formula
faxlvx2[A(x1&2)], and each accompanied by the restrictions specified in
[al>Xl>].  So,  at each branch  one more application  of the 7-rule yields:
<S76(NotBi)7,  (76(NaBi)7>   =
< [...,fvx2[A(X2,x2)],faxlvx2[A(xl,xl)]],  [X2>al >Xl>] >
<S76(Not0078,  (76(NaBi)76>   =
<[...,fACX2,a2),f3xlvx2[A(x102)]],  [a2>X2>·al>Xl>]>
(N-, a- and 8-rules)
<S76(NaBi)76(Na#j),  (76(NaBi)76(NaBj)>   =
< [...,f3xlvx2[A(xl,x2)]], [32>X2>al>Xl,]>
The propositional rules applied to fA(X2,a2) may give rise to signed atomicformulas of the form spl(X2,X2), spl(X2,a2), spl(22,X2) and spl(a2,a2) underthe new restrictions specified in [a2>·X2>al>Xi>]. Because   of the conditions
specified in  [a2,%2>·al>Xl>],  the  only way closure can result from interaction of
fA(Xl,al) and fA(X2,a2) is by substituting al for X2 in case both tpl(al,al) andfpl(X2,X2) occur, or both fpl(al,al) and tpl(X2,X2). Applying the 7-rule morethan two times in a branch does not make sense. If a branch is not closed aftertwo applications of the y-rule, there is no deduction of 3xlvx2[A(xl,x2)].In otherwords, if a branch does not close for X2=al, then it will not close for Xk, k>2,either.                                                                                           0
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This result can be generalized to the case that n different predicate symbols
Pl,..., pn appear in A. In that case one has to allow P applications of the 7-rule
in each branch in order to let the systematic search procedure provide a decision
procedure (see [Church 56]).
Moreover, there are many sub-classes of special formulas for which one can
determine a natural number n such that the search procedure restricted to only n
applications of the 7-rule in each branch provides a decision procedure for
formulas in the class: for each formula in the class it either yields a formal
deduction, or else one can conclude that no such deduction can exist. For
instance, the only way closure can result from interaction of fA(Xl,al) and
fA(X2,a2) is by substituting al for X2 in case both tpi(al,al) and fpi(X2,X2)
occur, or both fpi(al,al) and tpi(X2,X2): therefore, if those signed formulas do
not appear in the tableau, one application of the 7-rule provides a decision
procedure. Furthermore, if n different predicate symbols appear in A and only
one B-rule is applied after each application of the 7-rule, three applications of
the 7-rule are sufficient: see Example 5. In Part III some examples show the
usefulness of this kind of - human - intelligence. Nevertheless, if at least two B-
rules can be applied after each application of the 7-rule in a branch, less than 2 
applications do not provide a decision procedure, as Example 12 illustrates. Note
that some unifications are not allowed because they imply violations of the
constraints: the tableau is indeed closed  for  X2 = al,  X3 =a2,  X4 =a3.
Example 12:
<S, C> =
< [faxlvx2[(pl(xl)& 7p2(x2) Dpl(x2))&(pl(x2)&p2(xl) D pl(xl))&
(pl(xl)&p2(xl)Dp2(x2))]],  [] >
<S76,  (76>   =
< [f(pl(Xl)& np2(al) Dpl(al))&(pl(al)&p2(Xl) Jpl(Xl))&
(pl(Xl)&p2(Xl)Dp2(al)),faxlvx2[...]], [al>Xl>]>
< S·yOB,aaN, (760,otorN>   =
<[tpl(Xl),fp2(al),fpl(al),faxlvx2[...]], [al>Xl,]>
< S7881otaN·y68,aotN,  C·yaB,aaN7601aaN>   =
< [tpl(X2),fp2(a2),fpl(a2),tpl(Xl),fp2(al),fpl(al),...], [a2>X2>al >Xl>]>
closure  for  X2 = al
< S·yOB,aaN768281aa,  C7681(1fafN76#2Btaa >   =
< [tpl(a2),tp2(X2),fpl(X2),tpl(Xl),fp2(al),fpl(al) '...1, [a2,X2>al>Xl>]>
closure for X2=al




<S·yOB2,  C·yoB2>   =
< [f(pl(al)&p2(Xl) Dpl(Xl))&(pl(Xl)&p2(Xl) Dp2(al)) '...]],, [al,Xi>]>
< S76 2 lotot,  C·y6 2 laa >   =
< [tpl(al),tp2(Xl),fpl(Xl),faxlvx2[...]],[al,Xl>]>
< S7682810(a·yOB,aITN,  C76828,aa7681£% (N>   =
< [tpl(X2),fp2(a2),fpl(a2),tpl(al),tp2(Xl),fpl(Xl) '...1,  [a2>X2>al>Xl>]>
<S7682810ta7881aotN768,otaN,  C·y68281aa7681aaN7881ot=N>   =
< [tpl(X3),fp2(a3),fpl(a3),tpl(X2),fp2(a2),fpl(a2),tpl(al),tp2(Xl),fpl(Xl),...],
[a3>X3>·82>X2 >al>X l>·]>
closure  for  X3 = a2
< S·y8828,trot768,aorN7682Btaot,  (78828100768,otoeN·y8828100f >   =
< [tpl(a3),tp2(X3),fpl(X3),tpl(X2),fp2(a2),fpl(a2),tpl(al),ti)2(Xl),fpl(Xl),...],
[a3>X3,82>X2>·al>Xl,]>
closure  for  X3 = a2
< S·yOB,Blaa#76BtototN·yOBAota,  C·y68281aa·y681£raN768282aa >   =
< [tpl(X3),tp2(X3),fp2(a3),tpl(X2),fp2(a2),fpl(a2),tpl(al),tp2(Xl),fpl(Xl),...],
[a3>X3>82>X2>al>Xl>]>
closure  for  X3 = a2
< S·yO#20,aa'y682Blota,  (78#201(r£%7682Blotot >   =
< [tpl(a2),tp2(X2),fpl(X2),tpl(al),tp2(Xl),fpl(Xl) '...], [a2>X2>al>Xl>]>
closure  for  X2 = al
<S·,68281aa·,68282aa, (76823#076828200> =
< [tpl(X2),tp2(X2),fp2(a2),tpl(al),tp2(Xl),fpl(Xl) '...1, [a2>X2>al>Xl,]>




£76#201(forY60202aot76810,0,NVBBIaaN>   =
< [tpl(X4),fp2(a4),fpl(a4),tpl(X3),fp2(a3),fpl(a3),tpl(X2),tp2(X2),fp2(a2),...],
[a4>X4>aj>X3,a2>X2>·al>Xl,]>
closure  for  X4 = a3
< S·y68281aa7682820tai76#,aoiN'yo#18,aot,
(276B281otory 2 aa76810taN76 Blaa >   =
< [tpl(a4),tp2(X4),fpl(X4),tpl(X3),fp2(a3),fpl(a3),tpl(X2),tp2(X2),fp2(a2),...],
[84> X4> a3, X3>a2> X2>al>X 1,]>
closure  for X4 = a3
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< S·ya#1Btaa768202aa·y8400:37881920104
C78820'ota768492aot·yOB,aaN·yO#202001 >   =
< [tpl(X4),tp2(X4),fp2(a4),tpl(X3),fp2(a3),fpl(a3),tpl(X2),tp2(X2),fp2(a2),...],
[a4>X4>a3>XJ,a2>X2>al>Xl>]>
closure  for  X4 = a3
< S·yOB#91aa·yOB2820ta·yOB taa,  (76#28,007682B20076008,aa >   =
< [tpl(a3),tp2(X3),fpl(X3),tpl(X2),tp2(X2),fp2(a2),tpl(al),tp2(Xl),fpl(Xl),...],
[ a3, X 3 > a 2 > X 2 > a 1 > X 1 > · ] >
Closure  for  X3 = a2
< S7682810076828200768282aa,  C'yoB Biaot768202otoryo#28#a >   =
< [tpl(X3),tp2(X3),fp2(a3),tpl(X2),tp2(X2),fp2(a2),tpl(al),tp2(Xl),fpl(Xl),...],
[a3>X3>a2>X2,al>Xi>]>
closure  for  X3 = a2
< S76192820O1,  (768282aa >   =
< [tpl(Xl),tp2(Xl),fp2(al),faxlvx2[...]],[al >Xl>] >
< S768282aa·yOB,aaN,  (7682820£0788,aotN>   =
< [tpl(X2),fp2(a2),fpl(a2),tpl(Xl),tp2(Xl),fp2(al),...], [a2>X2>al>Xl>]>
< S768282ota768,aaN76BtaaN, (788282£,0768,aaN·yOB,aaN >   =
< [tpl(X3),fp2(a3),fpl(a3),tpl(X2),fp2(a2),fpl(a2),tpl(Xl),tp2(Xl),fp2(al),...],
[a3>XJ>a2,X2>al>Xl>]>
closure for X3 = a2
< S·yOB282(a768,aaN7682010:a,  C·yOB,B,aai76BtaoiN76828,aa >   =
< [tpl(33),tp2(X3),fpl(XJ),tpl(X2),fp2(22),fpl(32),tpl(Xl),tp2(Xl),fp2(al),...],
[ a 3 > X3 > · a 2 > · X 2, a 1 > X 1, ] >
closure  for  X3 = a2
< S·y68292aa76BtaaN788792aa,  C768282aa76*aaN768202aa >   =
< [tpl(X3),tp2(X3),fp2(a3),tpl(X2),fp2(82),fpl(32),tpl(Xl),tp2(Xl),fp2(al),...],
[a3>X3>a2>X2,al,Xl>]>
closure  for  X3 = a2
< S768202007602#,aot,  C76#28200768201Otot >   =
< [tpl(a2),tp2(X2),fpl(X2),tpl(Xl),tp2(Xl),fp2(al) '...1, [a2>X2>al>Xl>]>
closure  for  X2 = al
< S·yOB2#20(Y76B2#2aa,  C·yOB,B2aa·yOB282(rac >   =
< [tpl(X2),tp2(X2),fp2(a2),tpl(Xl),tp2(Xl),fp2(al) '...1, [32>X2>al>Xl>]>
closure  for  X2 = al
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Formulas in PNF such that no 3 precedes any V
Theorem: For formulas in prenex normal form - without any function symbols
(see [Gradel 90]) - such that no existential quantifier precedes any universal
quantifier the systematic search procedure provides a decision procedure.
Proof  Let  B  of  the  form  vxl...vxmaxm+ 1...axn[A(xl,...Agn)]  with A quantifier-
free. The systematic search for a deduction of B starts as follows:
<S, C> = < [fvxl...vxmaxIn+ 1...3xn[A(xl,0.-Mn)]], []>
< S&...6,  Ca...6 >=    < [faxrn + 1...axn[A(al '...am,xm + 1,...Agn)]], [am>...,al>]>
< SO...67...7, CO...67.-7>    
< [fA(al '...am,Xl '...,Xn-m), faxm+ 1...axn[A(al,...am,xm+1,...,xn)]],
[Xn-m>...>·Xi >am>·...>al>]>
Next the propositional rules (N; ot- and B-rules) may give rise to signed atomic
formulas in several different branches.
Let  <S6...67...·yNotBi,  C6 ...67.··7Nodli>  be  of the  form
< [sB1(al,...am,Xl,...,Xn-m),...,sBk(al,...am,Xl,...,Xn-m),
faxrn+ 1...3xn[A(al;.am,xm+ 1,..An)]],  [Xn-m>...>Xl >·am>...>al,]>,
where s denotes the symbol t or f. Further applications of the 7-rule do not
make sense if no function symbols are present: if the branch is not closed, there
is  no  deduction. In other words,  if a branch  does not close  for  Xi =aj,Isis n-m,
15 j 5 m,  then  it  will not close  for  Xk = aj,  k > n-m, either.                                                          0
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Part II Implementation in PROLOG
Abstract
Part II introduces the implementation of the theorem prover elaborated in
Part I, in the programming language PROLOG. Of necessity, short sections on
Logic Programming, PROLOG and LPA PROLOG precede the code itself and
its explanation. Afterwards several variants and other theorem provers within the
same framework are outlined in the sections collected in Appendix: extensions
and restrictions. Finally, the Appendix: built-in predicates contains the set of
explanations of the most important PROLOG predicates used or mentioned.
Introduction
The implementation is written with the product LPA PROLOG Professional 3.1
(and 3.5) for MS-DOS or PC-DOS environment, designed by Brian D. Steel of
the London concern Logic Programming Associates Ltd (see [LPA 91]) and
distributed in the Netherlands by Expert Tools BV'. In the near future the actual
source code of the programs below will be available at the author's address (see
Preface: genesis and summary).
The syntax supported by LPA is the industry standard Edinburgh syntax. This
DEC-10 syntax is essentially the syntax of [Clocksin 84], [Sterling 86],
[Bratko 89], and many other PROLOG handbooks. (These books are mentioned
in the additional References.)
The sections Logic Programming / PROLOG and LPA PROLOG briefly
describe some relevant aspects of logic programming, PROLOG and the
Edinburgh syntax of LPA, and several aspects of their use in the PROLOG
programs below. It is not the aim of these sections to teach the art of (logic or
PROLOG) programming as such. Nevertheless, several conventions have been
used to help the reader. The PROLOG programs themselves are written in a
different typefont (the non-proportional courier instead of the proportional
Times Roman) and in a helpful style. Not only the clauses but even the
arguments of clauses are restructured with the text editor WordPerfect).
Everything relating to the PROLOG programs (including our input) is written in
the Times Roman typefont, but also bold (i.e., Times Roman Bold). The
headlines of the sections refer to these PROLOG programs. Hence, when the
reader wants to know more about a predicate, he looks up the word in the
Contents and consults the sections below or Appendix: built-in predicates. The
explanation itself may contain PROLOG jargon, and logical terms to clarify, still
written in the same Times Roman typefont but in italics as well (i.e., Times
Roman Imlic). For further information, look up these words in the additional
1   Expert Tools BV, P.O. Box 2029, 6020 AA Budel, The Netherlands (Tel. 0031 / 4958 92525).
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Index. The reader is warned that the Times Roman typefont is used in bold as
well as italics (i.e., Times Roman Bold Italic) for emphasis.
Furthermore, readable names are chosen in the PROLOG programs (for
predicate names, variable names, constants and compound terms). The programs
are described in a maximal declarative and correct form which makes it simple
and readable too. But the programs are not made inefficient for the sake of the
declarative form itself: the procedures are as efficient as possible. Schemes are
inserted in aid of finding one's way through the the PROLOG programs and the
built-in predicates used in the theorem prover.
Many illustrating examples clarify the programs. One tableau-expansion
illustrating "all" the problems would be enough, but tires the reader's intuitions,
so understandable examples, that are to the point as well, are used.
Logic Programming / PROLOG
Logic programming is in principle declarative: the programmer only has to
describe what the problem is, but he does not have to specify how the problem
has to be solved. In order to answer certain questions, one has to formulate all
relevant information in a logic program. Therefore, a definition of a logic
program is given first. Afterwards the more specific PROLOG features are
illustrated.
The syntar of a logic programming language is the syntax of first-order predicate
logic with some modification in notation (see Part I).
Summarizing the essentials, the alphabet consists of:
individual variables, such as  X, Y,..., X1, X2,..., List, Head, Variable,...
individual constants, such as a, b, ..., cO, cl, c2, ..., 0, 1, 100, 110, ...
function symbols, such as +, -, •, ...
predicate symbols,  such as member, complex,   < ,   =  =,...
The programmer is free to choose his own symbols in the alphabet. However, in
LPA PROLOG any expression starting with a capital is a variable. The arity of
each function symbol and each predicate symbol is defined by the programmer
as well. For example, • might be the built-in list-constructor with arity two.
Tile tenns of the language are defined as usual: each individual variable and
each individual constant is a term; if f is an n-ary function symbol and ti,•••,ta
(n 2 0) are terms,  then  f(ti,"•,t=)  is  a  term.
And atomic formulas are defined as usual: if p is an n-ary predicate symbol and
ti,...,t   (n 2 0) are terms, then p(tir••,tn)  is an atomic formula.
The definition of a definite logic program is based upon the next definition of
definite program clause.
A definite program clause is any expression of the form:
B   :-   Ai,   ..., A=, where   B   and   At,   •••,   4 are atomic formulas   and   m k 0.   The
symbol :- is to be read as "if'; the comma "," between two atomic formulas is to
be read as "and". B is called the head and At,.•,4 is called the bo* of the
clause.
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A de»ite goal is any expression of the form:
:- Al, ..., A=, where At, ..., 4 are atomic formulas  and  m 2 0.  Each  4 is called  a
subgoal of the goal.
A definite logic program is a finite set of definite program clauses.
From a theoretical point of view, in particular with respect to completeness,
definite logic programs are to be preferred to normal logic programs. However,
for practical purposes, the normal ones are often needed.
A literal is an atomic formula A or the negation not A of an atomic formula.
A normal program clause is any expression of the form:
B:- Li,•••,Lm. where  B  is an atomic formula,  Lt,  ···,  4  are  literals  and  m & 0.
A nonnal goal is any expression of the form:
:-  Li,...,  L.  ,  where  Li,  ···,  L. are literals  and  m & 0.
A normal logic program is a finite set of normal program clauses.
Definite and normal program clauses are formulas of a special kind. In order to
see this, remember the definition of formulas in Part I (see section Tableaux).
As mentioned, any formula not containing the quantifiers v and a is equivalent
to a finite conjunction of clauses, where a dause is a formula of the form
Al & ...& A- D Blv ...VB„,or Bt v ... V Ba :. A1, •••' 4 in a different more
PROLOG-like notation, where each 4 and Bi is an atomic formula.
A logic program consists of clauses: facts (n=l, m=0) and mles (n,m21). A
logic program is a kind of database. And given a logic program, the user may ask
a question or goal (n=0).  PROLOG  (i.e.,  PROgrammer  en  LOGique,  the
French leader in programming in logic) is just a particular form of logic
programming. For reasons of efficiency in PROLOG, only definite clauses are
allowed, i.e., clauses with n 5 l.
The dausal fonn  of any formula is defined in Part I (see section Normal forms).
Any definite logic program is a formula in clausal form. And, as mentioned in
Part I section Normal forms, a formula is satisfiable if and only if its clausal
form, which is a conjunction of clauses, is satisfiable.
Several PROLOG systems make use of negation as failure and allow more than
definite clauses only (see the section on the built-in not/1).
Typical of logic programming is the use of recu,sive definitions (of predicates or
relations) in a logic program. The best way to introduce the subject seems to be
to give an example of a concrete logic program with recursion. Therefore, the
reader has to wait for section gentzen_type_prove/5.
Programming languages like Pascal and C are procedural languages. The
programmer has to specify how the problem has to be solved. On the other
hand, given a certain program, a logic programming system will try systematically
to deduce the answer to any question from the facts and rules in the program.
This is done by an exhaustive search, which can be represented graphically in a
search tree. If the answer is yes, this means that the goal logically follows from
(is a valid consequence of) the facts and the rules of the program. The answer
no means that the goal is not a logical consequence of the program. One can
prove soundness: given any logic program P and question or goal G, every
computed answer logically follows from P. (For details, the reader is referred to
[Lloyd 87].)
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Although logic programming is in principal declarative and not procedural, the
programmer has to take into account certain procedural aspects. PROLOG,
being a particular - but most popular - logic programming system, has a left-most
selection rule and a depth-first search strategy (and not breadth-first). This strategy
first develops the left-most branch in the search tree. As long as this branch has
not been terminated, no other branches are developed. After successful or
unsuccessful termination of a branch in a search tree, backtracking takes place in
order to find alternative solutions. PROLOG also searches for facts (and rules)
in the order they have been programmed. The PROLOG system tries to match
or unify the goal clause with the first fact (or the head of the first rule). This
matching or unifying process succeeds by replacing variables by the names of      I
arbitrary individual objects (see the definitions of matching and unijication
below). If the PROLOG system matches the head of a rule and the variables are          1
replaced, the PROLOG system tries to match a clause in that rule. If the
PROLOG system matches a clause in a rule and the variables are replaced, the
PROLOG system first tries to find an answer for this clause and subsequently
tries to match by means of that answer another clause in the rule, if any clause is
left. Else, an answer for the head of the rule has been reached. Therefore, one
can say that such a PROLOG system always tries to match or unify by selecting
the next clause. If one answer is already found, the next clause is the second fact
or the head of the second clause. (PROLOG is based on input resolution.) If the
PROLOG system cannot succeed in unifying or matching a goal clause with
(other) facts or rules in the program, there are no (more) answers to this
question (left).
The programmer who develops a logic program in PROLOG has to take these
procedural aspects of the PROLOG system into account. The order of the facts
and rules in his program may be important and even the order of the goals in
the body of a rule may be important. In order to make this clear, a closer look
at the definition of gentzen_type_prove/5 follows. Changing the order may have
disastrous consequences. It is possible that the left-most branch in the search
tree is infinitely long if one clause is applied again and again. Hence, it may
happen that the PROLOG system does not give an answer to an easy question.
In that case one can say that the program did not give an adequate description
of the relation. Although different descriptions may be equivalent from a logical        I
point of view, they might be quite different from a procedural point of view.
Another procedural aspect of PROLOG is the cut. The cut prunes part of the
search tree. This enhances efficiency, but may be dangerous if the pruned part
contains successful branches. This feature is discussed later on. (For details, see
also section 1/0.)
As mentioned, given a certain program P and answering a certain question G,
the PROLOG system makes use of matching or unification. Matching is a
process that takes as input two terms or atomic formulas and checks whether
they match. The rules governing this process are the following four:
1. Two individual constants match only if they are syntactically the same.
2. If X is a variable and t a term, then they match and X is replaced by t.
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3. Two terms match only if they have the same principal function symbol and all
their arguments match.
4. Two atomic formulas match only if they have the same principal predicate
symbol and all their arguments match.
In some cases matching yields undesirable results. For example, rule 2. above
does not prevent the unification of X with f(X), although there is no finite
common instance of the terms X and f(X).
For reasons of efficiency, most logic programming systems make use of matching
and take for granted that in some cases this may yield the wrong results. More
precisely, using matching instead of unification may affect the soundness of the
system: some answers may not be logical consequences of the given program. So,
what one should do, is to replace matching by unification and take for granted
that in some cases this may be inefficient. Unt cation can be characterized by
the following slogan: unification is matching + occurs check. The occurs check
involves checking whether in the substitution of a term t for a variable X the
variable X does not occur in t. If so, unification succeeds. Otherwise, unification
fails, while matching may succeed. For instance, f(X) is a term containing X:
matching succeeds, but unification fails.
The unification algorithm is like the matching algorithm given above, except that
now the occurs check is added to the second rule:
2. If X is a variable not occurring in term t, then they unify and X is replaced by
t. (For details, the reader is referred to [Lloyd 87].)
LPA PROLOG
Current logic programming languages are far from ideal. This section discusses
LPA PROLOG and its characteristics. Indeed, its jargon differs slightly from the
previous logical terminology. A logician looks at a logic programming language
from a logical point of view, but computer scientists are more pragmatic. That is
why manuals draw attention to the use of syntactic elements of the programming
language in one context excluding their role in another context. The following
paragraphs are devoted to LPA PROLOG from a programmer's point of view,
but in connection with the logical point of view as well - in order to eliminate
some confusions in many handbooks.
LPA uses the full 8-bit ASCII character set, although all characters with special
meaning are confined to the 7-bit ASCII set. For example, the normal separator
is the comma, and it is used to separate terms in (argument) lists. (See the
section,/2.) The usual terminator is the full stop.
The programs of the theorem prover make use of six types of PROLOG tenns:
compound terms, lists, atoms (constants), variable names, integers and floating
point numbers. (See also the sections compound/1, functor/3, arg/3, 1st/1,
atomic/1, var/1.) The seventh type - string - will not be discussed at the
moment. (For strings the reader has to wait for section stringof/2.)
PROLOG atoms are text names and they are also known as constants within
LPA PROLOG and our logic based idiolect (see the section Tableaux in Part I
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and the section Logic Programming / PROLOG). Unfortunately, these
PROLOG atoms are not distinguished into function symbols and individual
constants symbols on the one hand, and predicate symbols on the other hand: let
this be a warning to the programmer. The programmer distinguishes four kinds
of PROLOG atoms: alphanumeric, symbolic, quoted and special. An
alphanumeric atom is written as a lower case letter followed by a sequence of
alphabetic characters, digits or underscores. A symbolic atom is written as a
sequence of symbolic characters, and characters in the upper half of the ASCII
tabel. A quoted atom is any sequence of characters surrounded by single quotes.
Special atoms  are the empty  list   [],  1  and  0  (See the sections  1/0  and  ;/2).
A variable name is an alphanumeric sequence of characters beginning with an
upper case letter or an underscore _. (The single underscore _ is a special built-
in variable, the anonymous one.) The programmer must use caution: variable
names will be rewritten by the PROLOG system.
An integer is a number with no fractional part and is written as a sequence of
digits. Integers outside the range -32768 to 32767 are stored internally in floating
point format. A floating point number is written as a sequence of digits followed
by a decimal point followed by one or more digits, optionally followed by the
exponent e or E followed by one to three digits.
A compound tenn is a structured data item that consists of a PROLOG functor
followed by a sequence of one or more arguments which are enclosed in
brackets and separated by commas. The general form of a compound term (or
structure) is functor(tl,•••,tk), where functor is a PROLOG atom. But these
PROLOG atoms are, for instance, not distinguished into function symbols and
predicate symbols: the programmer should pay attention to avoid making
mistakes. In addition, the use of meta-variables in case functor is a variable
name is not discussed, because the programs below do not use any of the meta-
variable facilities of LPA PROLOG which extends the usual Edinburgh syntax.
See section not/1 for an illustration of the function of meta-variables in
PROLOG. Finally, certain functors can be written as operators. See section op/3
for these kinds of abbreviations.
The  empty  list  []  is  a list.  If t  is  a  term  and  L  is  a  list,  then  [t I L]  is  a list.  If
tt'...'tk   (k & 0) are terms, then [t„...,tk]   is the usual abbreviation   for   the   list
[ 1| [tl •••,tkll. Notice    that   a    list   is a distinct    type of PROLOG   term   for   the
programmer. For the logician a list is just a term.
In the programs concerning the theorem prover, two types of PROLOG clauses
are used: facts and rules. A fact is of the form head., where head is a PROLOG
compound term (whose PROLOG functor is any PROLOG atom except :-) or a
PROLOG atom. Of course, the logician knows that only atomic formulas are
appropriate, but the programmer confuses atomic formulas with terms.
A PROLOG mle is of the form head :- body. where body is a conjunction of
goals: for example, B :- At, •••, A= is a rule. (See the section,/2, and compare the
sections :-/2 and :-/1.) It is allowed to rewrite PROLOG programs such that
body  is a disjunction of goals  (see the section ;/2): instead of the two rules
B:- Al,..,Am and   B:- Cl, •••, Ck,  one is allowed to use only   one  rule
B :- At, ..., Am ; Cl, •••, Ck - but the programmer should pay attention to some
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procedural aspects to avoid making mistakes.
Extra built-in predicates and operators are supported by LPA. In the programs
PROLOG terms are compared, and predicates are needed to check whether a
term    is    of a particular    type.    (See the sections     =../2,     = /2,     =  = /2,    \ =  = /2,
nonvar/1 and of course those sections already mentioned in the area of types of
PROLOG terms: compound/1, functor/3, arg/3,1st/1, atomic/1, var/1.)
Although the reader is almost ready for the complete implementation of the
theorem prover of Part I in PROLOG, the syntactic stuff is not presented at
once: it will do to start with the built-in operator op/3, first illustrating
informally what a formula is. In addition to this, the section op/3 defines the
propositional connectives of the first-order language and illuminates some
aspects which are defined later on in the section gentzen_type_prove/5.
op/3
The system predicate op/3 allows us to use an alternative syntax for certain
compound terms of PROLOG. Instead of functor2(tl,te), where functor2 - the
operator itself - is a PROLOG atom, the injir notation ti functor2 ti is allowed.
And instead of functorl(t,), where functorl - the operator - is a PROLOG atom,
the pre» notation tl functorl is allowed. (Of course, even the Postfix notation
functorl t, is allowed). Only two types - prefix and infix - are used in the
prototype: they correspond with the use of connectives in formulas, and the use
of signed formulas. If, for instance, neg has been declared a prefix operator, the
compound term neg(pl) can be written as neg pl. If and has been declared an
infix operator, the compound term and(pl,p2) can be written as pl and p2. To
find the operators currently in force, one can use the built-in predicate
current_op/3 (any of these arguments may be uninstantiated PROLOG
variables).
So, PROLOG allows unag operators to be prefix (which means they precede the
argument), and PROLOG allows binag operators to be infix (which means they
are written between the two arguments): for that purpose it is necessary to
define not only the type T>pe of the operator called Name, but also its
Precedence: the system predicate op(Precedence,Type,Name) declares the
PROLOG atom Name, or each item of a PROLOG list, to be an operator whose
precedence is equal to Precedence, where Precedence is an integer from 1 to
1200. Type defines the operator type and associativity. Name is the name of the
operator (e.g., neg, or, and, imp, iff), or a PROLOG list of operator names as
one can see in the definition of the signs of formulas, t and f, below (i.e., in the
list t and f are separated by a comma, and surrounded by square brackets [ and
]).  It  is  possible  to  have  more  than one operator  of the  same  name  Name,  but  to
prevent ambiguity, each operator gets a precedence Precedence and an
association.
The definition of an operator needs an extra built-in operator to be active in the
PROLOG environment: the unary operator :-. (See for details section :-/1.) The
usual terminator in a definition (and any other PROLOG command) is the full
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stop. The system operator, is used in the definitions to separate terms in lists, as
in [t,f], and in argument lists, as in op(100,fy,neg) (see section,/2). After these
preliminaries one is capable of understanding the structure of the following







In order to understand the behaviour of a PROLOG term containing operators,
the precedence of an arbitrary term is defined as follows:
1. The precedence of individual variables and individual constants is 0.
2. The precedence of functorN(tl,•••,ts) is the precedence of functorN.
3. The precedence of (t), where t is a term, is 0.
To illustrate this, compute the precedences of all the (sub-)expressions in
imp(and(pl,p2),p3) and and(pl,imp(p2,p3)): the answers  are
130(120(0,0),0) and 120(0,130(0,0)), respectively. But does the logical expression
pl and p2 imp p3 represent the PROLOG term imp(and(pl,p2),p3) and not
and(pl,imp(p2,p3))?
In order to explain the affirmative answer, a closer look at the type of an
operator is taken. The type of an operator defines its associativity and it is used
to disambiguate an expression (which contains two or more operators of the
same precedence). The type names, such as fy and xfy, refer to the arity
(i.e., unary or binary) and the nature (i.e., prefix or infix) of the operator f and
its associativity: y represents an argument whose precedence must be lower than
or equal to that of the operator, and x represents an argument whose
precedence must be strictly lower than that of the operator.
More precisely, unary operators of type A (non-associative prefix) and b (right
associative prefix) are used. Type ly means that the precedence of the (right-
hand) argument may be less than or equal to the precedence of the prefix      
operator. For example, compute the precedence of the formula neg neg pl. Of
course, both neg (neg pl) and (neg (neg pl)) are accepted as equivalent input,
but internally rewritten by the system. Type fx means that the precedence of the
argument must be lower than the precedence of the prefix operator. For
example, t pl imp p2 is accepted as a signed formula. But t f and f t are not
signed formulas, because in that case the constraint is violated: the precedence
of f is the same as the precedence of t.
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Binary operators of type 4 (non-associative infix), x# (right associative infix)and yA (left associative infix) are used. The built-in binary operators are of the
first non-associative infix type. See for example the section :-/2 inAppendix: built-in predicates. For building up formulas this kind of operator is
not appropriate: if an operator is non-associative then its arguments must besubexpressions of strictly lower precedence than the operator itself. If each
connective was non-associative, one would not omit parentheses in the formula
(pl and p2) and (neg (neg p3)). Type xfy means that only the left-hand
argument of the infix operator should be of lower precedence than the infix
operator itself. The right-hand argument may have the same precedence. For
example the operator imp is of this type. Hence, the formula
(pl and p2) imp (p3 iff p3) can also be written as pl and p2 imp (p3 iff p3)because of the lower precedence of and. And the formula pl imp (p2 imp p3)
can be written as pl imp p2 imp p3 because the alleged ambiguity disappears ifone notices that the subexpression pl imp p2 has the same precedence as imp.
Type yfx means that only the right-hand subexpression of the infix operator
should be of lower precedence than the infix operator itself. The left-hand
argument may be subexpression of the same precedence. For example, the
operator and is of this type. Hence, the formula (pl and p2) and (pl imp p3)
can also be written as pl and p2 and (pl imp p3). And (pl and p2) and p3 can
be written as pl and p2 and p3.
Consequently, the - in the above asked question - supposed second interpretationof pl and p2 imp p3 yields the structure of precedences 120(0,130(0,0)) whichconflicts with an operator and of type yfT while the first interpretation yields
130(120(0,0),0), which does not conflict with an operator imp of type xfy.In case of the (signed) formulas, it is easier to look straight at the precedences,
not the type and its association: the lower the precedence of an operator, the
more strongly an operator binds its arguments. For example, the logical
expression pl and p2 imp p3 represents the PROLOG term imp(and(pl,p2),p3),
because and (the operator's precedence is 120, as one can verify) binds morestrongly than imp (because its precedence is 130). Or, looking at the polish
notation of a formula, an operator with a higher precedence appears at a higherlevel of the compound term than the ones with the lower precedence. (In the
example high-low corresponds with left-right.)
Eventually, the definition of the propositional connectives is a matter of taste.
The author likes to omit all parentheses in formulas like
((pl imp (p2 imp (p) imp p4))) ifT (((pl and p2) and p3) imp p4)). And one
can easily change the definitions for the propositional operators neg, or, and,
imp, iff, and the definitions for the signs t, f, below. The user must use caution
to define additional connectives and truth-values in this framework without
adapting adequate rules for each combination of value and operator, without
adapting the corresponding programs for checking closure of tableau-branches,
for checking complex formulas and for the substitution of terms over these new
operators: these features are under discussion in the sections
gentzen_type_prove/5, complex/1 and substitute/4. Furthermore, new operators,resulting in signed formulas of certain classes, may disturb the clear structure of
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the theorem prover: one cannot change the order of certain classes of clauses,
but within these classes one can change the order without disastrous
consequences.
gentzen_type_prove/5
Schemes are inserted in aid of finding one's way through the programs used in
the theorem prover. These schemes refer to other programs: in that case one can
find the subsequent programs in the sections mentioned.
The program gentzen_type_prove/5 is the most important one. It is quite
complicated and so it is presented in parts: the six classes of clauses for
gentzen_type_prove/5 correspond with the closure of tableaux and the five kinds
of signed formulas introduced (see Part I, section Tableaux).
In aid of finding one's way through the fourteen PROLOG rules for
gentzen_type_prove/5, and their references to the most important subsequent
sections (and system predicates), the program can be considered to consist of six
parts:
-     the Closure-module consists   of   rule 1., handles closure   and uses member/2,
complex/1, restricted_unification/3 (not/1, functor/3)
- the 6-module consists of rule 2. and 3., handles delta-formulas and uses
remove member/3, substitute/4 (!/0)
- the N--module consists of rule 4. and 5., handles negations and uses
remove_member/3 (!/0)
-  the a.module consists of rule 6., 7. and 8., handles alpha-formulas and uses
remove_member/3 (!/0)
-  the B.module consists of rule 9., 10., 11., 12. and 13., handles beta-formulas
and uses remove_member/3 (!/0)
- the y-module consists of rule 14., handles gamma-formulas and uses
move_first_gamma/3, substitute/4  ( > /2,  is/2,-/2,1/0)
The user who wants to prove a first-order theorem has to formulate his problem
in an adequate way. He gets a proof after specifying the five arguments of
gentzen_type_prove/5 in a query (see the sections ?-/1 and :-/1). It is because of
this activity (i.e., commanding or asking questions) of the user and the expected
response of the program that the choice was made to use the predicate name
gentzen_type_prove/5 (instead of a seemingly more declarative one, like for
instance proof/n or even beth_type_proof/n, and instead of a dispositional one
like provable/n). But if the putative functionality disgusts the user, he can
change the name easily (without changing the meaning).
The five arguments of gentzen_type_prove/5 concern the details of Part I. For
example, one has to say what the *yntar is. One has to take care of an adequate
fit, corresponding with the search strategy described in Part I and not losing the
benefits of the PROLOG interpreter (i.e., the LPA PROLOG incremental
compiler). In the foregoing sections of Part II some PROLOG aspects of this
connection are explained, for instance what PROLOG variables and constants
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are, that some names are reserved, etc. Here it is specified how one uses these
elements together. So, one has to take care of, for example, the names one
chooses for the PROLOG programs, the arguments one can or cannot use, etc.
To illustrate this, let's start with the first argument of gentzen_type_prove/5, a
PROLOG list of signed formulas corresponding with a sequent, i.e., any finite set
of signed formulas. But what about signed and fonnula? Here comes the syntax:
The alphabet of the first-order One uses the following
language is supposed to contain: PROLOG terms:
free individual variables any unbound variable name like
AO, Al, A2,... or
any new constant like
aO, al, a2,...
bound individual variables any bound variable name like X, Y, Z, ...
or X0, X1, X2,...
individual constants any new constant like c, d, cO, cl, c2,... or
any new number like 0,1,2,...
predicate symbols any new constant like p, q, r, pO, pl, p2,...
function symbols any new constant like g, gO, gl, g2,...
connectives the defined operators neg, or, and, imp, iff
(see section op/3)
quantifiers the constants all, exist
parentheses the left and right round brackets (, )
The user is free to make his own language within this concept, and that is what
is meant by the - at this stage vague - slogans like unbound and new. For
example, if the user defines the operator neg, neg cannot play any other role at
the same time. The user cannot introduce a ternary predicate symbol op,
because this one is reserved by the PROLOG system (see section op/3). Please
note that alphanumeric constants are preferred in the theorem prover.
Furthermore, don't use f or t as function symbols in the language because these
PROLOG characters are already defined as the operators which handle signs for
formulas. In [De Swart 88] and [De Swart 90] one uses F and T as signs for
formulas, but that is a risky choice in a PROLOG environment. (Unfortunately
LPA PROLOG allows for example the unification of F P(c) with T Q(AS) by
means of its built-in matching algorithm.)
If one knows the alphabet, one can build up tenns of the language from a list of
individual constants and the free individual variables, using a list of function
symbols:
1. any individual constant is a term,
2.  any free individual variable is a term,
3. if f is an n-ag function symbol and ti,...,t   (n   0)  are  terms,  then  f(ti'...,tb  is  a
ternn.
For example, if the user makes use of the above-mentioned correspondences
(without violating the intended restrictions), gl is a one-place function symbol
and g2 is a two-place function symbol, then the following are terms:
c (by 1.), AO (by 2.), gl(c), g2(gl(c)AO) (by 3.).
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Fonnulas are as usual: atomic formulas are constructed from terms and a list of
predicate symbols:
4. if p is an n-ary predicate symbol and ti'-.'t2  (n liO)  are  terms,  then  p(tip.•,th  is
an atomic formula and each atomic formula is indeed a formula.
From these atomic formulas one builds complex formulas using the connectives
and the quantifiers:
5. if A is any formula, then neg (A) is a formula,
6. if A and B are any formulas, then (A or B), (A and B), (A imp B), and
(A iff B) are formulas,
7. if A(I) is any formula in which the free individual variable I occurs, and X is
any bound individual variable not occurring in A, then all(X,4(X)) and
exist(XA(X)) are formulas, where A(X) results from A(I) by replacing every
occurrence of I in A by X. (Remark that, strictly speaking, A and B themselves
are not formulas.)
For example, if pl is a one-place predicate symbol and p2 is a two-place
predicate symbol, then - under the conventions made above for gl and g2 - the
following are formulas: pl(gl(c)), p2(AOAO) (by 4.), neg (pl(gl(c))) (by 5.),
all(X,p2(X,X)) (by 7.), (pl(gl(c)) or all(X,p2(X,X))) (by 6.).
A signed fonnula is any expression of the  form t  A or f 4 where A is a formula.
In the case of classical logic the intended meanings of t A and f A are A is true
and A is false respectively. (These intended meanings may be different for other
logics: see for details also the sections in Appendix: extensions and restrictions.)
Hence, for this purpose one needs the following definition:
8.  if A is a formula, then t A and f A are signed formulas.
For example, the following are signed formulas (using the conventions above):
t pl(gl(c)), f (pl(gl(c)) or all(X,p2(X,X))) (by 8.).
Section op/3 explaines why one simply writes f pl(gl(c)) or all(X,p2(X,X))
instead of f (pl(gl(c)) or all(X,p2(X,X))). Those conventions are not mentioned
again because it might confuse the reader. Furthermore, please note that the
quantifiers all and exist are not declared as operators in section op/3:
all(XA(X)) and exist(XA(X)) are simple to read and to understand but what
about X all A(X) and X exist A(X), if A(X) itself contains quantifiers?
A sequent is any finite set of signed formulas. Therefore, the PROLOG list
notation is useful:
9.   if s  At,  •••,  s  Ao  (n k 0) are signed formulas,  then  [s Ai,..., s 4]  is a sequent.
The intended meaning of a sequent [t Ai,..., t Ak, f Ak+1, •••, f 4] is the
following: if A, and ... and Ak then Ak+1 or ... or A .
For example, - using the conventions -, the following are sequents: [t pl(gl(c))],
[f (pl(gl(c)) or all(X,p2(X,X)))], [t pl(gl(c)), f (pl(gl(c)) or all(X,p2(X,X)))].
This completes the explanation of the first argument of gentzen_type_prove/5, a
list of signed formulas. Some aspects might be unclear at the moment, but in
that case one can expect the missing part in the explanation of the other
arguments and the presentation of the rules themselves! For instance, the
tableau-mles for classical first-order logic (see section Tableaux in Part I) are not
presented yet, and the interpretation of the successive sequences is unclear yet.
A closer look at the clauses for gentzen_type_prove/5 themselves fills that gap:
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the clauses correspond with the expansion of the tableaux in combination with a
particular stategy for discovering the closure of (sub-)tableaux. And that means
that an explanation of the overall structure of the program and some PROLOG
qualities will be given. Therefore, let's consider the first clause of the program,
the only clause that handles closure.
Closure-module
As mentioned above, in the implementation of the theorem prover in PROLOG
a list of signed formulas represents a sequent. One starts with an initial tableau
which is also a list of signed formulas. If one discovers that a tableau-branch is
closed, one goes further with the next tableau-branch until there are no calls
(i.e., goals or subgoals) to the closure of tableau-branches left. The first clause
for gentzen_type_prove/5 takes care of this "halting" process or termination: it
says that a tableau-branch is closed if an f-signed (necessarily) atomic formula in
the branch and a t-signed (necessarily not complex) formula in the same branch
are unifiable taking into consideration all the restrictions which accompany that




















The auxiliary programs member/2, not/1, complex/1 and functor/3 are easy to
understand: after this section short sections for member/2 and complex/1 follow.
(The built-in predicates not/1 and functor/3 appear in the corresponding
Appendix). Here follows a short motivation of the clause.
In the first clause one starts with selecting an f-signed formula: one supposes
that in starting a proof of a theorem, one has many - zero or more t-signed -
assumptions and only one (f-signed) conclusion. Picking out the t-signed
formulas first is wasting time.
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Only at a closer look does one see that the use of the negation as failure is safe
in the first clause. One wants to check only whether the by member/2 out of the
given list selected f Formula 1 is not one of f all, f exist, f neg, f or, f and,
f imp, f iff. If for instance a Tormula pl and p2 has been found complex after
executing the cut in the fifth clause of the program complex/1, then
not complex(pl and p2) cannot succeed: the procedure is deterministic. The
effect of not/1 has to be the same as if complex(pl and p2). had appeared as a
fact in the database of programs instead of as a member of the list of signed
formulas. Hence, not complex(pl and p2) fails because complex(pl and p2)
succeeds. And for example not complex(pl) succeeds because complex(pl) fails.
The atomic Formula_1 in a branch, selected by means of the program member/2
and established later on, has to unify with a t-signed formula in the same branch.
Therefore, one picks such a t-signed formula out of the list: but, again, instead of
wasting time and selecting by means of the program member/2 the first
candidate which may be atomic but with different predicate symbol or arity, one
looks at the predicate symbol and the number of arguments of the already
selected formulas. For example, if an atomic pl/1 is selected, pl/2, p2/1 and
exist(X,pl(X)) are not appropriate and are ruled out by the second call
functor/3. Notice the PROLOG jargon in the use of functor/3:  pl and p2 are
predicate symbols.
The reader can afterwards check that there are good reasons not to unify
complex formulas. For example, the PROLOG variables X and Y match if one
unifies the following two complex formulas: alI(X,exist(Y,p(X,Y))) and
all(Y,exist(X,p(X,Y))).
For details about the list of restrictions and the unification algorithm, one has to
wait for the explanation of the fifth argument of gentzen_type_prove/5 and of
course the sections relating restricted unification/3. (The difference between
matching and untIication is aiready explained in the section
Logic Programming / PROLOG.)
I.Et's consider again the overall structure of the set of clauses for
gentzen_type_prove/5. A complete expansion of a tableau-branch is not needed
before checking for closure: the already presented first clause checks for closure
after each call to one of the other clauses, i.e., after each application of a
tableau expansion rule. This is a credit of the backtraclcing process. And the
structure of the other clauses for gentzen_type_prove/5 is chosen such that a
tableau is closed if every tableau-branch is closed: some clauses have one
recutsive call gentzen_type_prove/5, some have more than one. For example, in
the second clause for gentzen_type_prove/5 the relation gentzen_type_prove/5
recurs in the definition of gentzen_type_prove/5 itself. And in the ninth clause
for gentzen_type_prove/5 the relation gentzen_type_prove/5 recurs twice in the
definition of gentzen_type_prove/5 itself. For this reason one speaks of a
recursive definition. This feature corresponds with the rules to be defined for the
signed formulas. These signed complex formulas are divided into five classes:
negations, alpha-formulas (sometimes called a-formulas or conjunctions), beta-
formulas (B-formulas or disjunctions), delta-formulas (6-formulas or existentials)
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and gamma-formulas (7-formulas or universals). Each class corresponds with aPROLOG module for gentzen_type_prove/5.
Delm-formulas are signed formulas of the forms t exist(XA(X)) andf all(XA(X)), where A(X) is a formula in which the individual variable X is not
bound by any quantor. Negations are signed formulas of the forms f neg A and
t neg 4 where A is a formula. Alpha-formulas are signed formulas of the forms
f A  imp  B,  f A  or  B,  and  t  A  and B, beta-formulas are signed formulas  of the
forms f A iff B, t A iff B, f A and B, t A or B, and t A imp B, where A and B are
formulas. Gamma-formulas are signed formulas of the forms t all(XA(X)) andf exist(XA(X)), where A(X) is itself a formula in which X is not bound by any
quantor at all. In section Tableaux of Part I tables show how these signed
formulas behave in tableaux after applying branch extension rules. Remember
that in the case of negation-, alpha- and delta-formulas the expansion rule should
be read: if the signed formula occurs on a branch, remove the signed formula
from that branch and add the component, components or the instance to the
branch. It is never necessary to use these kinds of formulas more than once on
any branch of a tableau, so one removes the signed formula used. (In the section
remove member/3 other details of this process are revealed.) The result is put to
the heSd of the list. One calls for closure again, but now for the new list of
formulas, and in case of adding an instance of a delta-formula with a different
list of restrictions too. In the case of the gamma-formulas an instance is added to
the front position in the branch, and the original gamma-formula is moved to the
end of the branch. (In the sections move first_gamma/3 and put_gamma last/3other details of this process are revealed.) Then closure is again called fBr, butwith some different arguments: see the paragraphs on the last clause for
gentzen_type_prove/5 and the explanation of the third and fourth argument of
gentzen_type_prove/5 below. In the case of the beta-formulas the branch except
the beta-formula itself is split and the beta-components are added to each
separate fork. One calls for closure, first of the leftmost (sub-)tableau and if so,also for closure of the right one. If the left branch is open, there is no need for
further expansion of the right branch. This explains the overall structure of the
program gentzen_type_prove/5.
One removes signed formulas, except gamma-formulas, after expanding the
tableau. There is a strictness condition for these formulas: there is no need to
apply an expansion rule to such a signed formula in the construction of the
tableau more than once on the same branch. Later on - before presenting how
to handle gamma-formulas in the last clause for gentzen_type_prove/5 -, the
explanation of the fourth argument of gentzen_type_prove/5 makes clear whythis strictness condition does not apply to gamma-formulas.
The ordering of the clauses for gentzen_type_prove/5 corresponds with the
classes and the elements of the classes of signed formulas. As seen, the first
clause handles the closure of branches. Now it is explained why the other sets of
clauses don't appear at other places. In Part I and Part III several other
proposed orderings are discussed: the presented one is remarkably better from aprocedural point of view. Of course, the difficulties can be circumvented if one
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does not allow certain connectives (or one requires rewriting of those
connectives). For example, on page 23 in [Niemela 87] it can be read that 'For
simplicity of presentation we are supposing the implication and equivalence
symbols to be eliminated and negation symbols to appear only in front of atomic
formulae'. Even in [Fitting 90] the argumentation for the ordering (negation,
alfa-, beta-, delta-, gamma-) is misleading. Maybe it is not fair to compare the
orderings of the rules without mentioning the whole structure, but the clauses for
the above-mentioned connectives can easily be retracted of the program
gentzen_type_prove/5 (see the section retractx/2) owing to the modularity of the
prototype. And of course expansion rules can be added for other connectives.
One of the advantages of the theorem prover presented is indeed this kind of
modularity. For additional argumentation see also the sections in Appendix:
extensions and restrictions. See section assertx/2 for details about adding
PROLOG clauses without disturbing the ordering of (the classes of) clauses. One
can define additional connectives like the Sheffer stroke in this framework and
add adequate rules for each combination of value and operator. For example, if
there are two signs t, f and a new connective pmi ( p pmi q means q imp p ),
one has to write PROLOG rules to handle lists of signed formulas containing as
complex functors t pmi, f pmi. And one has to define the operator pmi in the
way presented in section op/3. The user should pay attention to avoid making
the following mistakes: adding expansion rules for alternative connectives
without adapting the corresponding rules for checking complex formulas and for
the substitution of terms over these new operators. This last feature is under
discussion in case of the delta-formulas and gamma-formulas (see also section
substitute/4). The first problem is illustrated in the section complex/1.
Furthermore, the reader cannot change the order of the classes of clauses.
Within the classes the user can change the order without fatal consequences. For
example, in the case of the expansion rules for delta-formulas, the second and
third clause for gentzen_type_prove/5, one can change the order and expand the
signed formulas of the form f all(XA(X)) before expanding the other form
t exist(XA(X)). For general theorem proving there is no difference between the
two alternatives because t exist (XA(X)) corresponds with f all(X,neg A(X)) andf all(XA(X)) corresponds  with t exist(X,neg A(X)). Within the classes   of
negations, alpha-, and beta-formulas, one is free to change the orderings: there
are no good reasons to prefer one ordering to another. If a tableau expansion
slips from one's pen, one is not concerned with general theorem proving at all: a
lucky strategy can be picked out for just one example. Many examples in the
handbooks are simple and one might think that this is the way to check whether
a derivation exists.
An answer cannot always be expected. For that reason the rule that takes care of
the expansion of gamma-formulas is incorporated in the last clause. Details are
explained when talking about the fourth argument of the program clause for
gentzen_type_prove/5. Note that if one puts this last clause upwards, the clauses
for the expansion of the formulas which are at higher position, for example the
clauses for beta-formulas, would never be called. In that case, one can expect
meaningless gamma-instances, without splitting branches.
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It is obvious that the clause for closure precedes all the other ones, that the
clauses for negations, delta-, and alpha-formulas precede the clause for gamma-
formulas, and that the clauses for beta-formulas precede the clause for gamma-
formulas. But what about the exact position of the clauses that raise splittingbranches? In case of a proof it is efficient to delay the splitting, avoiding theexpansion of other formulas twice. But in case of an open branch it might be
efficient to split, avoiding the unnecessary expansion. But it is never known
where that branch appears in the expansion. In the presented framework applied
to first-order predicate logic, it is efficient to deal with negations, delta-, andalpha-formulas before splitting the tableaux: first, because closure can only be
established at atomic level, i.e., other rules have to be called before another,
maybe completely irrelevant, beta-formula is expanded. Secondly, afterexpanding negations, delta-, or alpha-formulas one can drop the formulas and
does not have to look for other ways of closure of the branch (therefore closure
is handled by the first clause), but in case of a splitting branch backtracking inan already closed branch can be necessary. (In Appendix: extensions and
restrictions it is explained that this is not true for classical propositional proofs:
in that case additional cuts are allowed.) Thirdly, expansion of beta-formulas
before delta-formulas implies the construction of new terms in each branch (seethe second or third clause and the explanation of the second argument of
gentzen_type_prove/5).
After expanding delta-formulas or negations the list of signed formulas has the
same number of elements, after expanding an alpha-formula the list has onemember more. Furthermore, sometimes it is nice to expand all the delta-
formulas one by one, or eliminate negations as quickly as possible.
In conclusion, the ordering is as argued! Remember that general theorem
proving is under study: if a tableau is expanded without help from an automated
theorem prover, then, one may expand, for example, several gamma-formulas
and afterwards apply the rules for the delta-formulas.
After expanding the tableau by negation-, alpha-, delta- and beta-rules the result
is put to the head of a list, removing an original one. Therefore, all the elements
of the same class of formulas can be expanded if necessary, and all the results
can be expanded if the result is not a gamma-formula: in case of the gamma-
formulas one adds an instance to the front position in the branch and moves the
original gamma-formula to the end of the branch. If the instance is not a
gamma-formula, it can be expanded. If the instance is a gamma-formula itself, itis at the right position immediately. By moving every gamma-formula to the end
of the list, one chooses for the cheapest solution: inefficient PROLOG programs
are not needed to delete an element from a list and replace that element at the
given position. See also the sections move_first_gamma/3 and
put_gamma last/3.
Of course, There is a trade-off between the use of the cheapest PROLOG
concatenation and the unification algorithm used. The instance Instance is put in
front  of  the  list  List by means of constructing [Instance I List].  A new variable  Xis put in front of the list of restrictions in the same way. After subsequent
expansions of delta- and gamma-formulas the variable X moves to the tail.
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6-module
The second argument of gentzen_type_prove/5 concerns the delta-fonnulas. All
the details but one of expanding tableaux by means of applying rules for delta-
formulas are outlined. Delta-formulas are handled by the second or third clause.
In section substitute/4 the details of the creation of an instance are explained.
Here it needs to be stated where those new terms come from: one starts with a
list of parameters, indeed a list of new #ee variables. In the derivation these
parameters have to be constant. Therefore, one starts, for example, with the
PROLOG list [al,a2,a3,a4'...J, a list of PROLOG constants! The reasons are1
pragmatic: it is not easy to handle PROLOG variables as bound and free in
combination with individual constants and function symbols, respecting that some
unifications are not allowed. Variables always unify, so each new call can rename
variables which will be fatal in case of the parameters. In some cases the
PROLOG interpreter is a handicap. Secondly, one needs to distinguish three
kinds of variables, the bound ones, the unbound ones, for example AO, and the
new ones! To illustrate this take the following problem: a parameter Al unifies
with a free AO, AO unifies with c, so Al unifies with c which may not be allowed.
Furthermore, it turns out that it is easier to handle two kinds of constants
because constants only unify whenever they are identical. For example, after
substituting the leftmost constant al (the head) of the list of parameters  (the
second argument of gentzen_type_prove/5), and adding it in front of the list of
restrictions (the fifth argument of gentzen_type_prove/5), there was an
opportunity to write a clear PROLOG program for the kind of unification
needed (see section restricted_unification/3). After having these experiences, it
turned out that other authors made even less fitting definitions (e.g., PROLOG
constants as bound variables).






































If one asks for a proof, the third argument of gentzen_type_prove/5 is a new
(i.e., not already used in, for instance, the list of signed formula) variable name.
The only function of this unspecified argument is that PROLOG gives us the
values of that variable such that the statement is true - the erit. So the
affirmative answer refers to tableaux. An answer is not a whole tableau proof,
but only the relevant part of it: it contains its structure and the unifications
which close the branches. (Compare this with the map of the London
underground; see the appendix of Part III.) If one takes a closer look at the
expansion rules for beta- and gamma-formulas, one can see that the third
argument is structured already. Together with the rule for closure, the first
clause for gentzen_type_prove/5, and all the other rules for single branches, one
gets a proof.
Subsequent answers refer to alternative proofs given by the theorem prover.
Eventually, the answer no refers to no more instantiations of the variable after
the last one: if there is given no instantiation of the variable at all, then there is
no proof within the given limits (as there are the fourth argument, the




At this very moment the outlines of the clauses for negations, alpha-formulas and
beta-formulas are explored. Therefore these modules are presented. First, the
tableau expansion rules for the negations f neg A and t neg A (the fourth and the































Next, the tableau expansion rules for the alpha-formulas f A imp B, f A or B and














































Thirdly, the tableau expansion rules for the beta-fonnulas f A iff B, t A iff B,
f A and B, t A or B and t A imp B (the clauses nine up to and including thirteen


































































































The fourth argument of gentzen_type_prove/5 contains an aspect of the halting
problem. The possibility of continually returning to occurrences of gamma-
fonnulas is what makes the generation of infinite tableaux possible. In a sense,
this is at the heart of the undecidability of first-order logic. A pragmatic way out
is to limit the number of possible applications of the expansion rule for the total
number of gamma-formulas in a tableau-branch. Hence, one chooses neither for
a limitation of the number of applications of the expansion rule for each gamma-
formula - strong quantifier-depth - nor for a limitation of the number of
applications of the expansion rule in the complete tableau - weak quantifier-
depth. Hence, something in between the two mentioned alternatives is explored:
branch-related strong quantifier-depth. The argument Q-depth limits the total
number of applications of a gamma-rule in each branch of the search tree.
It has several advantages above the other two (and less disadvantages). In the
first place, if, on the one hand, the user starts with one r-signed formula in
prenex normal form, the given quantifier-depth is strong if expansion of a B-
formula does not cause subsequent applications of a gamma-rule. On the other
hand, if the user tries to prove, for example, a formula of the form
(Al and... and A.) or (C, and ... and Ck) imp B, or a formula of the form
Al and ... and A= imp B, and ... and Bk, he forces superfluous splitting tableaux.
There is no need for the registration of the meaningless sum of applications of
expansion rules. Instead of proving, for example, the two mentioned theorems,
one proves subsequently - one by one - the theorems: At and ... and A- imp B.
Cl and ... and Ck imp B, At and ... and Am imp Bl, ..., At and ... and A- imp Bk·
Furthermore, weak quantifier-depth is easy to implement in the presented
framework (see the sections in the Appendix: extensions and restrictions). Really
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strong quantifier-depth is difficult to implement, also within our framework: one
has to index on each gamma-formula, but does not know beforehand that the
quantifier-depth is large enough for the new gamma-formulas appearing in the
components after applying other expansion rules. So much for the reasons to
implement best of both worlds.
For further details of expanding tableaux by means of applying rules for gamma-
formulas, see the last clause for gentzen_type_prove/5 below. The outlines aregiven: the rules for gamma-formulas are placed at the last position after all the
other rules. If the quantifier-depth is an integer greater than 0, an instance of
the gamma-formula is created and put in front of the list of signed formulas
while the gamma-formula itself is moved to the last position. In section
substitute/4 the details of the creation of an instance are discussed: a new
variable is substituted. Here it must be said where those new - dummy -
variables come from: in a sense they come from the PROLOG system itself.
From the third argument, the structure of the tableau-branch, a new variable is
taken and substituted for each occurrence of the bound detected one into the
rest of the formula such that a Gamma Instance results. After substituting thedummy variable New Variable, i.e., the first element (the head) of the structure
of the tableau-branch (the third argument of gentzen_type_prove/5), and adding
it to the front of the list of restrictions (the fifth argument of
gentzen_type_prove/5), one puts the Sign-signed gamma-instance in front of the
list of signed formulas, moves the expanded gamma-formula to the end of that
list, and substracts 1 from the old given Q_depth to get the new quantifier depth
New_Q_depth. The new third argument is the structure of the branch. And then
one looks for closure again, expands, etc., until a proof is found, or the process
stops because the quantifier-depth equals 0, or one grows out of the prototype
because, for example, there are no more parameters for the instances of the
delta-formulas left.
Only one clause for gamma-formulas follows. If two clauses had been defined to
handle the different kinds of gamma-formulas, the procedure would become
incomplete. The PROLOG mechanism is such that one expands that gamma-
formula picked up by the clause with the lowest position according to PROLOG,
i.e., the first one in the sequence of clauses defining the predicate name, until
the quantifier-depth equals 0. But the other kind of gamma-formula is not
expanded if rewriting the gamma-formula and reinserting the equivalent gamma-
formula are not allowed. Hence, in the clause below both kinds are treated
equally as members of the list of signed-formula. Remember that this process























The fifth argument of gentzen_type_prove/5 leads to a tricky part in the story of
the theorem prover. Of necessity one has to add the constants used in signed
formulas into the list of restrictions. Of course, there should be no difference in
the exits of the following two calls:
gentzen_type_prove([f all(X,all(Y,p(X,Y))) imp p(c,c)],[],T,2,[]) and
gentzen_type_prove([f alI(X,all(Y,p(Y,X))) imp p(c,c)],[],T,2,[]).
The last call succeeds, but the first one fails because of the program that handles
the unification under restrictions. See for precise details the sections concerning
restricted unification/3, for instance,  at  the  end  of the section
has_righchand/3. Although the new variables X1 and X2 are unrestricted in
both cases, it is because of the unification algorithm and the way one handles
the gamma-formulas that differences appear between the two calls. The first case
fails because a variable should be new with respect to an already unified
variable, a variable introduced at a later moment, which can be found back in
the notation of the new list of restrictions.
The proposed solution is the inclusion of all the individual constants used in
formulas of the list of signed formulas. There will be no difference in the exits -
both calls succeed - of the following calls:
gentzen_type_prove([f all(X,all(Y,p(X,Y))) imp p(c,c)],[]291,2,[c]) and
gentzen_type_prove([f all(X,all(Y,p(Y,X))) imp p(c,c)],[],X 1,2,[c]).
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member/2
The program for the membership relation member(Item,List) can be written in
two clauses: Item occurs in List if either Item is the head of List, or Item is a
member of the tail of List. (For several reasons the built-in predicate on/2 is not
used: see the section on/2). This program is used twice: see the first clause of








The program complex/1 refers    to the system predicates     =../2    and    1/0.
A complex formula is built from atomic formulas by means of connectives
and/or quantifiers. The only information to reveal is whether an already selected
formula is complex or not. If it is complex, one is not interested in the complete
structure of the formula. It is safe to know the first functor of the structure: the
built-in operator     =..    is    used to check    this (see section    =../2).    The    call
functor(ti,•••,tk)   = •• List succeeds  if the constructed  list with functor  of  the  left
hand term as head (i.e. a connective or a quantor in case of our formulas), while
the arguments tt,...,tk of that term make up the tail of the list (i.e., the rest of our
formula), unifies with the right hand term List. In the program complex/1 the
abbreviation [functor I_]         is used instead of [functor I  [ti,...,tk] ]         or
[functor,tt,...,tkl, because the only data to check is whether the name of functor
is one of all, exist, neg, or, and, imp, iff. The number of connectives and the
ordering is pragmatic, and can easily be changed (see the sections assertx/2 and
retractx/2).
The cut predicate 1 is used to control backtracking. It cuts back the backtrack
stack in order to prevent backtracking to previous calls in the current clause, and
to other clauses. For example, when the cut 1 in the first clause of the program
complex/1 is executed it will prevent backtracking into the second clause, etc. A
formula of the form all(XA(X)) is complex and is not one of the alternative
forms exist(XA(X)), neg 4 etc. Placing a cut at the end of each clause has the
effect of making the procedure deterministic. If, for instance, a formula of the
form A and B has been found complex after executing the cut in the fifth clause
of the program complex, then the call not complex(A and B) cannot succeed. In
addition, not complex(pl) succeeds because complex(pl) fails because there is





















Unification with respect to restrictions
The PROLOG program restricted unification/3 is the most important auxiliary
module. Since it is complicated, tliE following scheme assists in showing the way
through the five rules for restricted unification/3 and their references to the
most important subsequent modules (and sections):
-     1.:  (var/1,  = /2)
-    2.  and 3.: not occurs   in/3 cvar/1, nonvar/1,  = /2)
-   4.. (nonvar/1, atomic/l,  =/2)
-  5.: unify_terms/3 (nonvar/1, compound/1)
Unfortunately, neither standard PROLOG's built-in matching algorithms can be
used nor programs based upon built-in "unification" imposed with occua check.
See for details also section Logic Programming / PROLOG.
The program member/2 in the first clause for gentzen_type_prove/5 takes, for
instance, the f(alse)-signed formula f p(X,al). Hence, PROLOG's functor/3
identifies the binary predicate symbol p. The program member/2 starts looking
for a t(rue)-signed formula and functor/3 checks if the formula is built up from
the predicate symbol p with the same arity (see section functor/3). For example,
p(g(X),X) is found as a candidate. But p(X,al) matches with p(g(X)70 because
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one does not check whether X occurs in g(X).  So, the standard PROLOG built-
in predicate  = /2 is useless  for our purposes.
Suppose, to illustrate that even this occurs check in isolation is useless for our
purposes, that the above-mentioned procedure takes p(X,al) and tries to unify it
with p(Y,Y) respecting the constraint that the constant al should be a new term
with respect to X. In that case, Y= al, Y=X and p(al,al) = p(al,al) is the
result of the unification algorithm where X does not occur in Y, but al is not
new with respect to X!  If, for example, p(Z,Y) is an alternative candidate to
unify with, Y= al, Z=X and p(X,al) = p(Z,al) is allowed.
Therefore, let's introduce a new unification algorithm which is based upon
undication including occurs check and respecting some comtraints. One is
interested in constraints of a particular type, like the above-mentioned: a
constant is new with respect to the earlier introduced variables. This means that
not only X = al is forbidden in that example, but also the unification of X with
any function of the new constant al. For example, p(X,al) unifies with p(g(Y),Y),
Y = al, X = g(Y) = g(al), but X = g(al) is not allowed, if al should be new
with respect to X. Even the unification of a variable with another variable can
cause a violation of the restrictions as well. For example, p(al,X) unifies with
p(Y,g(Y)), g(Y) = X, Y = al, but X = g(al) is not allowed because al should be
new with respect to X. For details, the reader is referred to the section
no_right_hand/3.
restricted_unification/3
Let's start the explanation with the less complicated (referring to it with the
"unrestricted/2") part of this new unification program restricted_unification/3.
The clauses outline the possible cases - as was seen in section
Logic Programming / PROLOG - and the system predicates var/1, nonvar/1,
atomic/1, and compound/1 are used to determine these feasible combinations.
For further details, see those sections  as  well. The built-in predicate   = /2  is  used
for   the safe unifications (see section    = /2): The first clause   says   that   two
variables always unify. (This is safe if one does not allow free PROLOG
variables in the list of signed formulas or no delta-formulas appear in the
tableau.) For example, the first argument X in p(X,al) may unify with the first
argument Y i n p(Y,Y): X=Y i s acceptable. Clause two (three) says that a
variable may unify with a term not containing this variable. (See section
not occurs_in/3.) For example, the second argument al in p(X,al) may unify
with the second argument Y in p(Y,Y): al = Y is safe. Only the combination of
the two unifications is not allowed in the above-mentioned example, assuming
the constraint that al should be new with respect to variable X. This is discussed
later in section on neighbourly_terms/3. Clause four allows the unification of
syntactical identicalconstants.  (See also section  = =/2). For example, the (not
complex) formula pO has to unify with pO, and not with qO. Furthermore, the
first argument of p(al,X) unifies with the first argument of p(al,Y) and not with
the first argument of p(aO,Z). Because formulas are represented as compound
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terms, clause five is the most interesting for us and the first four clauses only
take care of the termination process for individual constants and (one by one)






Variable 1 = Variable 2.


























Constant 1 = Constant 2.













This program is not complicated: the single rule for unify_terms/3 only refers to
the more important subsequent program unity_arguments/4 (and to functor/3).
If such a rule had been eliminated, the program restricted_unification/3 wouldhave been less declarative.
The first four clauses for restricted_unification/3 only take care of the
termination process for atomic formulas and the arguments of complex formulas.
To unify atomic formulas (or PROLOG's compound terms) themselves, one first
tries to unify the relevant predicate symbols with the same arity. The built-in
predicate functor/3 is used. Eventually, the corresponding arguments are unified
one by one. For example, the compound term p(X,al) may unify with the
compound term p(Y,Y) because both share the same predicate symbol p with
















The recursive program unify_arguments/4 refers to unify_one_argument/4
( >/2,-/2).
One tries to unify the already discovered arguments of two terms, starting with
the argument with the greatest index number. After each step
unify_one_argument/4, the other arguments are unified one by one with
unify_one_argument/4 if possible. The procedure is stopped if there are no
more arguments left, i.e., if unify_arguments(O,Term_l,Term_2,L) succeedsbecause one checked with functor/3 that the adequate predicate symbols were
present. For example, unifying p(X,al) with p(Y,Y) means: first try to unify the
second arguments al and Y. Then try to unify the first arguments X and al
(Y = al). Finish with the - already established - unification of the predicate





















This program is not complicated: Sie single rule for unify_one argument/4 only
refers to the already explained program restricted unificationh (and to arg/3).
If such a rule had been eliminated, the program u-nify_arguments/4 would have
been less declarative.
If possible, arguments are unified by means of the program
unify_one_argument/4. The built-in predicate arg/3 is used to identify the
corresponding arguments of the two terms. (Compare the sections arg/3,
functor/3 and compound/1.) In the example above, unifying p(X,al) with p(Y,Y)
called the unification of al with Y, and X with al (i.e., the result of the already
unified variable Y with al). But now, one has to take care of the restrictions, if
any. Therefore, the call restricted_unification/3 is necessary. And in this way
function symbols can be handled correctly! For example, p(X,al) may not unify
















In the module for restricted_unification/3 the predicate not_occurs_in/3 is
used. The most interesting part of the algorithm starts here: not occurs in/3
refers  to on neighbourly_terms/3  and  to the recursivl program
does not occurjn/4    (var/1,    \= =/2, nonvar/1, atomic/1, compound/1,
funcior/i).
In order to implement the occurs check, one needs to check whether two
variables are identical. Any two variables are unifiable by means of the built-in
predicate    = /2, so another system predicate   must   be   used   for that purpose:
= = /2. More precisely,   in the first clause the negation   not   of the mentioned
system predicate  is  used (see sections  \ =  = /2   and   not/1) to check whether  two
variables are not identical. Any variable is unifiable with any PROLOG constant.
And no constants contain variables. But clause two says that one cannot allow
that a variable always unifies with a constant: one has to look at the restrictions
specified in the third argument of on_neighbourly_terms/3. To illustrate this, a
variable X may unify with a (function of a) term al - a PROLOG constant used
to refer to a parameter - if and only if this new term is introduced at an earlier
stage in the tableau-expansion (and does not cause forbidden unifications). For
details and illustrating examples, see Part I. So, if term al is new with respect to
the variable X, X may not unify with al, and al and X are considered not
on neighbourly terms, notated as the list of restrictions [al,X] for example.
But the difficulties with this occurs check and the restrictions will not always
come to the surface by means of the first two rules. Therefore, the third clause
takes care of the possibility that the variable occurs in a compound term (and
the case that the variable is not on neighbourly terms with any function of a new
term). To illustrate this, try to unify p(X,X) with p(X,g(X)). Therefore, one has
to investigate whether X does not occur in g(X), using a call of functor/3 to
determine the arity of the function symbol g. The last argument of
does not occur in/4 concerns the relevant restrictions. Remember the above-
mentlon63 exam-pie where p(X,al) may not unify with p(g(Y),Y) if al is new with
respect to X. If Y = al and g(Y) = X, as a consequence X unifies with g(al).




























The recursive program does not occur in/4 refers back to not occurs_in/3
( > /2,   arg/3,   -/2). The reader   Ts   adv ed   to   work   out   the   fo lowing   call:
unify_terms(p(X,al),p(g(Y),Y),[Y,al,X]). Note that p(X,al) may not unify with
p(g(Y),Y) because al is supposed to be new with respect to X while Y = al is
allowed. Therefore, the last argument of does_not occur_in/4 concerns the
same restrictions as the last argument of not_occurs i;1/3, even in the recursivecall of the first clause: the PROLOG mechanism is used to change the
restrictions during the execution of the call restricted_unification/3. To illustrate
this, in the example above, the list of restrictions becomes [al,al,X] if Y = al.
Now the unification g(al) = X is not allowed while g(Y) = X was: X may not
unify with g(Y) because of the new restrictions which do not allow X = g(al).
That difficulties will not always come immediately to the surface is already
noticed: the subsequent clauses below will see to it that they do. One has to
investigate whether X does not occur in g(X) - respecting additional constraints.
But in case of a function symbol h with arity two, one might look at alleged
forbidden occurrences in several arguments. To illustrate this, try to unify p(X,X)
with p(X,h(g(h(Y,g(X))),Y)): X appears once in h(g(h(Y,g(X))),Y), but this means
that our program has to check whether X appears (i.e., not occurs in/3) in Y
and g(h(Y,g(X))), in h(Y,g(X)), in Y and g(X), and finally Tn X (i:e; the call
not occurs in(X,X,_) fails).
The last clause does not occur in/4 takes care of the termination process for
arguments: at each Revel-in the structure all the arguments are handled, and
eventually all the levels themselves because of the first clause of























The most subtle part of the alogorithm begins here: the recursive program
on neighbourly terms/3 refers to the recursive program is_left_hand/3 and to
no_right_hand/3  ( = = /2,  !/0).
Any variable is unifiable with any constant, but it is not always allowed that a
variable Variable unifies with a constant Constant. One has to look at the list
List of restrictions specified in the third argument of the goal
on_neighbourlyJerms(Variable,Constant,List). Let's illustrate this: a variable X
may unify with a (function of a) term al if and only if this new term is
introduced at an earlier stage in the tableau-expansion (and does not cause new
troubles as well). In terms of our notation, this means that the list of restrictions
is of the form [...,X,...,al,...].
The first clause below handles the termination condition [] in
on neighbourlyJerms(Variable,Constant,[]): X and al are on neighbourly terms
if 2he list of restrictions is empty. For example, X and al are on neighbourly
terms  in  [].  The last clause handles  the  case of irrelevant constraints:  if X  and  al
are on neighbourly terms, then they are still on neighbourly terms if all the left-
hand neighbours are not relevant. For example, X and al are on neighbourly
terms in [Y,a2,X,all. Note that (by means of the last clause and the first one),
for  example,  X  and  al  are on neighbourly terms  in [Y,...,a21 []]  as well. As one
may expect, clauses two and three take care of the trouble: occurrences of both
X and al may affect forbidden unifications. Programs which handle these
complications correctly are discussed in the next sections. For example, X and al
should be on neighbourly terms in [X,al,Y], but not in [X,al,X]. Furthermore, X





























The recursive program is left_hand/3 refers to the recursive program
no_right_hand/3  ( = = /2,1/OY.
AS Indicated in the last section, care should be taken of all the occurrences of
both the variable and the PROLOG constant in the list of restrictions. The first
program that watches out for and takes care of these occurrences in the list of
restrictions is is_left_hand/3. Again, the first clause handles the termination
condition and the last one handles the case of occurrences of irrelevant variables
and constants. For example, X is a left-hand neighbour of al in [X] and in
[X,a2]:  therefore,  X  and  al  are on neighbourly terms.
Clause two takes care of the complications. For example, X is a left-hand
neighbour of al in [X,a2] and in [X,X]. Furthermore, X is not a left-hand
neighbour of al in [X,al,X]. Therefore clause two does not allow X to be a




















The recursive program no_right_hand/3 refers back to not_occurs_in/3 and
refers to has_right_hand/3 (1/0).
The second program that watches out for and takes care of occurrences of the
relevant variables and constants in the list of restrictions is no_right_hand/3.
The first clause handles the termination condition and the second one handles
the case of (functions 00 irrelevant variables and PROLOG constants. For
example,  X  is  not a right-hand neighbour  of  al  in   [al]   or  in [X,al]. Remember
that because of an earlier unification, a function of X might appear as a right-
hand neighbour too. Hence one has to check whether any function of X or the
variable X itself occurs in the right-hand side of the list. To illustrate this, try to
prove the formula alI(X,p(X,g(X))) imp exist(Z,all(Y,p(Y,Z))). After calling three
gamma-rules and one delta-rule one tries to unify p(X3,g(X3)) with p(al,X2)
with  respect  to  the list [X3,al,X2,Xl]. Hence,  X2   =  g(X3),  and  X3 is tried  to  be
unified  with   al with respect   to   the list [XJ,al,g(X3)791]. Although X3 itself  is
not a right-hand neighbour of al, g(X3) is and therefore X3 = al implies the
forbidden unification X2 = g(al). Therefore the second clause checks whether
any function of the variable (X3) appears in the tail of the list of restrictions
beyond the constant (al).
But the last clause has to take care of right-hand occurrences of the constant.
For example, X is no right-hand neighbour of al in [al,X,al] because X has a
right-hand neighbour al. Therefore X - an unwanted right-hand neighbour of al
itself - is allowed to have a right-hand neighbour al, as clause three points out.
To illustrate this, prove the formula all(X,exist(Y,exist(Z,p(X,Z) imp p(Y,X)))).
After calling one delta-rule and two gamma-rules one tries to unity p(al,X3)
with p(X2,al) with respect to the list [XJ,XZ,al]. Hence, X3 = al, and X2






















The program has_right hand/3 refers  back to no_right_hand/3  ( = = /2,  !/0).  It
is the last program thai watches out for and takes care of occurrences of the
relevant variables and constants in the list of restrictions. The second clause
handles the case of irrelevant constants and variables. For example, X has a
right-hand neighbour  al in [al,X,al I_]  and  so  in  [al,X,al,Y,82]  as well.  But  the
first clause has to take care of right-hand occurrences of the constant itself. For
example, X has a right-hand neighbour al in [X,al] because X is not a right-
















This finishes the module for the unification with respect to restrictions. Now it
can be understood why the fifth argument of gentzen_type_prove/5 should
contain all the constants used in the list of signed formulas. As mentioned
before, there should be no difference in the exits of the following two calls:
gentzen_type_prove([f all(X,all(Y,p(X,Y))) imp p(c,c)],[],T,2,[])   and
gentzen_type_prove([f all(X,all(Y,p(Y,X))) imp p(c,c)],[],T,2,[]). The reader can
check that the last call succeeds while the first one fails because of the program
restricted unification/3. In the first case, after calling one alpha-rule and two
gamma-r Tes, one tries to unify p(Xl,X2) with p(c,c) with respect to the list
[X2791]. Hence - unify_arguments(2,p(Xl,X2),p(c,c),[X2,Xl]) starts with the last
argument of the predicate symbol p - X2 = c, but Xl fails to unify with c with
respect to the new list [c,Xl]. More precisely, Xl is a right-hand neighbour of c:
therefore on_neighbourly_terms(Xl,c,[c,Xl]) fails, not_occurs_in(Xl,c,[c,Xl])
fails, and hence restricted_unification(Xl,c,[c,Xl]) fails.
In the second case, after calling one alpha-rule and two gamma-rules, one tries
to unify p(X2,Xl)   with   p(c,c) with respect   to   the   list [Xl,X2]. Hence,   X1   =   c,
and X2 unifies with c with respect to the new list [X2,c] because the variable X2
is introduced at a later moment.
The reader can check that the proposed solution - the inclusion of all the
individual constants used in formulas of the list of signed formulas - does not
give different exits in case of the following two calls :
gentzen_type_prove([f all(X,all(Y,p(X,Y))) imp p(c,c)],[],Xl,2,[c])  and
gentzen_type_prove([f all(X,all(Y,p(Y,X))) imp p(c,c)],[],Xl,2,[c]).
Both calls succeed. In the first case, after calling one alpha-rule and two gamma-
rules, one tries to unify p(Xl,X2) with p(c,c) with respect to the list [X2,Xl,c].
Hence, X2 = c, and X1 unifies with c with respect to the new list [c,Xl,c].
More precisely,  X1   has a right-hand neighbour c: therefore
on_neighbourly_terms(Xl,c,[c,Xl,c]) succeeds, not occurs in(Xl,c,[c,Xl,c])
succeeds, and hence restricted unification(Xl,c,[c,Xl,c]T succe s. In the second
case one tries to unify p(X2,Xl)   with   p(c,c) with respect   to   the list [Xl,X2,c].
Hence, X1 = c, and X2 unifies with c with respect to the new list [X2,c,c].
Furthermore, notice that the same problems appear if constants are used for the
free variables in the list of signed formulas: only if these constants are
introduced as parameters in the procedure of expanding delta-formulas is the
solution safe. Therefore, in case gamma- and delta-formulas appear in the
tableau the signed formulas must be closed first.
PROLOG variables can be used as free variables - as in [Fitting 90]- in the list
of signed formulas. But this is not safe in our framework. Although unifying
PROLOG variables are always unrestricted, it is because of our unification
algorithm that differences appear between - from a logical point of view -
identical calls. This feature has several disadvantages as mentioned above. But it
can be used to extend the theorem prover as well: constraints of variables with
respect to variables and constants might be expressed in the list-notation (see
also section The search strategy in Part I). Hence, in a sense the language is
extended with a kind of inequality-predicate.
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remove_member/3
The scheme in section gentzen_type_prove/5 shows that the predicates
remove_member/3, substitute/4 and move_first_gamma/3 were used. Now those
programs are explained.
The program for identifying membership by the relation member/2 is given in
two clauses. (See section member/2.) Programs to remove one (or all)
occurrences of an item from a given list again cost two (or three) clauses. But,
except for handling gamma-formulas, there is no need to be careful with the
other types of formulas. Therefore, do not waste time and reduce two recursive
definitions to one. The program to identify and remove a member Item of a
given list List resulting in New List, remove member(Item,List,New List) is
given in two clauses: if Item is The head of 11 t List, the result New List of
removing Item is the tail of the list List. As long as Item is not identified, i.e.,










Section gentzen_type_prove/5 states that it is not necessary to use formulas,
except gamma-formulas, more than once on any branch of a tableau, so the used
signed formulas can be removed. One has to be careful with those gamma-
formulas because the removal of gamma-formulas leads to incompleteness.
Moreover, PROLOG's matching leads to the removal of the wrong formula (and
hence to incompleteness again). To illustrate this last aspect, notice that
t all(X,exist(Y,p(X,Y)))  = t all(Y,exist(X,p(X,Y))) succeeds  by the famous
matching, and therefore a call to the program such as the clause
remove_member(t all(X,exist(Y,p(X,Y))),
[t all(Y,exist(X,p(X,Y))), t all(X,exist(Y,p(X,Y)))],
New_List)
removes the wrong gamma-formula from the list and hence keeps the wrong one
in  the list New_List.   In, for instance, [Fitting  90] the built-in predicate   = = /2  is
used to pick out the right gamma-formula (the point is that, for example,t all(X,exist(Y,p(X,Y))) = =t all(Y,exist(X,p(X,Y))) fails).
One cannot use basic routines which are supposed to be safe, e.g., membership,
delete, remove, concatenation. Because of the matching mechanism unwanted
renaming of variable names is possible: sometimes PROLOG reveals unexpectedqualities. Built-in predicates, like the LPA PROLOG on/2 and concat/3, are
even worse for taking care of gamma-formulas. Therefore programs must be
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written that take care of those gamma-formulas correctly: see the module
move_first_gamma/3 for a solution.
substitute/4
The scheme in section gentzen_type_prove/5 shows that the recursive program
substitute/4 refers to the recursive program substitution list/4 and uses
member/2   ( = = /2, atomic/1,   var/1, =../2). These programs form together   the
substimtion module.
Delta-formulas have instances. One substitutes a new PROLOG atom - a
parameter - Term for the variable Variable in the formula Formula, resulting in
Instance. Gamma-formulas have instances too. One substitutes a new PROLOG
vatiable Term for the variable Variable in the formula Formula, resulting in
Instance. The program for substituting either an atom or a variable Term,
substitute(Term,Variable,Formula,Instance), is given by the following (sets 00
clauses.
Clause four means that substitution of a term into a negated formula is the same
as the negation, i.e. neg, of the substitution of the same term in the unnegated
formula.
Clause five means that substitution of a term into a complex formula built up
with one of the connectives or, and, imp, iff, is the formula built up with the
corresponding connective from the substitutions of the term. (See section
member/2.)
Clauses six (eight) and seven (nine) take care of substituting terms in universally
(existentially) quantified formulas. The last one says that one has to substitute
the term at an unquantified level. The first one says that the substitution cannot
be carried out if the variable is already bound.
The first three clauses take care of the termination process. The second clause
says that there is no need to substitute the term into atomic formulas of arity 0
or into an argument of an atomic formula if an individual constant or a number
is reached, simply because there is no variable left in that part Formula Part.
The third clause says that there is no need to substitute the term for the v iable
into a different variable Variable 2 if such an argument is reached. But if the
variable is the same, because of-the first clause one can say that the term is
already substituted. Note that backtracking is prevented by the cut in
gentzen_type_prove/5.
But if one allows predicate symbols and function symbols in the language, care
should be taken when substituting each occurrence of the term at the lowest
level. Therefore, in clause ten atomic formulas and terms are broken down into
lists. The substitution of terms is eventually carried out by the program
substitution_list/4. To illustrate these programs, let's consider the substitution of
the new term al for the variable X in the formula
all(Y,p(aO,Y) imp neg q(X,g(X,Y))), which means that one is constructing an
instance of a delta-formula. Clause six says that a substitution cannot be carried
out if the variable is already bound. In all(YA(Y)), only Y is bound by all(Y,.).
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Hence, the call for clause six fails because X = = Y fails. The substitution of al
can be carried out because the variable X is not bound by the quantor all.
Because of clause seven, the term al has to be substituted at unquantified level
p(aO,Y) imp neg q(X,g(X,Y)), which leads to substitution of the term al into a
complex formula built up with the connective imp. Hence, because of clause five,
one has to substitute the term al for X both in formula p(aO,Y) and in formula
neg q(X,g(X,Y)). Because of clause four, this last part is ready if the term al is
substituted for X in q(X,g(X,Y)). But because of clause ten, eventually atomic
formula p(aO,Y) - a PROLOG compound term Compound - is broken down into
list     [p,aO,Y], a PROLOG list [Functor I Argument_List]. Atomic formula
q(X,g(X,Y)) is broken down into [q,X,g(X,Y)]. Term g(X,Y) itself is not a
variable (clause three or one may stop the process) nor a constant (clause two
stops the process), but a PROLOG compound term Compound, so eventually it
is (because of clause ten) broken down into [g,X,Y]. Concluding, term al must
be  substituted for variable  X  in each element  of  [aO,Y] and [X,Result],  one  by
one, where Result is the result of substituting term al for variable X in list
[g,X,Y].  Again, the reader  must use caution:   p  (q)  is a predicate symbol  and  g  is
a function symbol, but both are of the same PROLOG type and both are -













































































The program substitution_list/4 refers back to substitute/4. Atomic formulas
and terms are broken down into lists. The second clause
substitution_list(Term,Variable,[],[]) means     that     if     the     list is empty,     the
substitution-process is finished. As long as the above-mentioned list is not enlpty,
substitute the term Term for the variable Variable in each element of the list,
starting with the first element after the predicate symbol or the function symbol.
In the example above where al is substituted for X, p is the predicate symbol, aO
is a constant and Y is a different variable, so al cannot be substituted for
variable   X in formula   p(aO,Y)   or   list   [aO,Y]. The process is finished   if   []   in
[aO,Y I []] is reached by success of substitution_list(al,X,[],[]). Hence,
substitute(al,X,p(aO,Y),p(aO,Y)) succeeds.
And also q in q(X,g(X,Y)) is a predicate symbol. In term g(X,Y), g is the function
symbol. Because of substitute(al,X,X,al), substitute(al,X,Y,Y) and
substitution_list(al,X,[],[]), substitute(al,X,g(X,V),g(al,Y)) is the result of
substituting  term  al for variable  X  in  [g,X,Y].  So, the result of substituting  term
al for variable X in [q,X,Result I [] ] is substitute(al,X,q(X,g(X,Y)),q(al,g(al,Y))).
In conclusion, all(Y,p(aO,Y) imp neg q(al,g(al,Y))) is a delta-instance of, for



















The recursive program move first_gamma/3 refers to the recursive program
put_gamma_last/3. Together ihey form a module.
Section remove_member/3 warns the user to be careful with gamma-formulas.
The program to identify and move the first signed formula of type gamma
Sign(Quantor(Variable,Formula)) in a list of signed formulas




is given in three clauses: put Sign(Quantor(Variable,Formula)) to the last
position, after the tail in the list of signed formulas (see section
put_gamma last/3), if either t all(Variable,Formula) is the head of that list, or
f exist(Varialle,Formula)  is  the  head  of that list. Otherwise,  as  long  as  a  non-
gamma-formula is the head of the list, try to move the first gamma-formula in
the tail of the list.
The program move_first_gamma/3 fails if it cannot find any gamma-formulas. In




















The program to put an already identified gamma-formula Gamma to the
position after the last signed formula in the list List, resulting in a new list
New List - put_gamma last(Gamma,List,New List) - is given in two clauses: if
the signed formula  list is the empty  list   [],  Fe list [Gamma]   is the result  of
putting Gamma to the last position. As long as the signed formula list
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[Head I Tail]   is not empty,   try   to   put the signed gamma-formula   to   the   last











Appendix: extensions and restrictions
Abstract
This Appendix contains the outlines of several variants of the theorem prover
above: versions with higher-order aspects, a restriction to skolemised formulas
and weak quantifier-depth are developed. In addition, a complete version for the
classical propositional logic is shown. Some general outlines for several other
non-classical logics such as multi-valued, modal and intuitionistic versions
conclude Part II.
Introduction
Tableaux are general enough to provide a framework for automatic theorem
proving other than for pure first-order logic without the equality predicate as a
primitive notion. (In [Reeves 85], [Reeves 87] and [Fitting 90] rules for equality
are incorporated; in [De Swart 80], [De Swart 83] and [De Swart 85] rules for
non-classical logics are explored.) Some evidence for this belief is found in the
sections about extensions (and restrictions) below.
Higher-order aspects
The clauses for restricted_unification/3 outline the possible cases for unification.
One can extend this in several ways. For example, in the extension below one
allows another feasible combination and therefore one uses the system predicate
1st/1. (For further details, see also the sections 1st/1 and nonvar/1.)
Because both formulas and arguments can be represented as lists, a new fifth
clause is asserted (and hence can be retracted if one wishes: See section
retractx/2). In that case, the first four clauses take care of the halting process for
atomic formulas and (one by one) the arguments of formulas; the new fifth
clause and the sixth clause take care of the unification of complex formulas. (See
the section unifyJerms/3.) For example, formula p(al) written as list [p,al]
unifies with formula p(X) written  as   [p,X]:  X   =   al. And sometimes,  it is useful
to rewrite the arguments of a complex formula into a compact list: the formula
p(gO(al)) written  as list [p,gO,al] unifies  with  the  list  [Q,F,X]:  X  =   al,  F  =   gO,
Q= p. This explains the heading Higher-order aspects. But there are limits.
Unfortunately, the LPA PROLOG system predicates Ist/1 - in the new fifth
clause - and compound/1 - in position 6 - are dangerous together. Therefore, the
unification of for example [X,Y,Z] with •(1,[2,3]) fails, even though it is obvious
that the program unifies [X,Y,Z] with [1,2,3] without any problem and both














In resolution-based theorem provers such as Dodd's PCPROVE, which is
discussed in Part III, skolemization is used in order to get the clausal form of
the formulas (see section Normal forms in Part III). In [Fitting 90] a tableau-
based theorem prover is explored, which is discussed in Part III. In Fitting's
outline skolemization has the effect of eliminating all the applications of rules
for the delta-formulas. In both cases one does not need a specified list of
parameters, nor a list with restrictions, nor the implemented unification
algorithm concerning constraints. In this situation one has to register which
function symbols are used and which one can be applied next. Each time one
uses the theorem prover one has to reset the index for those skolem functions,
and one has to check beforehand if any is already used. As pointed out in
section gentzen_type_prove/5 one uses for example gl, g2,... as skolem function
symbols.
reset/0
Part III gives an explanation of how other authors handle the above-mentioned
difficulties. The proposed solution is presented below. If one begins, one uses a
command reset/0 to retract all (see the section retractall/1) the old skolem
function numbers from the database, and to assert just one (see the section





Hence after the call reset the clause skolem function number(0) is the only
clause for skolem function number/1 in the database. fhis number is retracted
and used to make t12 first skolem function gl in the program
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get_skolem function/1. The system predicate name/2 is used twice to construct
good looking skolem function symbols. (The details are mentioned below in
Appendix: built-in predicates.) Finally, the index of this skolem function is added
to the database (see section assert/1), and the next skolem function will be g2.
get_skolem_function(G) :-
retract(skolem_function_number(N)),





Rewrite the tableau expansion rules for the delta-formulas in such a way that the
adequate skolem terms are retrieved and can be substituted. In addition,
construct the skolem term, i.e., the previously unused skolem function applied to
variables that have been introduced on the branch by the gamma-rule. That
knowledge should be remembered explicitly. The fifth argument ofgentzen_type_prove/5, the list of restrictions, already collects these variables.
Furthermore, attention should be paid to the free variables used in the signed
formulas. One does not have to add the individual constants used in the signed
formulas to the list of restrictions, as usual: skolem terms are functions of





Once the skolem term is constructed, substitution of the skolem term creates a
rather complicated delta-instance. One expects substitute/4 to do that job.
Hence, the clauses for the delta-formulas are slightly modified (notice that thesecond argument of gentzen_type_prove/5 becomes meaningless and therefore







































No'w one can use the built-in matching imposed with occurs check. See for
example the PROLOG programs for un(tication in [Sterling 86], page 152 and
page 150, also available in [Fitting 90], page 166 and page 167. However, the
clause for closure is slightly modified: instead of rewriting all the programs for
unification one makes use of the program restricted unification/3 above. Note
that   only one argument was responsible   for   all  the restrictions,   that   the
occurs check was implemented correctly  and  that the first clause  of
on neighbourlyJerms/3 succeeds if the list of restrictions is empty. Otherwise, -
if  e list of restrictions was not empty - it would be a waste of time checking the
unifying variables, because there could not be found any appropriate restriction
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at all. (See also the examples in the corresponding sections.) Furthermore, in
case the list of restrictions was not empty, those restrictions might cause
rejection of sound unifications. For example, p(X,c) may unity with p(Y,Y) but
not with respect  to  the  list of restrictions  [Y,X]:  if Y  =  c,  X  may not unify  with Y
because   c   is    not   new with respect   to the variable    X   in    [c,X].    So   much    for






















Implementing overall weak instead of branch-related strong quantWer-depth is
impossible without changing the total structure of the program. One might take
over the structure proposed in [Fitting 90], but in Part III it is argued that this is
not efficient. If one wants the benefits of our structure combined with weak
quantifier-depth, one should make a difference between a left sub-tableau and a
right sub-tableau in the beta-rules. For weak quantifier-depth, only the sum of
both Q_depth's is relevant.
Classical propositional logic
One can restrict the input of the theorem prover to signed propositional
formulas. In that case one does not need to specify the list of parameters, the
unifications of the variables in the tableau, the quantifier-depth, and the list of
restrictions, simply because there is no signed quantified formula involved. One
only assumes one has a list of t(rue)- and f(alse)-signed propositional formulas.
Closure of a branch of a tableau does not necessarily mean atomically closed.
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Furthermore, for propositional proofs additional cuts are allowed in the rules
that handle beta-formulas. In predicate proofs it may happen that the left sub-
tableau closes via a particular unification which later turns out not to result in
closure of the right sub-tableau; in that case it should be possible to backtrack
and to try another unification in order to close the left sub-tableau.
Therefore, the following short PROLOG program gentzen_type_prove/1 is
adequate. One can always define additional connectives like the Sheffer stroke in
this system (see section op/3) and add adequate rules for each combination of
value and operator. For example, if there are two signes t, f and a new
connective negimp ( p negimp q means neg(p imp q) ), one has to write
PROLOG rules to handle lists of signed formulas containing the complex
functors t negimp, f negimp.
gentzen_type_prove/1
One uses PROLOG atoms like PO, pl, p2,..., and p, q, r,... for propositional
letters.  The  formulas are built up from those propositional letters using the
propositional connectives neg, or, and, imp, iff, and left and right parentheses, (
and ), as already mentioned in the sections above. Remember the syntactical
propositional operations defined in the section op/3 and discussed in
gentzen_type_prove/5. In this implementation in PROLOG a tableau-branch is
represented as a list of lists of signed formulas. One starts with an initial tableau,
a list of signed formulas. If a closed tableau-branch is discovered, one goes on
with the next tableau-branch until there are no calls left to the closure of
tableau-branches.
The first clause for gentzen_type _prove/1 says that a list of signed formulas is
closed if a formula in the branch is both t(rue)- and f(alse)-signed. No complete
expansion of a tableau-branch is needed before checking for closure: the first
clause checks for closure after each call to one of the other clauses, i.e., after
each application of a tableau expansion rule.
In all the other clauses PROLOG's cut (see section 1/0) appears beyond the
removal of the selected signed formula: it is used to prevent retries of the same
sequent. Such a recall is not needed. On the one hand, if the call after the cut
has failed, it exits another signed formula of the same kind, which was already
unsuccesfully expanded by means of the call after the cut! On the other hand, if














































































In classical logic one considers just two values, t(rue) and «alse). The framework
of the theorem prover is quite naturally extented to several interpretations with
three truth-values (see [Turner 84] and [Seuren 85]), four truth-values, etcetera
First, one assumes that the list of signed formulas consists of for example t, f and
u signed formulas. In the second place, one needs to say what is meant by
closure of a branch in this setting. For example, for closure one needs several
halting rules if one demands the appearance of different signed (not necessarily
t and f) formulas on the same branch. And furthermore, it is important to
specify in these rules that one does or does not accept non-atomic closure of
branches (see section complex/1). One needs to define adequate operators and
quantifiers, and adequate rules for each combination of value and operator. For
example, if there are three signes t, f, u, two connectives neg imp, and one
quantor all, one has to write PROLOG rules to handle lists of signed formulas
containing as complex functors t neg, f neg, u neg, t imp, f imp, u imp, t all,
f all,  u  all. The framework  is even general enough to handle, if necessary,
obscure splitting rules. Hence, one can easily make this kind of logic tailor-made.
In case of modal logics, follow the same device (or see [Ohlbach 90] and
[Herzig 90] for the reduction to first-order logic). Define the new operators and
add adequate rules to handle the new kinds of signed formulas. (See
[De Swart 85].) But there is a tricky part: the use of PROLOG's cut and the
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order of the tableau rules for these signed formulas. The cut used to prevent
backtracking is forbidden in tableau rules that handle signed modal formulas by
means of deleting a particular kind of signed formulas out of the sequence. This
is also the case in implementing intuitionistic versions (see [De Swart 76]).
In case of implementing a version for relevance logic, the program should take
care of the possibility that a signed formula is limited in use. (See [De Swart 85]




This Appendix contains the set of explanations of the most important (LPA)
PROLOG predicates used or mentioned in the preceding sections on the
implementation of the theorem prover and its variants. In addition, this
Appendix defines some PROLOG terminology.
Introduction
The following sections describe all the evaluable built-in (system) predicates
which are used in the PROLOG programs of this thesis. These predicates cannot
be redefined by the user. If the user tries to add clauses or delete clauses to such
an evaluable predicate, the attempt fails, an error message appears and the
predicate is unchanged. These system predicates deal with several tasks such as
term comparison, the (meta-logical) facility to classify a PROLOG term,
arithmetic, program manipulation, etc. Not all the PROLOG built-in predicates
used to build the theorem prover are explained: PROLOG systems allow
interaction with a text editor (e.g.,?-edit.), and the developer has debugging
facilities (e.g.,?-trace.) and environment facilities. Furthermore, he can affect
input streams and output streams. For details about these system predicates, see
the manuals themselves ([LPA 91]).
:-/1
The unary operator :- itself is a built-in non-associative prefix operator
(precedence is 1200). When the file is loaded or consulted, PROLOG
automatically executes the argument of :-. Therefore some PROLOG
interpreters use this operator instead of the one in section ?-/1. (For details
about the PROLOG system predicates consult and cload, see [LPA 91]).
7-/1
Tile unary operator ?- is a built-in non-associative prefix operator (with
precedence 1200). The LPA environment prompts for input with this message
meaning that PROLOG is ready for a query or a command. The dot after the
prompt is a signal that PROLOG is waiting for input: the first character one




The binary operator :- is a built-in non-associative infix operator (precedence is
1200). Notice that PROLOG is suitable for writing meta-level programs because
it uses the same type of data structure to represent both programs and data. For
example, the rule head :- body. is just the compound term :-(head,body).
1/0
The cut predicate 1 is used to control backtracking. It cuts back the backtrack
stack in order to prevent backtracking to previous calls in the current clause and
to other clauses. For details about this typical PROLOG predicate, the reader is
referred to [Lloyd 87].
,/1
The binary operator, is a built-in right associative infix operator (precedence is
1000). This comma is used to separate terms in lists and in argument lists.
Besides, the comma is used as a separator in the body of PROLOG rules and in
the conjunction of calls (remember the PROLOG selection mle).
i/1
The binary operator ; is a built-in right associative infix operator (precedence is
1100). The disjunction Either ; Or is allowed in the body of rules. The call
succeeds if Either succeeds or Or succeeds. It can, for instance, be used to
rewrite the rules  head :- bodyl. and  head :- body2. to a compact version
head :- bodyl ; body2.. The PROLOG rules in the implementation of the
theorem prover are less simple to understand: abbreviations are not used in the
prototype. Of course, it is easy to rewrite, for example, the two clauses (at
position two and three) gentzen_type_prove/5 that take care of the delta-
formulas to one rule.
+ /2
The binary operator + is a built-in left associative infix operator (precedence is
500). The arithmetic function +/2 evaluates to the sum of two expressions.
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The binary operator - is a built-in left associative infix operator (precedence is
500). The arithmetic function -/2 evaluates to the difference of two expressions.
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The operator / is a built-in left associative infix operator (precedence is 400).
The arithmetic function / evaluates to the quotient of two numbers.
> /2
The binary operator > is a built-in non-associative infix operator (precedence is
700). The call El > E2 succeeds if the value of the arithmetic expression El is
greater than the value of the arithmetic expression E2.
=/2
The binary operator = =  is a built-in non-associative infix operator (precedence
is 700). The call Tl = = 12 succeeds if the two PROLOG terms Tl and 12 are
syntactically identical. For example, the call 1 +2= =2+1 fails.
In addition, this means that no variables in term Tl and term T2 are bound. For
example, the call _VARl  = = _VAR2 fails.
\= =/2
The binary operator  \ =  =   is a built-in non-associative infix operator (precedence
is  700).  The  call  Tl  \ =  = 12 succeeds  if  the two PROLOG terms  Tl  and  T2  are
syntactically not identical. For example,  the  call   1   +   2  \ = =   2   +   1  succeeds.  See
also the sections  = = /2  and  not/1.
= /1
The binary operator = is a built-in non-associative infix operator (precedence is
700). The call Tl = 12 succeeds if term Tl matches (or "unifies") with term 12.
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=..12
The binary operator  =..  is a built-in non-associative infix operator (precedence  is
700). This predicate converts between compound terms and lists. The call
functor(ti,•••,tk)   =•• List succeeds  if the constructed  list, with functor  of  the  left
hand term as head while the arguments ti,-..,tk of that term make up the tail of
the list, unifies with the right hand term List.
\+/1
LPA PROLOG uses \+/1 as a synonym for not/1, a unary operator right
associative prefix operator with precedence 900.
arg/3
This built-in predicate picks out particular arguments of a compound term. If N
is a positive integer 5 14 and Term a compound term functor(ti'...,tk), the call
arg(N,Term,Argument) unifies the variable name Argument with the N*
argument t  of that compound term Term.
assert/1
The call assert(Clause) adds the PROLOG clause Clause to the database at the
end of the sequence of clauses defining the predicate name. Clause is a fact or a
rule. (See the section assertx/2.)
assertx/2
The call assertx(Clause,N) adds the PROLOG clause Clause to the database at
position N in the sequence of clauses defining the predicate name, where N is a
positive integer, and the first clause is at position 1 (i.e., the lowest position). If
Clause is a PROLOG rule, then this rule must be enclosed in parentheses. (See
the sections :-/2 and op/3.) The reader is warned: variable names in Clause will
be renamed by unique new names.
atomic/1
The call atomic(Term) succeeds if Term is instantiated to an atom (i.e., constant)
or a number (i.e., an integer or floating point number). The call fails for any
other type of Term.
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compound/1
The call compound(Term) succeeds if Term is a compound term, and fails
otherwise.
current_op/3
current_op(Precedence,Type,Name) is used to find the operators currently in
force. Any of these arguments may be uninstantiated PROLOG variables. A
complete explanation is found in the section op/3 of the implementation.
fail/0
The call fail/0 always fails and can be used to force backtracking in a query. A
PROLOG synonym for fail is false.
functor/3
This built-in predicate can be used to access the functor and the arity of a
compound term (and a list). The call functor(Term,FunctorArity) unifies Functor
with the functor of the compound term Term, and Arity with the number of
arguments in Term. For example, the call functor(gO(al),Functor,Arity) exits
Functor  =   gO and Arity      =       1.      The call functor([al],Functor,Arity) exits
Functor = • and Arity = 2.
It can also be used to construct compound terms with a given functor and arity.
In that case, the call functor(Term,Functor»ity) unifies the variable name Term
with Functor/Arity. For example, the call functor(Term,gl,2) exits
Term = gl(_VARl,_VAR2).
Do not confuse this predicate with the one in section arg/3 or the one in section
compound/1.
is/2
The binary operator is is a built-in non-associative infix operator (precedence is
700). The clause Result is Expression evaluates an expression Expression and
unifies the result with Result.
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ist/1
The call 1st(Term) succeeds if Term is a list, and fails otherwise.
ms/2
A special timer has been added to LPA PROLOG Professional which allows
microsecond resolution timing of goals. This tool provides a means for finely
tuning the performance of programs, allowing goals to be accurately timed over
just a single execution. The timer is available via the newly built-in predicate
ms/2. But ms(Goal,Milliseconds), whose first argument is the goal Goal to be
benchmarked and whose second argument is a variable Milliseconds to return
the elapsed time in milliseconds (to three decimal places), depends upon the
speed of the computer and does not function properly on Olivetti computers,
owing to a minor system incompatibility. Hence, in Part III the program
execution ime/2 is used as well.
name/2
In the call name(Atomic term,String) the argument String is a variable (or a list
of ASCII character codes) that represents the atomic term which must be a
number or an atom (or a variable name). If Atomic_term is a number, the
variable String unifies with the list of character codes that make up its print
name. For example, the call name(10,String) exits String = [49,48]. See the
additional section stringof/2 for an explanation of the PROLOG term string. The
second call of name/2 in the PROLOG program get_skolem function/1 allows
the user to make nice looking skolem function symbols: the  aracter code of g
is 103. For example, the call name(G,[103,49,48]) exits G = g10. One cannot
use character codes greater than 255 (or the number of the last printable ASCII
character), but one can use skolem function numbers even greater than 32767.
Do not confuse name/2 with pname/2, the library function of the Human-
Computer Interface Toolkit of LPA. The primitive pname(Term&fame) converts
between a tenn Term and an atom representing Name when displayed by
write/1. It is a generalisation because it allows compound terms as well as
simple terms as its first argument. But, for example, the call pname(10,String)
exits String = '10'.
nonvar/1
The call nonvar(Term) succeeds if Term is currently instantiated, and fails
otherwise. Hence nonvar(Term) fails if, and only if, var(Term) succeeds (i.e.,
var(Term) fails if nonvar(Term) succeeds.) See section var/1.
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not/1
The unary operator not is a built-in right associative prefix operator (precedence
is 900). The definition of this built-in operator is:
not(X) :- X, !, fail.
not(x).
This is where a variable appears as a goal in the body of a PROLOG rule. This
type of meta-variable is called a condition meta-variable: the meta-variable
appears in place of the callable term in the body. But by the time the meta-
variable is called, it must have been instantiated by, for example,
predicate_name(Arguments) - a PROLOG fact, not a rule -, because the head of
a clause may not be represented by a variable. So, the effect of evaluating the
meta-variable X has to be the same as if one exit for the call
predicate_name(Arguments). had appeared as a fact in the database of
programs.
Cut 1 always succeeds (see section 1/0), and fail always fails (see section fail/0).
Hence, not predicate name(Arguments) fails if predicate name(Arguments)
succeeds (1 succeeds and fail fails by the first PROLOG ruiE for not). By the
second PROLOG rule for not, not predicate name(Arguments) succeeds if the
call predicate name(Arguments) finitely failsin the first rule. This is what we
call negation  £ failure. See section \+/1.
on/2
The LPA built-in predicate on(Item,List) is not used: it checks that Item is a
member of the list List if Item is instantiated, and if Item is a variable name, it
binds the variable name to the first element of the list List. (In backtracking, the
variable name is bound to successive members.) But on/2 is not supported by,
for instance, Quintus Prolog and Prolog-2.
op/3
op(Precedence,T pe,Name) declares the PROLOG atom Name, or each item of
a PROLOG list, to be an operator whose precedence is equal to Precedence,
where Precedence is an integer from 1 to 1200. Type defines the operator type




The call retract(Clause) deletes the first PROLOG clause in the database that
matches Clause. Any variables in Clause are bound as a result of this matching
process. On backtracking, there is an attempt to find and delete another
matching clause.(See the sections retractx/2 and retractall/1.)
retractall/1
The call retractall(Predicate/n) deletes every clause in the database whose head
matches the dynamic predicate named Predicate/n. On backtracking there is no
attempt to redo the call and delete matching clauses which may have been
asserted meanwhile. (See the sections retract/1 and retractx/2.)
retractx/2
The call retractx(Predicate,N) deletes the PROLOG clause at position N for the
dynamic predicate named Predicate from the database, where N is a positive
integer not greater than the number of clauses defining Predicate.
stringof/2
The call stringof(Listhtom) succeeds if List is the list of characters of the atom
Atom. It can be used to construct an atom g10 from a character string [g,'1','0']
or    to    convert    an    atom    g10    into    a    list of characters    [g,'1','0'].    But,    both
stringof(List,10) and stringof([g,1,0] Atom) fail. Furthermore, this built-in
predicate is not supported by, for example, Quintus Prolog.
Do not confuse the stringof/2 predicate with string, the seventh type of
PROLOG term: a string is a sequence of characters surrounded by the double
quotes character (i.e; "). But that notation is an abbreviation for the list of
decimal integer ASCII codes of the characters in the sequence. For example, the




The timer is set using a call to the built-in predicate time/1, and has a resolution
of one system tick, about 0.055, or 1/18.2 of a second on IBM compatible
computers. More precisely, there are supposed to be 1573040 ticks per day.
The goal time(Start) returns the total number Start of system ticks since the
start-up. One can clear the timer, preventing any timer interrupt, by supplying a
value. The goal time(0) clears until further notice. See section ms/2 as well.
var/1
The call var(Term) succeeds if Term is an uninstantiated variable (i.e., a variable
which has not been bound to another type of term), and fails otherwise.
write/1
The call write(Term) writes the term Term to the current output stream. When
using write/1 atoms that must be quoted, are not quoted when output (e.g., atom
is the output stream of the goal clause write("atom")).
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Part III Empirical results
Abstract
Part III is dedicated to the most important differences with other automated
theorem provers such as PCPROVE, OTTER, SATCHMO, an implementation
explored in [Fitting 90], and an implementation mentioned in [Reeves 85] and
[Reeves 87]. PCPROVE, OTTER and SATCHMO are resolution-based theorem
provers, while those of Fitting and Reeves are tableau-based. It contains - if
available or simulatable - an efficiency comparison with those theorem provers
or with the author's remakes of those theorem provers. Of necessity, short
paragraphs on timing LPA PROLOG-goals, testing examples, and remaking the
theorem provers precede the presentation of the empirical results in tables.
These tables illustrate the claims given in the previous parts. The usefulness of
applying the XM-rule, in (interactive) theorem proving in order to reduce the
search space and time, is shown. In addition, it is shown that the application of
resolution-based strategies may be less effective. Finally, a selection of examples
and the interpretation of the output are brought together in Appendix: output of
the prototype.
Introduction
Conventions - as noted in Part II - have been used to help the reader. PROLOG
code is written in the non-proportional courier and in a helpful style, while
the author's explanation itself is written in the proportional Times Roman.
Remember that the PROLOG clauses and the lists of arguments are
restructured with a text editor.
A study on automated theorem proving and the implementation of a theorem
prover place a person in at least one dilemma.
On the one hand, there are too many automated theorem provers. Fortunately,
they are not all available for testing (and comparison with rivals). In addition,
there are time limits. For example, one cannot test 10,000 automated theorem
provers in a couple of years.
There are other limits too. What about price, performance and portability? The
author's budget permitted a Commodore PC40-III, equipped to run MS-DOS 3.3
Operating System and IBM PC-compatable software. The configuration includes
an Intel 80286 microprocessor running at 12 MHz and 1MB of internal RAM.
But the extensions are not used: 64 K-bytes are used by DOS and resident
programs and only 576 K-bytes are available for application programs. According
to Peter Norton's SI-System Information, the computing index relative to
IBM/XT  is  11.7. For details  the  user is referred  to PC MS-DOS user's guides
and manuals.
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At the time of this publication the department has the disposal of a UNIX
workstation. However, the empirical results in Part III are all obtained with the
PC-AT 286 mentioned before. The strength of the presented empirical results is
its comparability with other results. That's why the Ilse of incomparable built-in
programs has been avoided, theorem provers have been changed in order to
retrieve a fair-minded comparison and all the results are based upon uncompiledprograms on the same IBM-type PC-AT. Some interesting theorem provers such
as, for example, the Helsinki Logic Machine (see [Niemela 87]) and HARP (see
[Oppacher 88]) were left out, because they were not portable or not available on
short-notice. The budget still does not allow, for instance, testing parallelized
high-performance theorem provers such as ROO (see section OTIER) and
PARTHEO (or even its predecessor SETHEO).
Therefore, the author starts in the section Pelletier's problems tested with the
results of his own theorem prover: strength and weaknesses are shown in the
tables. These tables illustrate the claims given in the previous parts. Let's
summarize briefly some results. First, the tableau-based automated theorem
prover constructs understandable proofs. The output, and more details of the
proofs are explored in the subsequent part Appendix: output of the prototype.
Secondly, the strength of a resolution-based theorem prover is not in the
application of the resolution-rule itself, but in a reduction of the computational
complexity of the input. In the third place, in case of some special decidable
classes of formulas, one can obtain a formal deduction - if there is any - of the
formulas restricting the number of applications of the 7-rules appropriately.
Fourth, in order to obtain fast and understandable proofs it is useful to add
Jeffrey's eXcluded Middle mle to the mbleau-method. The most important
differences with other automated theorem provers are given in the subsequent
sections.
On the other hand, there are too many test problems. Unfortunately, they are all
available for testing if one is willing to do the job. In addition, different
colleagues like different examples. For the philosophers among us, the theorem
prover explored in Part II proves any true syllogism in less than 0.2 seconds. For
the logic programmers among the readers, the test of the PROLOG problems
considered by J.W. Lloyd (see the section Pelletier's problems tested) is passed
successfully. And so on. Making files in order to test examples on a certain
theorem prover is not a nice job, especially when one cannot use decent editors,
one cannot get used to a given syntax, the error messages replied are useless or
the test results of the theorem prover are disappointing. The syntax of Part II is
such that one can make use of the facilities of the LPA PROLOG built-in editor.
For example, press the control and Q keys in order to check the matching of left
and right round brackets (see [LPA 91]). One is even able to define a personaleditor within the PROLOG environment. The section execution-time/2 isaddressed to the timing of those LPA PROLOG-goals.
In the subsequent Sections, the author starts with about fifty of the "Seventy-five
problems for testing automatic theorem provers" explored in [Pelletier 86].FJ. Pelletier provided a selection of problems for testing automated theorem
proving systems. The selected problems concern examples which can be found in
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elementary logic textbooks. The reader will notice that what is easy for one
system might be difficult for another system. Pelletier's examples up to seventeen
are addressed to propositional logic. The examples eighteen up to thirty-four are
monadic predicate logic problems, while thirty-five up to forty-seven consist of
formulas of the language of predicate logic without equality and without
functions. From the examples forty-eight up to sixty-two the author selected only
the examples without equality. In addition, from the remaining examples the
(predicate logic) pigeon hole problems, the problems with arbitrary functions,
the group theory problems and the arbitrary graph problems are left out. In
section SATCHMO example seventy-one is used to illustrate the complexity of
propositional problems (see Table III.16). Referring to the theorem prover of
S.V. Reeves, in the section Reeves the author shows the examples mentioned in
[Reeves 85] and [Reeves 87]. Of course, other theorem provers (e.g., OTTER)
deliver sets of examples for test purposes. Some of the examples collected by
S.V. Reeves are appropriate to show the usefulness of applying the XM-rule in
order to reduce the search space and time.
execution time/2
Timing the examples mentioned in this study often means timing
LPA PROLOG-goals. A special timer  has been added  to LPA PROLOG
Professional which allows microsecond resolution timing of goals. The timer is
available via the built-in predicate ms/2 (see section ms/2). This tool provides a
means for finely tuning the performance of programs, allowing goals to be
accurately timed over just a single execution. But ms(Goal,Milliseconds), whose
first argument is the goat Goal to be benchmarked and whose second argument
is a variable to return the elapsed time in milliseconds (to three decimals),
depends upon the speed of the computer and does not function properly on, for
example, Olivetti computers, owing to minor system incompatibility. Hence,





Seconds is (End - Start) / 18.2064814814815.
The call executionJime(Goal,Seconds) will return the elapsed time Seconds
(a floating point number) used for the execution of the goal Goal. The goal
time(Start) returns the total number of system ticks since the start-up. One can
clear the timer, preventing any timer interrupt, by supplying a value. After
execution of the goal Goal (i.e., a meta-variable name for a goal), the goal
time(End) again returns the number of ticks independent of the time of day even
if the call Goal attempts to change the time-of-day clock. In Part Il the reader
can find sections where time/1, is/2,-/2 and //2 are explained.
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At the time of this publication the author has the disposal of the latest
LPA PROLOG Professional's compiler Version 3.5. However, the empirical
results in Part III are all obtained with an LPA PROLOG Professional's
incremental compiler Version 3.1. As mentioned before, the strength of the
presented empirical results  is its comparability: the results in Table  III.1  show
the minor difference between  the LPA PROLOG Professional's incremental
compiler Version 3.1 and the latest 3.5 DOS-based PROLOG. The numbers in
the rows "N" of the table refer to the numbers of the examples in [Pelletier 86],
which correspond with the numbers and the examples in the tables in the next
section. The numbers in the rows "3.1" of the table refer to the test results - in
seconds and obtained in the way described above - by means of the
LPA PROLOG Professional's incremental compiler Version 3.1, while  the
numbers in the rows "3.5" refer to the test results by means of the latest
Version 3.5.
N         18           19           21           22           23           24         25         26
3.1 0.18 0.62 0.59 0.19 0.20 1.46 0.71 1.02
3.5 0.19 0.60 0.56 0.19 0.19 1.43 0.75 0.99
N        27           28           29           30           31           32         33         34
3.1 1.62 0.78 0.98 0.43 0.37 0.96 1.17 14.05
3.5 1.58 0.77 0.96 0.42 0.36 0.94 1.09 13.46
N 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42
3.1 0.29 1.21 3.27 94.37 0.10 0.15 0.94 5.38
3.5 0.28 1.18 3.15 88.82 0.09 0.14 0.88 4.78
N 43 44 46 50 57 59 60 62
3.1 128.28 1.62 2.63 7.20 0.57 0.70 p.33 0.66
3.5 119.48 1.55 2.57 6.55 0.52 0.64 0.32 0.61
Table III.1: LPA PROLOG Professional Version 3.1 versus 3.5.
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Pelletier's problems tested
For the logic programmers among the readers, the test - by means of the
prototype of Part II - of the PROLOG problems considered by J.W. Lloyd
(see [Lloyd 87], page 45 and 59) illustrate the claim that the tableau-method
might be a solid inference rule for logic programming languages in the near
future.
The  problems in [Lloyd 87], corresponding  to the three examples below,
illustrate the failure of PROLOG without occurs check and the fundamental
failure of depth-first search with a fixed order for trying program clauses. The
first goal below does not answer yes, while PROLOG does; the answer no
appears in 0.284 seconds. The second goal does not go into an infinite loop,
while PROLOG does; the answer no appears in 0.540 seconds. Even if one
changes the depth for the application of the rules for the t-signed universal
quantifiers, the answers of the prototype of Part II will be the same. Remark
that unification has been implemented, not matching as in many PROLOGs.








?- gentzen_type_prove(  [t all(X,p(X,X) imp q),








The third example illustrates that a refutation is found. Note that no matter how
the clauses of the corresponding PROLOG program are ordered and no matter
what the selection rule is, a PROLOG-version using depth-first search with a
fixed order for trying program clauses will never find a refutation. Contrary to
these observations, the prototype of Part II delivers a first tableau-proof Tableau
(a PROLOG exit) within 0.653 seconds, if the quantifier-depth is at least 5. If
one changes the order of the clauses as in the second goal below, a tableau-
proof Tableau is delivered after 1.082 seconds, if the quantifier-depth is at
least 7.
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?- gentzen_type_prove(  [t p(a 'b),
t p(c,b),
t all(X,all(Y,all(Z,
p(X,Y) and p(Y,Z) imp p(X,Z)))),







?- gentzen_type_prove( [t p(a,b),
t p(c,b),
t all(X,all(Y,p(Y,X) imp p(X,Y))),
t all(X,all(Y,all(Z,








The subsequent tables in this section contain the test results of some examples
by means of the theorem prover of Part II. The numbers in the first column of
the tables refer to the numbers of the examples in [Pelletier 86]. These examples
are presented in the second column of the tables. Table III.2 is addressed to
propositional logic. Table III.3 and Table III.4 concern monadic predicate logic
problems. Table III.5, III.6 and III.7 mention the results for examples with
formulas of the language of predicate logic without equality and without
functions. Table III.8 concerns some other examples without equality. Remark
that not all the examples from [Pelletier 86] are tested. The output and more
details of the proof are mentioned in the appendix in the subsequent part.
The tables concerning the predicate logic problems mention the number of
parameters in the column "Par", which is the second argument of the PROLOG
question, and the given quant ier-depth in the column "Q-depth", which is the
fourth argument of the call. The parameters are a, b, c, d, e, g, and h. As no
confusions arise in the examples, constants mostly are a, b and c, and the only
function symbol used is g. For the individual constants used in the sequents see
the fifth argument of the call and the list of restrictions in the column 'R-List" of
the tables.
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Pelletier Sequent Proof in
number Seconds
1         [f p imp q iff neg q imp neg p] 0.051
2        [f neg neg p iff p] 0.015
3        [f neg (p imp q) imp q imp p] 0.016
4        [f neg p imp q iff neg q imp p] 0.058
5        [f (p or q imp p or r) imp p or (q imp r)] 0.058
6        [f p or neg p] 0.006
7         [f p or neg neg neg p] 0.011
8        [f ((p imp q) imp p) imp p] 0.018
9         [f p or q and neg p or q and p or neg q imp 0.150
neg (neg p or neg q)]
10 [tqimp r, trimppand q,tpimpqorr, f piffq] 0.180
11        [f p iff p] 0.006
12        [f ((p iff q) iff r) iff p iff q iff r] 0.316
13        [f p or (q and r) iff p or q and p or r] 0.144
14        [f (p iff q) iff q or neg p and neg q or p] 0.171
15        [f p imp q iff neg p or q] 0.046
16        [f (p imp q) or (q imp p)] 0.014
17        [f p and (q imp r) imp s iff 0.250
neg p or q or s and neg p or neg r or s]
1-17 1.483
Table III.2: Tableau-based proofs of Pelletier's propositional examples.
It is possible to run all examples without restarting the theorem prover after
each given problem: join the separated PROLOG-calls in just one call.
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N Sequent Proof Par Q-  R-
Time depth List
18      [f exist(Y,all(X,p(Y) imp p(X)))] 0.19 2 2  [l
19      [f exist(X,all(Y,all(Z,(p(Y) imp q(Z)) 0.62 4 2 []
imp p(X) imp q(X))))]
20      [f all(X,all(Y,exist(Z,all(W, 0.47 3 5 0
p(X) and q(Y) imp r(Z) and s(W)))))
imp exist(X,exist(Y,p(X) and q(Y)))
imp exist(Z,r(Z))]
21      [t exist(X,p imp q(X)), 0.59 2 2 []
t exist(X,q(X) imp p),
f exist(X,p iff q(X))]
22       [f all(X,p iff q(X)) 0.19 1 2 [l
imp (p iff all(X,q(X)))]
23      [f all(X,p or q(X)) iff p or all(X,q(X))] 0.20 1 1 []
24     [t neg exist(X,s(X) and q(X)), 1.46 1 4 []
t all(X,p(X) imp q(X) or r(X)),
t neg exist(X,p(X)) imp exist(X,q(X)),
t all(X,q(X) or r(X) imp s(X)),
f exist(X,p(X) and r(X))]
25     [t exist(X,p(X)),t all(X, 0.71 1 3 []
s(X) imp neg u(X) and r(X)),
t all(X,p(X) imp u(X) and s(X)),
t all(X,p(X) imp q(X))
or exist(X,p(X) and r(X)),
f exist(X,q(X) and p(X))]
26      [t exist(X,p(X)) iff exist(X,q(X)), 1.02 3 3 []
t all(X,all(Y,p(X) and q(Y)
imp (r(X) iff s(Y)))),
f all(X,p(X) imp r(X))
iff all(X,q(X) imp s(X))]
27     [t exist(X,p(X) and neg q(X)), 1.62 2 3 []
t all(X,p(X) imp r(X)),
t all(X,s(X) and u(X) imp p(X)),
t exist(X,r(X) and neg q(X))
imp all(X,u(X) imp neg r(X)),
f all(X,s(X) imp neg u(X))]
Table III.3 : Tableau-based proofs of Pelletier's examples 18 up to 27.
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N Sequent Proof Par  Q-     R-
Time depth List
28    [t all(X,p(X) imp all(X,q(X))), 0.78 2 3 []
t all(X,q(X) or r(X))
imp exist(X,q(X) and s(X)),
t exist(X,s(X))
imp all(X,u(X) imp v(X)),
f all(X,p(X) and u(X) imp v(X))]
29    [t exist(X,p(X)) and exist(X,q(X)), 0.98 4 2 []
f all(X,p(X) imp r(X))
and all(X,q(X) imp s(X))
iff all(X,all(Y,p(X) and q(Y)
imp r(X) and s(Y)))]
30    [t all(X,p(X) or q(X) imp neg r(X)), 0.43 1 2 [l
t all(X,(q(X) imp neg s(X))
imp p(X) and r(X)),
f all(X,s(X))]
31    [t neg exist(X,p(X) and q(X) or r(X)), 0.37 1 3 []
t exist(X,s(X) and p(X)),
t all(X,neg r(X) imp u(X)),
f exist(X,s(X) and u(X))]
32    [t all(X,p(X) and q(X) or r(X) 0.96 1 3 []
imp s(X)),
t all(X,s(X) and r(X) imp u(X)),
t all(X,v(X) imp r(X)),
f all(X,p(X) and v(X) imp u(X))]
33     [f all(X,p(a) and (p(X) imp p(b)) 1.17 1 1 [a,b,c]
imp p(c)) iff all(X,neg p(a) or
(p(X) or p(c)) and neg p(a) or
(neg p(b) or p(c)))]
34     [f (exist(X,all(Y,p(X) iff p(Y))) 14.05 5 5 []
iff exist(X,q(X)) iff all(Y,q(Y)))
iff exist(X,all(Y,q(X) iff q(Y)))
iff exist(X,p(X)) iff all(Y,p(Y))]
Table III.4: Tableau-based proofs of Pelletier's examples 28 up to 34.
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N Sequent Proof Par Q- R-
Time depth   List
35    [f exist(X,exist(Y,p(X,Y) 0.29 2 4 0
imp all(U,all(V,p(U,V)))))]
36   [t all(X,exist(Y,p(X,Y))), 1.21 3 7
t all(X,exist(Y,q(X,Y))),
t all(X,all(Y,p(X,Y) or q(X,Y)
imp all(Z,p(Y,Z) or q(Y,Z)
imp r(X,Z)))),
f all(X,exist(Y,r(X,Y)))]
37    [t all(Z,exist(W,all(X,exist(Y, 3.27      4       '9          0
(p(X,Z) imp p(Y,W)) and p(Y,Z) and
(p(Y,W) imp exist(U,q(U,W))))))),





38     [f all(X,p(a) and 94.37 6 6 [a]
(p(X) imp exist(Y,p(Y) and r(X,Y)))
imp exist(Z,exist(W,p(Z) and r(X,W)
and r(W,Z)))) iff all(X,neg p(a) or
p(X) or exist(Z,exist(W,p(Z) and
r(X,W) and  r(W,Z))) and neg p(a) or
neg exist(Y,p(Y) and r(X,Y)) or
exist(Z,exist(W,p(Z) and r(X,W)
and r(W,Z))))]
39    [f neg exist(X,all(Y,p(Y,X) 0.10         1             1               []
iff neg p(Y,Y)))]
40    [f exist(Y,all(X,p(X,Y) iff neg p(X,X))) 0.15 1 2 []
imp neg all(X,exist(Y,all(Z,
p(Z,Y) iff p(Z,X))))]
41    [t all(Z,exist(Y,all(X, 0.94 2 4 []
p(X,Y) iff p(X,Z) and neg p(X,X)))),
f neg exist(Z,all(X,p(X,Z)))]
42    [f neg exist(Y,all(X,p(X,Y) iff 5.38230
neg exist(Z,p(X,Z) and p(Z,X))))]
Table III.5: Tableau-based proofs of Pelletier's examples 35 up to 42.
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N Sequent Proof Par  Q-     R-
Time depth List
43    [t all(X,all(Y,p(X,Y) iff 128.28 3 8 []
all(Z,q(Z,X) iff q(Z,Y)))),
f all(X,all(Y,p(X,Y) iff p(Y,X)))]
44    [t all(X,p(X) imp 1.62 3 4 0
exist(Y,q(Y) and r(X,Y)) and
exist(Y,q(Y) and neg r(X,Y))),
t exist(X,s(X) and
all(Y,q(Y) imp r(X,Y))),
f exist(X,s(X) and neg p(X))]
45    [t all(X,p(X) and                                 -        -       -        []
all(Y,q(Y) and r(X,Y) imp s(X,Y))
imp all(Y,q(Y) and r(X,Y) imp u(Y))),
t neg exist(Y,v(Y) and u(Y)),
t exist(X,p(X) and
all(Y,r(X,Y) imp v(Y)) and
all(Y,q(Y) and r(X,Y) imp s(X,Y))),
f exist(X,p(X) and neg exist(Y,q(Y)
and r(X,Y)))]
46    [t all(X,p(X) and all(Y, 2.63 3 8 []
p(Y) and r(Y,X) imp q(Y)) imp q(X)),
t exist(X,p(X) and neg q(X)) imp
exist(X,p(X) and neg q(X) and
all(Y,p(Y) and neg q(Y) imp s(X,Y))),
t all(X,all(Y,p(X) and p(Y) and r(X,Y)
imp neg s(Y,X))),
f all(X,p(X) imp q(X))]
Table III.6: Tableau-based proofs of Pelletier's examples 43 up to 46.
The examples 45 and 47 are too big for our tableau-based prototype: problems
with at least seven parameters or a quantifier-depth of about ten are not within
the scope of the equipment.
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N Sequent Proof Par  Q-     R-
Time depth List
47   [t all(X,w(X) imp a(X)) and                   -      -     -            []
exist(X,w(X)),
t all(X,fo(X) imp a(X)) and
exist(X,fo(X)),
t all(X,b(X) imp a(X)) and
exist(X,b(X)),
t all(X,c(X) imp a(X)) and
exist(X,c(X)),





all(Y,p(Y) imp e(X,Y)) or
all(Y,a(Y) and m(Y,X) and
exist(Z,p(Z) and e(Y,Z))
imp e(X,Y))),
t all(X,all(Y,b(Y) and s(X) or c(X)
imp m(X,Y))),
t all(X,all(Y,b(X) and fo(Y)
imp m(X,Y))),
t all(X,all(Y,fo(X) and w(Y)
imp m(X,Y))),
t all(X,all(Y,w(X) and fo(Y) or g(Y)
imp neg e(X,Y))),
t all(X,all(Y,b(X) and c(Y)
imp e(X,Y))),
t all(X,all(Y,b(X) and s(Y)
imp neg e(X,Y))),
t all(X,c(X) or s(X) imp
exist(Y,p(Y) and e(X,Y))),
f exist(X,exist(Y,a(X) and a(Y) and
exist(Z,g(Z) and e(Y,Z)
and e(X,Y))))]
Table III.7 : Tableau-based proof attempt of Pelletier's example 47.
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N Sequent Proof Par Q-  R-
Time depth List
50    [f all(X,p(a,X) or all(Y,p(X,Y))) 7.20 2 6 [a]
imp exist(X,all(Y,p(X,Y)))]
57    [t p(g(a,b),g(b,c)), 0.57 0 3      [a,b,c]
t p(g(b,c),g(a, c)),
t all(X,all(Y,all(Z,
p(X,Y) and p(Y,Z) imp p(X,Z)))),
f p(g(a,b),g(a, c))]
59    [t all(X,p(X) iff neg p(g(X))), 0.70 0 3 []
f exist(X,p(X) and neg p(g(X)))]
60    [f all(X,p(X,g(X)) iff 0.33 2 1 0
exist(Y,all(Z,(p(Z,Y) imp p(Z,g(X)))
and p(X,Y))))]
62     [f all(X,p(a) and (p(X) imp p(g(X))) 0.66 1 1 [a]
imp p(g(g(X)))) imp
all(X,neg p(a) or (p(X) or p(g(g(X))))
and neg p(a) or
(neg p(g(X)) or p(g(g(X)))))]
Table III.8: Tableau-based proofs of Pelletier's examples 50 up to 62 without
equality.
Comparison with other theorem provers
The most important differences with other automated theorem provers are given
in the subsequent sections. PCPROVE, OTTER and SATCHMO are resolution-
based theorem provers, while the implementation explored in [Fitting 90], and
the implementation mentioned in [Reeves 85] ([Reeves 87]) are tableau-based.
Before discussing the different theorem provers in the corresponding sections,
the results of these theorem provers for Pelletier's example 71, i.e., for
Urquhart's U(n)-problems below, are presented first.
U(1):= (pl-pl)
U(2): =  (pl - (p2- (pl - p2)))
U(3):= (pl-(p2-(p3-(pl-(p2-p3)))))
U(n):= (pl-(p2-(i)3-(...-(pn-(pl-(p2-(p3-(...-pn)...))))...))))
Bringing these problems into clausal form is not a good strategy as PCPROVE
and OTTER show in Table III.9. SATCHAfO and PCPROVE use a PROLOG-
database containing the clauses generated. After each U-problem one has to
reset the program. Expanding all beta-formulas before closing all the branches in
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one time, is not the best strategy for tableau-based theorem provers (see section
Fitting). The prototype of Part II passes this test for beta-rules. Growth seems
to  be  linear:  a  U(n + 1)-problem contains  two more connectives  than U(n), hence
four times the number of branches. Half the number of branches is closed
immediately after the subsequent application of a tableau-rule. This explains the
constant factor of about 2.5. But is there anyone who wants to prove the validity
of these U-problems in such a time-consuming way? I. t i be an interpretation
assigning the truth-value 1 or 0 to atomic formulas pl, ..., pn. Suppose, the
number of atomic formulas  in  U(n)  such  that  i(pm) =0, 1 5 m s n,  is  k
If k is even (case 1), i(pl-(p2-(p3-(...-pn))))=1, and hence
i(pl - (p2- (p3- (...- (pn- (pl - (p2- (i)3 - (... -pn)...))))...))))=1.
If k is  odd   (case 2), i(pl - (p2- (p3 - (... -pn)))) =0, and hence
i(pl-(p2 - (p3 - (...-(pn-(pl-(p2- (p3-(...-pn)...))))...))))=1.                  0
U(n) PCPROVE SATCHMO OTrER Fitting Part II proof in
Pelletier proof proof proof proof
71      in s. in s. in s. in s. h. m. s.
n=1 0.22 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.00
2 16.20 0.2 1.01 0.82 0.03
3                  - 0.75 3.96          -                                 0.17
4             - 2.15 12.01          -                                 0.64
5                  - ... 48.03          -                                 2.25
6                  -                                  -             -                              7.10
7                -                               -            -                          21.58
8                 -                                  -             -                            59.76
9            -                        -         -               2   48.13
10   -      - -    7 13.83
11   -      - -   19 20.81
12   -      -      48 59.72
13           -                     -        -       1 58 41.20
14   -         -5 1 21.36
15  -     - -1 1 4 9 9.24
16   -         -  29 16 46.86
Table III.9: Comparing proofs of Urquhart's problems.
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PCPROVE
PCPROVE is a predicate calculus theorem prover based on Robinson's
RESLAB, which was written in the programming language LISP. It is
implemented by the package PCPROVE.PRO provided as a demonstration file
or toy with Prolog-2. (The author is Tony Dodd of Expert Systems International
Ltd.). The theorem prover accepts as input a set of premises and a set of
conclusions, both sets of first-order formulas without equality. The proof
procedure takes as argument this set of expressions converted into clausal form.
The displayed output is a hyperresolution proof. Details of Robinson's hyper-
resolution can be found in [Robinson 79]. In order to compare the results of this
theorem prover all the display facilities are stripped from the program.
Furthermore, the operators of Part II are used instead of the original
connectives    (i.e.,    not,    or,    &,    - > ,     < - > ) .    The    use of incomparable built-in
programs has been avoided.
The theorem prover translates the given problem into clausal form. The
procedure below sketches briefly a part of the curious method used by
PCPROVE for converting arbitrary hypotheses and conclusions into clausal form.
Compare this with the details in the section Normal forms of Part I. As usual,
all occurrences of the operators for implication and equivalence in both
hypotheses and conclusions are removed, and negations are distributed.
Existential quantifiers in the hypotheses and universal quantifiers in the
conclusions are replaced by skolem constants and functions. Universal quantifiers
in the hypotheses and existential quantifiers in the conclusions are dropped,
because the remaining variables are universally quantified. Hypotheses and
conclusions are put into conjunctive normal form. Operators are eliminated by
writing these conjunctions as sets of clauses. Hyperresolution takes place on the
union of these sets, but variables have to be renamed in such a way that the
same variable is not quantified more than once within the same sentence.
But in the preliminary scan-program prelim/2 checking for syntactical errors in
the set of formulas given and taking care of the removal of equivalences from
the given formulas, several mistakes are made. Consequently, the clausal forms
do not correspond with the input. Let's illustrate this unfriendly claim.
First, the author of PCPROVE claims that one can omit leading universal
quantifiers as well. But what about the clausal form of a formula like
pl(xl) D Vx2[p2(x2)]  as a conclusion?  One  did not implement  the  case  that  the
variable x1 does not occur after the connective "D": the prenex normal form
algorithm of PCPROVE does not recognize the universal quantifier over x1, and
therefore the two produced clauses pl(xl) and -,p2(fl) do not correspond with
the   clausal   form of -ivxl[p 1(xl) D vx2[p2(x2)]].   Note   that the correct answer
consists of two clauses pl(Q) and -,p2(fl).
Secondly, the program which removes the equivalences not only contains at least
two typing errors but even supposes an unwanted symmetry in the proof. Hence,
the corresponding PCPROVE PROLOG rule
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Pelletier PCPROVE bringing into PCPROVE proof    Part II proof
number clausal form (in Seconds) of clausal form in Seconds
1 0.11 0.88 0.05
2 0.05 0.16 0.02
3 0.05 0.16 0.02
4 0.05 2.20 0.06
5 0.05 0.77 0.06
6 0.00 0.11 0.01
7 0.05 0.05 0.01
8 0.05 0.16 0.02
9 0.11 1.04 0.15
10 0.11 19.66 0.18
11 0.05 0.16 0.01
12      No Evaluation Space Left                   -                 0.32
13 0.16 34.26 0.14
14 0.16 11.75 0.17
15 0.11 0.88 0.05
16 0.05 0.16 0.01
17 0.33 104.36 0.25
1-17                                       -                            -                       1.48
Table III.10: Resolution-based versus tableau-based proofs of Pelletier's
propositional examples.
prelim(A iff B, (A and B) or ((neg Al) and (neg Bl))) :-
prelim(A,Al) ,
prelim(B,Bl).
is changed into the correct rule






Pelletier PCPROVE bringing into PCPROVE proof Part II proof in
number clausal form (in Seconds) of clausal form Seconds
18 0.11 0.11 0.19
19 0.22 0.33 0.62
20 0.49 1.21 0.47
21 0.16 2.31 0.59
22 0.16 3.30 0.19
23 0.22 12.46 0.20
24 0.22 1.65 1.46
25 0.33 5.99 0.71
26 0.60 No Evaluation 1.02
Space Left
27 0.33 9.94 1.62
28 0.33 2.03 0.78
29 0.99 No Evaluation 0.98
Space Left
30 0.16 9.18 0.43
31 0.16 1.21 0.37
32 0.22 2.53 0.96
33 0.82 64.36 1.17
34      No Evaluation Space Left                   -                14.05
Table III.11 Clausal form and resolution-based proofs versus
tableau-based proofs.
Now,  one  is  able to prove .vxl[pl(xl)&p2(xl)] - vxl[pl(xl)]&vxl[p2(xl)], which
was not possible by means of the original theorem prover. Of course, the results
presented in the tables above are based upon the program corrected along the
lines mentioned above and not upon the original one. All the proofs of valid
formulas containing equivalences were incorrect, while alleged counterexamples
for valid formulas containing equivalences were produced.
Not all the examples mentioned in the preceding sections have been tested. As is
to be expected the clausal form is not adequate in each case. Hypotheses
(premises) and conclusions are put into conjunctive normal form by means of the
same strategy. But treating them differently might reduce the number of
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identical literals and clauses. For example, p-q i s equal  to  (I)&(1) V (np&-,q)
and to (np v q)&(p v nq).
PCPROVE cannot handle all kinds of terms correctly. In the process of
skolemizing it makes function symbols like fO, fl, 0 etc. But there is no check
for existing occurrences of these terms in the formulas. Therefore, one is able to
prove invalid consequences like ax 1 3x2[ p2( x2,x 1 ) ] *p2( fl,fO),
tvx l [ p 1 (x 1 ) Dpl(fO)], p2(fO,fl)0vxlvx2[p2(xl,x2)], 0vxl[pl(fO) Jpl(xl)],
0vxlvx2[p2(fl,xl)Dp2(x2,fO)],   vxl[pl(fO(xl))] Dvxl[pl(xl)],  and
axl[pl(xl)],  -,pl(fO)  1 . In addition, there are more syntactical failures built-in,
causing an alleged deduction of, for example, vxl[pl(pl(xl,xl))] from
Vxl[pl(xl)], which does not hold. The user is advised to be careful with the
original package and its fast alleged proofs.
OTTER
OTTER, version 2.0, stands for Organized Techniques for Theorem-proving and
Effective Research, is an automated deduction system for first-order logic with
equality based upon resolution and paramodulation. (In the previous release 1.03
the 0 stands for Other). Resolution as an inference rule concerns the literals in
the clauses, while paramodulation is oriented to the term level: it handles the
equality substitution process. (Because the author did not implement equality,
the reader is referred to other studies.)
OTTER 2.2 has been released. It is a minor upgrade from version 2.0. There are
improvements over the earlier versions which are not within the scope of this
research. The bugs concern quantified formulas and their translation to clauses,
but they do not affect the presented results: skolemization handles bound
variables incorrectly when the same variable name is used for two different
quantifiers with common range as in vxl[pl(xl)&vxl[p2(xl)]], which should
always cause - in the author's perspective - an input error or syntax error.
The proofs mentioned in this study and the results presented in the tables below
are based upon the 2.0 version for DOS - IBM-type PC - machines. This
software does not use any extra memory that the PC might have. The theorem
prover is coded in the programming language C and there are versions for
BSD UNIX and Macintoshes as well. The source code files for the three versions
are identical. So, if one has one version and one is able to get the files
transferred to another system, one should have no trouble to port OTTER 2.2. It
has been developed at Argonne, but the Argonne National Laboratory does not
provide any support for this experimental program. Bill McCune is the only
person responsible for OTTER. Although maintaining it is not his main activity
and little support can be provided, any comments, bug reports, or descriptions of
substantial enhancements can be sent to him. Users can be admitted into an
e-mail list to receive updates and information on bugs or new releases. For
further information to obtain a free copy or a users' guide please connect to
(internet) mccune@mcs.anl.gov, send electronic mail to otter@mcs. anl.gov or try
to get the system by anonymous File Transfer Protocol. Or wait until the revised
version of [Wos 84], including a PC diskette, will be published.
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OTTER is not completely automatic, because the user must choose inference
rules and can set many options to control the processing of the inferred clauses.
Therefore, if this theorem prover fails to find a proof, the user can try again with
different options. But it is not interactive, because the user must make an input
file with those initial conditions beforehand. Afterwards he can analyse the most
relevant statistics in an output file containing the "ottered" input. (On UNIX
systems, the user can interrupt the theorem prover during its search and change
the flag and parameter settings. Version 2.2 has a primitive interactive feature by
which the user can interrupt - kill - the search, modify the options, and
continue - continue - the search.) For details about the theorem prover,
commands, options and their defaults, the reader is referred to [McCune 90] or
the documentation supplied.
OTTER includes several inference rules like binary resolution, UR-resolution
and hyperresolution (see Part I, section Resolution, unification and tableaux).
These inference rules take a set of clauses and infer a new clause which is stored
if useful: hence this generated clause may become available for subsequent
inferences. So, results are stored and not recomputed, which causes a growing
size of the database. At the moment the research project ROO, which stands for
Radical aITER Optimization, concerns questions about parallelizing the
fundamental algorithm of OTTER (only 500 lines of C code for ROO make use
of over 20,000 lines of existing OTTER code).
The input may be either clauses or first-order formulas which are translated to
clauses. Other options are factodng, forward subsumption and back subsumption.
Back subsumption deletes all clauses that are subsumed by the inferred clause,
while forward subsumption deletes an inferred clause if it is subsumed by any
clause stored already. (Example 10.2 in Part I illustrates the benefits of
subsumption.)
One can limit the search of a problem: terminate after n seconds or n K bytes
allocated, terminate after n clauses have been generated or kept, terminate after
n given clauses have been used. One can limit the size of generated clauses: new
clauses are discarded if they contain more than n literals or if their weight is
more than n. The weight of a clause is the sum of the weights of its literals,
while the weight of a literal is computed from a given weight list for the terms
involved. One can limit the number of alternative proofs delivered by the
theorem prover. (The user working with version 2.2 can assign a maximum to the
number of distinct variables in kept clauses. One can also put some clauses on a
passive list, fixed at input: they are no longer allowed to participate directly in
the search, they are used only for forward subsumption and for unit conflict.)
077ER also has its own limits: out of memory. If this limit is exceeded, a
message appears in the output file. (If one has a copy of the source code one
can increase the limit and recompile.) The set of support list accumulates clauses
that never enter the search. This is a waste of memory. One can conserve
memory by putting a maximum on the weight of kept clauses. The new version
2.2 has a feature that attempts to find automatically an appropriate maximum.
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Pelletier clauses clauses kept OTTER proof of Part lI proof
number generated by OTTER the clausal form in Seconds
by OTTER (unit conflict)
1                     1                     5 0.93 0.05
2 double negations                      -                 0.02
3         3         3 038 0.02
4                     1                     5 0.88 0.06
5                   4                   8 1.54 0.06
6                     0                     2 0.33 0.01
7 double negations                     -                 0.01
8                     0                     2 0.33 0.02
9                     3                     7 1.65 0.15
10          16           17 2.36 0.18
11                     0                     2 0.33 0.01
12                  43                   24 4.62 0.32
13                    4                     8 1.76 0.14
14                    5                     7 1.48 0.17
15                     1                     4 0.88 0.05
16                    0                     3 0.33 0.01
17                   10                    17 2.42 0.25
1-17                                                                     -                       1.48
Table III.12: 07TER's resolution-based proofs versus tableau-based proofs
of Pelletier's propositional examples.
The tables contain once again the test results of Pelletier's examples by means of
the theorem prover of Part II (in the rightmost column). One can compare these
results with the statistics given by OTTER. The time mentioned by the author of
this study is not the run time, which includes also the input time and some post-
processing. It is the time the theorem prover has used to find a unit conflict
between two clauses, for example p and mp. Hence, one can immediately derive
the empty clause 0 from these two clauses kept in the database. Only binary
resolution and factoring are set as options.
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Pelletier clauses clauses kept OTTER proof of Part II proof in
number generated     by the clausal form Seconds
by 07TER OTTER (unit conflict)
18                     0                     2 0.27 0.19
19                     1                     4 0.99 0.62
20                     7                   12 1.92 0.47
21                     5                     9 2.36 0.59
22                     7                   10 1.43 0.19
23                     3                     6 1.37 0.20
24                   11                    16 2.80 1.46
25                     4                   12 1.87 0.71
26                 190                   94 14.23 1.02
27                   45                   36 5.88 1.62
28                     6                   15 2.69 0.78
29 212 187 25.11 0.98
30                   11                    15 2.64 0.43
31                     5                   11 2.14 0.37
32            14            19 3.19 0.96
33                     5                    12 2.64 1.17
34                 out of memory                                -                     14.05
Table III.13: OTTER's resolution-based proofs versus tableau-based proofs
of Pelletier's examples 18 up to 34.
The number of clauses generated by the theorem prover and the number of
clauses kept are mentioned in order to explain the performance of the theorem
prover and the differences remarked. After clausifying the input formulas (and
pre-processing these clauses) one already starts with a number of input clauses,
which is not mentioned apart. Remember that all the results of the theorem
prover of Part II are based upon uncompiled PROLOG programs: therefore -
according to the manuals (see [LPA 911) - all the results should be divided by at
least three (or four).
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Pelletier's examples 2 and 7 contain double negations, which is not allowed in
077ER. One can run all the examples 1 up to 17, but the statistics - including
input time, pre-processing time and post-processing time - are given for each
example separately in the corresponding output files.
Pelletier's example 34 - the well-known Andrews' challenge - is not easy. This
job runs OTTER out of memory while the tableau-based theorem prover
presented in Part II produces an understandable proof within 14 seconds (see
Appendix: output of the prototype). By OTTER version 2.2 the job is run on a
UNIX-machine - a SUN SPARCstation IPC - in 14 seconds if binary resolution
and factoring are set as options. Statistics show that 1139 clauses and 804 factors
have been generated and 467 clauses have been kept in order to derive the unit
conflict between the clauses 467 and 459. Of course, for a PC-AT 286 - with a
performance of about 0.03 times the performance of the workstation mentioned -
too many clauses are involved and handling many clauses is one of the
weaknesses of OTTER. The PC-version does not make use of any extra memory:
this limits the size of the space that can be searched to several hundred clauses.
According to W. McCune, on 16-megabyte UNIX workstations one can explore
search spaces containing tens of thousands of clauses.
The paragraphs on Pelletier's example 71 - the U-problems of Alasdair Urquhart
- illustrate (see Table III.9) that the negation of the formula corresponding with
the U(n)-problem is reduced to 2" clauses (i.e., as many as there are lines in the
truth-table of the propositional formula). Statistics shows that at first the formula
is transformed into 2 n-' clauses. Generally speaking, the derivation of redundant
information is an obstacle to the efficiency. These redundant clauses must be
removed by other procedures like subsumption, which is expensive. Strategies to
prevent the generation of redundant clauses are useful. For example, the option
set(unit deletion). causes the proof of more U-problems (see Pelletier's
example 71). Unit deletion removes a literal from a clause if the same literal of
the opposite sign is a unit clause in the database, while the literal to be removed
is an instance. (Because unit deletion processes all the clauses in the database,
the empty clause 0 is reached just before unit conflict should have been
concluded.) In that case two more U-problems are solved (see Table III.15). The
unit clauses are free of variables and many clauses contain literals of opposite
sign that can be easily removed. In this way shorter clauses are produced and
these clauses are preferred to longer ones in the inference strategy. Compare the
two tables and remember that one starts already with many input clauses (after
pre-processing). In order to reduce the input time the U-problems have been
formulated as sets of clauses. Of course, the proofs are complex too. For
instance, U(6) ends with the empty clause 321 based upon
[binary,64,281,unit del,307,316,319,320,224], and U(7) ends with the empty clause
818   based upon -[binary,128,778,unit--del,804,813,816,817,721,560]. U(8) stops
after the new given clause 1270. But -p3 1 -p5 I p8 is still far away from the
empty clause!
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U-problem 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
unit conflict (s.) 0.01 1.01 3.96 12.01 48.03 - -
clauses generated     0       5       21       56        155       -     -    -
tautologies deleted   0      4       24 112 480      -   -   -
clauses kept           3       9       27       69       183       -     -    -
clauses back           0       3        17       56        167        -     -     -
subsumed
input time 0.02 0.00 1.99 6.01 26.03 - - -
pre-processing 0.00 0.99 1.05 3.05 12.17    -    -    -
time
back-subsumption 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 2.12 - -
time
Table III.14: U-problems by OTTER.
U-problem 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
unit conflict 0.03 0.01 3.03 4.02 11.96 36.04 131.01 > 407
(0 after s.)
clauses 1 5 14 40 112 318 829 1045
generated
unit 0 0 8     22      54 128 285       0
deletions
clauses kept 1 5     12    35 100 262 696 > 1020
clauses back 0 3     13     42 121 313 809 1131
subsumed
input time 1.01 0.00 1.01 1.00 3.00 5.05 10.04 22.02
pre- 0.00 0.04 1.07 0.00 4.96 13.67 58.29 217.87
processing
back- 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 2.96 20.60 100.70
subsumption
Table III.15: U-problems by OTTER including the unit deletion strategy.
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Pelletier clauses clauses kept OTTER proof of Part II proof innunnber generated     by the clausal form Seconds
by 07TER OTTER (unit conflict)
35                    0                     2 0.60 0.29
36                    9                   15 2.80 1.21
37                    3                     9 2.14 3.27
38               out of memory                              -                       94.37
39                    2                     4 0.93 0.10
40                    2                     6 0.99 0.15
41          31          21 174 0.94
42                   17                   15 2.42 5.38
43        out of memory ( > 723 ) > 1516.81 128.28
44                   16                   20 3.63 1.62
45 460 225 55.77                         -
46 251 221 30.16 2.63
47        out of memory ( > 637 ) > 527.25
50                    2                     4 1.43 7.20
57          21           15 2.80 0.57
59                    9                     8 1.59 0.70
60                    6                    10 2.42 0.33
62                  23                   25 4.23 0.66
Table III.16: OTTER's resolution-based proofs versus tableau-based proofs
of Pelletier's examples 35 up to 62.
In conclusion, 01TER has many strategic advantages over other theoremprovers. It is even easy to make use of its facilities in order to show that a
problem is too big for our tableau-based prototype as in the case of Pelletier'sexamples 45 and 47. The tables show that Pelletier's example 47 - the well-
known Schubert's Steamroller problem (see [Stickel 86]) - is a job that runs
OTTER after over eight minutes out of memory if binary resolution and factoringare set as flags in the input file. In the meantime 930 clauses and 503 factors
have been generated and 637 clauses have been kept for further inferences. Aproof of Pelletier's example 47 is given only if the inference rule UR-resolution
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is set as an option. Pelletier's example 45 is a job that is run by OTTER in 1
minute if binary resolution and factoring are set as options. The statistics of
O77ER show that 460 clauses and 109 factors have been generated and 225
clauses have been kept in order to derive the unit conflict between the clauses
225 and 142. The number of clauses and the structure of the proof are such that
one might expect that the problem is not appropriate for tableau-based provers,
making use of a PC. Note that the examples 42 and 50 are small problems for
resolution-based theorem provers. The reader will notice that the famous Wang
example (see Part I, Example 10.1.i, ii and iii) is an easy problem too: after 6
seconds run time, 11 clauses have been generated and 14 clauses have been kept
in order to derive the unit conflict (at 3.02 seconds) between the clauses 14
and 6. It will be shown that in such cases - a well-structured small problem - the
tableau-method combined with the XM-rule finishes the job as fast as other
theorem provers. Besides this, the tableau-proof is clear. See also the discussion
on Reeves' example Ex6 and the results in Table III.22 and Table III.24.
As insinuated, OTTER has more disadvantages. Making an input file for PCs is a
hell of a job if, in order to check, for example, brackets or occurrences of double
negations, one cannot use smart editors like the one supplied by LPA PROLOG.
The error messages replied by OrrER are labour-saving for the theorem prover
itself and not for the user as well. There is a set of examples for test purposes.
But sometimes these examples contain typing errors (see the file
ANDREWS.IN). What's more, in case no proof exists one can trick OTTER: two
serious disadvantages (and ways to overcome these failures) are mentioned.
First, one is able to force continually irrelevant clauses. In version 2.0
hyperresolution needs positive clauses. (The inference rule negative
hyperresolution has been included in version 2.2). UR-resolution needs unit
clauses. Therefore, one is able - by means of the option binary-resolution - to
force new clauses which are obviously irrelevant. A practical restriction that can
be imposed on various inference rules is that the result of a successful
application can be accepted only if the number of literals in the generated
conclusion is less than some fixed number. This flag is not set automatically. But
the clause with the greatest number of literals is the limit which must be built-in.
For example, the clause  -ip(X,y) V p(y,z) v -ip(z,x) leads in half a minute to the
generation of 233 clauses and 188 factors and to the deletion of 74 tautologies,
while in the mean time 42 clauses have been kept for further inferences. All
these new clauses are irrelevant because binary resolution and factoring leads to
clauses which have too many literals. In the example above, the first clause
generated by means of binary resolution  is p(x,y) v -ip(y,z) v -,p(u,z) v mp(x,u).
So,  factoring  (y=x  and  u =z) produces (after eliminating the second occurrence
of  "mp(y z)" and renaming the variables) the clause  p(x,x) v -ip(Ly) v -,p(y,y)
which indeed can be used in the inference process without making progress.
For example, if one wants to know whether "transitivity implies euclidicity", the
same problems arise. Of course, vxlvx2vx3[(p(x142)&p(x2,x3)) Dp(xl,x3)]
 vxlvx2vx3[(p(x102)&p(x3,x2)) Dp(x143)].      But      the      list of clauses      -
npoxy) V mp(y,z) V p(x,z), p(cl,c2), p(c3,c2), -,p(cl,c3)  - will never  lead  to  the
message "set of support empty".
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Note the following counterexample:    let    <N;     >>    be a structure, where    the
interpretation   > (x,y)  of the binary predicate symbol  p  is  "x is greater  than  y"
(x >y),   where   x   and   y are natural numbers. This structure   is a model   of   the
formula vxlvx2vx3[(p(xl,)62)&p(x220)) Dp(xl,xj)]     but     not     of     vxlvx2vx3
[(p(xl32)&p(x3,x2)) Dp(xl,x3)] (1>0 and 2>0 and not 1>2).
In the second place, one is able to force irrelevant terms in clauses. Remark that
in the appendix of Part I several decidable sub-classes of formulas are
mentioned. Alas, the following example shows the misery one is led to by
OTTER. The set of support of this example contains only one formula
naxlvx2vx3[(p(xl,xl) D p(x2,x2))&(p(x2,x2) Dp(x3,x3))], which is the negation of
a member of a decidable class. See for instance section 46 - exercise 46.11 - of
[Church 56]. On the one hand, for a formula in prenex normal form of the class
3xlvx2vx3[M] where the matrix M contains only one predicate symbol, the
disjunction of three matrix-terms (i.e., an appropriate substitution of terms for
the variables in the matrix of the formula) is sufficient to decide whether the
formula is a tautology or not. On the other hand, the problem clausifies to four
clauses: three  are kept - p(xl,xl) v p(fl(xl),fl(xl)), p(x242) v -,p(Q(x2),0(x2)),
and  -,p(fl(x)),fl(x3)) v np(f2(x3),Q(x3)) - while the tautology -,p(fl(x4),fl(x4))
vp(fl(x4),fl(x4)), which does not contribute to a refutation, is deleted. Two
mlnutes later 1256 clauses have been generated and 283 clauses have been kept.
One might expect a contribution of new clauses with new terms like
-,p(f2(f2(x4)),f2(f2(x4))) v p(x4,x4), p(x5,x5) V p(fl(f2(x5)),fl(f2(x5)))    or
np(f2(x6),f2(x6)) v -,p(f2(fl(x6)),f2(fl(x6))),  etc.  But  does  one really expect  a
contribution to an alleged refutation by means of a clause like the last one:
mp(0(0(0(0(f2(fl(x283)))))),f2(0(Q(0(0(fl(x283))))))) v
-,p (f2(f2(0(0 (fl (Q (0(x283))))))),0 (f2(f2(f2(0(f2(fl(x283))))))))?.
A second example is described in the section Reeves (see Example E3).
SATCHMO
SATCHMO stands for SATisfiability CHecking by MOdel generation. It has been
developed at ECRC, the European Computer-Industry Research Centre in
Munich, by R. Manthey and F. Bry. For details, and for two versions of the
theorem prover, the reader is referred to Appendix: SATCHMO-programs, based
upon [Manthey 88]. Lnt's call these SATCHMOs from now on satchmol and
satchm02. The SATCHMOs are theorem provers implemented in PROLOG on
top of PROLOG itself. The procedures are based on a model-generation
approach. Every model of a set of clauses can be represented by a set of positive
ground atoms. One implements model construction by means of asserting facts to
a PROLOG database. One tests for satisfaction by means of the usual PROLOG
evaluation.
If, for example, disjunctions are not completely instantiated as is the case in the
first clause  of  the  set of clauses  {pl(X) v p2(Y),  -,pl(a), -,p2(b)}, satchmol
answers no to the question ?-satisfiable., although the set {pl(b), p2(a)}
represents a finite model.
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The transformation into range-restricted form makes SATCHMOs model tree
search sound. Alas, these transformations make the process impracticable as one
will note further on, although the database technology of SATCH MO is smart
and might improve the prototype of Part II.
The procedure of satchmol applied to range-restricted clauses is incomplete, due
to the - PROLOG-like - search strategy and occurrences of function symbols, but
it solves, according to its authors, 'a wide range of problems with considerable
efficiency' ([Manthey 88], page 415). The other theorem prover, satchm02, is
based on level-saturation and refutation-complete but inefficient, as one will
soon note.
In their references an older internal report is mentioned in which two other
versions of SATCHMO (and the test of a variant of Pelletier's example 47) are
explored. A recent article of F. Bry concerns two new implementations in
PROLOG. It is not within the scope of this study to compare the older versions
with the latest ones, but the reader has to know that they differ from satchmol
and satchm02. Recovering all failures is not within the scope too, but in some
cases SATCHMO gives proofs which are not acceptable.
PROLOG is not only used as the implementation language for these theorem
provers but PROLOG may be used for representing problems as well. So one
retains PROLOG's power for Hom clauses while extending the language in
order to handle non-Hom clauses. Horn clauses can be solved efficiently by
PROLOG in many examples. SATCHMO interpretes the non-Horn clauses in
order to overcome the limitations of PROLOG. In order to represent the non-
Horn clauses in PROLOG, one defines a new binary operator -> (for details,
see Part II, section op/3)
:-op(1200,xfx, >).
Non-Horn clauses such as -,Al V ... V -'A= V Bl V .. v B„ where each 4
and Bt is an atomic formula and n 01, cannot be represented as PROLOG rules.
One represents such a clause as the PROLOG fact
(Al ' ,  A.      >B l;  • • •  ;  B.) .
If m= 0, only positive literals  are  in the clause,  and one represents  such a clause
as the PROLOG fact
(true ---> Bl ; ••• ; Bn)•
If n = 0, only negative literals  are  in the clause,  and one represents  such a clause
as the PROLOG fact
(Al ,           ,   Am > false2 ) .
The    operator    - > cannot    be used unlimitedly:    in each clause    only    one
occurrence is allowed, while the PROLOG negation not is not allowed either in
the non-Horn or the Horn clauses. The authors of SATCHMO claim that from
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now   on  one   can use forward rules   of  type   (A  - > B), which is misleading:   the
expression  -- > (A,B).    is the corresponding PROLOG    fact   in the PROLOG
database! Hence, the theorem prover has all the familiar PROLOG
disadvantages, e.g., its solutions depend on the ordering of the clauses for the
relation  - > (A,B).
Because LPA PROLOG and some other PROLOGs do not allow that one
asserts the fact false to the database, the remake contains the literal false2. In
addition, LPA PROLOG does not allow that during the run new programs are
asserted to the database. For instance, if one runs Example Sl in [Manthey 88]
at page 419, satchmol asserts new facts concerning the relation names p/1, q/1,
r/1, s/1, and false/0 to the database. In that case one has to be pragmatic and
one adds dummies, for instance the relation names p/0, q/0, r/0, s/0, and
false2/1, to the programs of satchmol. If one uses the level-saturation programs
satchm02, the relation names generated/2 and dom/1 will be asserted. Using
LPA PROLOG one has to define for example generated/0 and dom/0.
The  clause   true  at the left-hand   side  of the implication  ->   is an antecedent.
The PROLOG built-in predicate true always succeeds. Only right-hand sides are
asserted to the database if generated by SATCHMO.
Remember that if n=1 one asserts the usual PROLOG rule
81  :-  Al , ... Am.
LPA PROLOG does not allow that one asserts facts or rules for the relation
name false to the database. In [Manthey 88] clauses such as false :- A. are
allowed. Although the authors claim ([Manthey 88], page 423) that PROLOG
may be used for representing the problems (in clausal form) as well, one might
expect troubles if certain constraints are not satisfied. First, at least one clause
with  predicate  name  --- > should  be  in the database.  If  not, the usual satchmol
goal ?-satisfiable. fails, because the goal is violated(B) fails if there is no clause
of  type  (A  - >   B).  For  example,  it  is  obviBus  that  the  following program PlP2,
which consists of two pure PROLOG clauses, has a model. However, satchmol
will answer no to the question ?-satistiable. for the reasons just mentioned:
P(a).
q(b) :- p(a).
At least one of the PROLOG clauses must be rewritten in the new type of rules
(i.e., facts concerning the relation   -- >). The first one above (resulting   in  the
SATCHMO program SlP2, where  Sl  stands  for  (true  - >   p(a)).)  or  the  second
one (resulting in the program PlS2, where S2 stands for (p(a) - > q(b)).) or
both (resulting in the SATCHMO program SIS2)? Beforehand, it is not clear
which choice is both efficient and safe. Let's illustrate this point by means of the
example programs. Tile program SIS2 implies the goal ?-satisfiable., p(a) and
q(b) are asserted to the PROLOG database as might be expected. But in that
case one can hardly claim that in such a case the PROLOG power is used by
satchmol. So, not all the PROLOG clauses must be rewritten into rules of the
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new type. There is an important difference between the two types of rules.
SATCHM(Ys facts are defined by means of an operator, and these facts can be
asserted to the database. In the meantime the facts derived by means of the
PROLOG rules cannot be asserted to the database. For example, the program
PIS2 implies the goal ?-satisfiable. and q(b) is asserted to the PROLOG
database. The program SlP2 implies the goal ?-satisfiable., p(a) is asserted to
the PROLOG database but the PROLOG rule is not used by satchmol. If one
adds, for instance,  the  fact  (q(b)- > false2).  to this program, the PROLOG  rule
is used, meanwhile q(b) is not asserted to the database and the correct answer
no is given. Hence, the program SlP2 makes use of PROLOG's efficiency but
not without being dangerous, because relevant data have been lost.
In conclusion, if one uses the power of PROLOG, one has to meet its
weaknesses  as well. Although the authors mention,  at  page 423,  that
inconsistency of the PROLOG part of the problem has been tested before, the
combination of the two types of rules still causes trouble. For example, the
following mixed program PIP2S3 has a model  but  satchmol  exits  the  message




Moreover, adding the next clause to PlP2S3 should not generate a model.
However, if one calls ?-satisliable., satchmol exits the message "No Evaluation
Space Left":
(q(b) > false2).
Partly this is a PROLOG problem due to the orde,ing of the clauses. But nothing
goes wrong with the pure PROLOG program PlP3P2 if one calls q(b). So, part




The SATCHMO theorem provers have more disadvantages. When reasoning
quasi-forward with the new implicational rules and restncting the rangeof every
variable in the right-hand side of a rule to at least one (negative) literal in the
left-hand side of that rule, a complete model is generated. All negative literals
are resolved first and in this way they instantiate the remaining positive ones
(at right-hand side) immediately. The model is kept in a PROLOG database.
But clauses which are not range-restricted may require a full instantiation of the
variables over the Herbrand universe. Note that if one uses function symbols this
is not very efficient. According to the authors, arbitrary clause sets can be
transformed into range-restricted form preserving satisfiability.
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Let's illustrate these transformations. Remember Wang's example (see
[Wang 60], at page 223; or Part I, Example 10.1; or Part III, section Reeves,
Example Ex6). The theorem prover satchmol gives the correct answer no to the
question ?-satisfiable., together with the negation of the formula as input. The
reasons are bad. According to satchmol, one has to derive false2 from the
components of the disjunction in the third clause. One can derive pl(X,Y) from
the first clause, one can derive p2(X,Y), the second component of the
disjunction, from the fourth clause and therefore one can derive false2 from the
last clause below. In case p2(X,Y) holds, one can derive pl(X,Y) from the fifth
clause and therefore one can derive false2 from the last clause below:
(true ---> pl(X,Y)).
(pl(Y,f(X,Y)) , pl(f(X,Y),f(X,Y)) ---> pl(X,Y)).
(true ---> pl(X,Y) ; p2(X,Y)).
(pl(Y,f(X,Y)) , pl(f(X,Y),f(X,Y)) ---> p2(X,Y)).
(p2(X,f(X,Y)) , p2(f(X,Y),f(X,Y)) ---> pl(X,Y)).
(pl(Y,f(X,Y)) , pl(f(X,Y),f(X,Y)) ,
p2(X,f(X,Y)) , p2(f(X,Y),f(X,Y)) ---> false2).
But the first and the third clause are not range-restricted. A set of clauses can be
transformed into a range-restricted set by introducing an auxiliary relation
concerning the domain dom/1, needed for the produced clauses due to the
following rules:
i    retract a clause  of  type  (true  - > B(Xl ,...,Xn)). - containing the non-range-
restricted variables X1, ..., Xn - and assert the range-restricted clause
(dom(Xl),...,dom(Xn) --> B(Xl '...,Xn)).
ii retract a clause of type (A(Xl '...,Xn) -> B(Xl,...,Xn,Yl,...,Ym)). - containing
the non-range-restricted variables Yl, ..., Ym - and assert the clause
(A(Xl,...,Xn),dom(Yl) '...,dom(Ym) -> B(Xl,...,Xn,Yl,...,Ym)).
iii  assert a clause  (true  - >   dom(a)). for every constant  a  in  the  set of clauses
(if no constant is available, one clause of this type for arbritrary a is
sufficient)
iv assert a clause (dom(Xl) '...,dom(Xn)  - > dom(f(Xl,...,Xn))). for every n-a/y
finction symbol f in the set of clauses
These transformations - for the range-restricted versions of the theorem prover -
applied to the Wang example above produce the following program:
(dom(X) , dom(Y) ---> pl(X,Y)).
(pl(Y,f(X,Y)) , pl(f(X,Y),f(X,Y)) ---> pl(X,Y)).
(dom(X) , dom(Y) ---> pl(X,Y) ; p2(X,Y)).
(pl(Y,f(X,Y)) , pl(f(X,Y),f(X,Y)) ---> p2(X,Y)).
(p2(X,f(X,Y)) , p2(f(X,Y),f(X,Y)) ---> pl(X,Y)).
(pl(Y,f(X,Y)) , pl(f(X,Y),f(X,Y)) ,
p2(X, f(X,Y)) , p2(f(X,Y),f(X,Y)) ---> false2).
(true ---> dom(a)).
(dom(X) , dom(Y) ---> dom(f(X,Y))).
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An example in [Manthey 88], at page 421, illustrates that satchmol cannot
handle function symbols adequately. Because a function symbol f appears in the
clausal form, one might expect that satchmol does not give the correct answer
no to the question ?-satisfiable. But the appropriate theorem prover satchm02
gives only the message "No Evaluation Space Left"  to the PROLOG question
?-satisfiable level.. The PROLOG program ends with 92 Kb facts in the
database,  buR  only the fourth level is reached:  25   (i.e.,  0+1+3+ 21) times  a  fact
concerning  pl/2 is generated and asserted  to the database,  25 new terms  are
generated and therefore 25 facts concerning dom/1 are asserted to the database.
But only one fact concerning the relation p2/2 is generated (i.e., two levels later
because of the fourth rule)! So, the third clause will fail for every new term
generated on level 2 and 3.
There is a solution. Change the ordering of the clauses. If one puts the third
clause into the last position, more facts concerning p2/2 are generated on
level 5, and written to the database afterwards. In that case one can derive by
means of the sixth clause above (already in position five) false2 because
pl(a,f(a,a)), pl(f(a,a),f(a,a)), p2(a,f(a,a))) and p2(f(a,a),f(a,a))) are present.
Care should be taken, because in the mean time one arrives on level 6 and one
must handle 458329  (i.e; (1+1+3+21+651)2) facts concerning  pl/2 and 457653
new terms. It goes without saying that the author and not his equipment has
computed these results.
One might suggest another escape. In Example 10.2 (see Part I) one makes use
of subsumption techniques. After applying the transformation rules on the three
clauses left, the following program might have been "satchmoded":
(dom(X) , dom(Y) ---> pl(X,Y)).
(pl(Y,f(X,Y)) , pl(f(X,Y),f(X,Y)) ---> p2(X,Y)).
(pl(Y,f(X,Y)) , pl(f(X,Y),f(X,Y)) ,
p2(X,f(X,Y)) , p2(f(X,Y),f(X,Y)) ---> false2).
(true ---> dom(a)).
(dom(X) , dom(Y) ---> dom(f(X,Y))).
As expected, space problems arise before satchm02 gives an answer. If one
rewrites either the second clause or the third clause into the PROLOG format,
after a couple of minutes one gets a message "Not Enough Memory" although
the relevant facts are present in the database. If one rewrites both the second
and the third clause into the PROLOG format, after 2.76 seconds one gets a
proof on level 4. Note that this derivation is not due to the fact that PROLOG
lacks the occurs check: only ground terms appear in the expansion of the
Herbrand universe. Furthermore, on level  4  one must handle  25  (i.e;  ( 1+ 1+ 3)2)
facts concerning pl/2 and 25 terms which is too much (see Part I, Table I.7,
Table I.8 and Table I.9).
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The authors suppose that a considerable amount of problems could be solved
with surprising efficiency. They mention Pelletier's examples. One starts with the
clausal form of the negation of the formula. The test results mentioned by the
authors can be compared with the results of the remake. Because of the
argument explored above, the author is not eager for comparing over fifty
examples of Pelletier.
In order to compare the results of SATCHMO, let us explore briefly the relative
efficiency of the interpreted C-Prolog version 1.5 on a VAX 11/785 to the LPA-PROLOG incremental compiler version 3.1 for the POAT 286 described (seethe section Introduction). According to [Manthey 88], at page 427, Pelletier'sexample 47 can be solved under 0.3 seconds cputime. An internal report
mentions 1.35 seconds for a model containing 25 literals. The remake solves the
problem within 0.05 seconds, measured as explored in section execution time/2.There is a second argument for not being enthusiastic: the authors of SATCHMO
claim that the problems have been solved with satchmol unless stated
differently. But if one starts with the clausal form of the negation of a formula,
many problems contain function symbols!The result of a version of Pelletier's example 47 is obtained by means ofsatchmol and by expressing the problem in PROLOG except for one non-Horn
clause. This can raise difficulties (as for instance Pelletier's example 12
illustrates). According to the strategies of the authors themselves, mentioned atpage 420, in case of Pelletier's example 47, one can rewrite six facts and three
clauses containing negative literals. In that case one has to assert new rulesconcerning the domain. In addition, the problem contains functional symbols. If
those symbols occur in PROLOG rules, an occurs check is needed. Otherwise,one needs rules for every function symbol occurring in the problem. Neither the
version of the problem in [Manthey 88], nor the version of the problem in an
older internal report contains these restictions. The author's exploration of the
Wang example above illustrates that one can trust only those proofs, not the fast
ones.
The author already mentioned Pelletier's example 71 as a problem for studyingthe complexity of a proof system. Pelletier's example 12 is one of theseproblems. According to [Manthey 88], page 430, a solution for Pelletier's
example 12 requires 0.15 seconds cputime. The remake using PROLOG clauses -if possible - stops with the message 'No Backtrack Stack Space Left". Rewriting
the Horn clauses eliminates this failure.
Let's take some other examples of Pelletier. The clausal form of the negation of
Pelletier's example 28 contains  --,p(xl) v q(x2), which is not range-restricted, and
it contains one negative literal ng(d) as a clause. But according to the authorsthe problem is completely expressed in PROLOG, which is indeed dangerous in
case of non-range-restricted clauses   such   as   -,p(xl) v q(x2), and which   isimpracticable in the presence of one negative literal clauses such as ng(d). Or
should one interprete the negative literal ng(d) as the PROLOG goal-clause :-g(d).? In that case one is left to negation    as failure, which is a PROLOG part ofthe problem. In addition, what about the examples containing two such clauses?
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Moreover, the authors claim that the clausal form of the negation of Pelletier's
example 28 is satisfiable. Maybe this is due to typing errors (see [Pelletier 86],
Errata) combined with their enthusiasm. But what about examples 19, 20, 27 and
32? These examples contain clauses with only negative literals! Maybe this is a
slip of the pen as well. Therefore, instead of claiming that many examples are
simple, one takes a closer look at, for instance, Pelletier's examples 18 up to 34
and one realizes that there exists range-restriction and there are PROLOG
weaknesses. Alas, in case of the monadic problems, difficulties did not come to
surface soon. In conclusion, the author's experiences with this theorem prover
are not the ones described by the authors. If one uses PROLOG as a
representation language for expressing problems, one has to take care of the
special PROLOG effects too: the occurs check and the ordering of clauses.
Fitting
This section is not addressed to the older study First-Order Modal Tableaux of
M. Fitting. Although he claimed there that many tableau-based automated
theorem provers are easy to implement in PROLOG, several errors in his
implementation suggest just the opposite. For example, every complex formula
passes the test for atomic formulas, and occurrences of PROLOG variable
names and function symbols in formulas cause unwanted unifications too. This
section concerns M. Fitting's design (and PROLOG-implementation) of a
theorem prover in [Fitting 90].
Besides some resemblances, one notes important differences with the prototype
of Part II. The 6-formulas - if present in a sequent - are eliminated by means of
skolemization. In that case one does not need parameters and conditions
concerning these parameters. But one has to register all the function symbols
and one has to apply those new skolem functions to variables that have been
introduced on the branch by means of the rules eliminating 7-formulas.
There are syntactical differences too. In Fitting's implementation formulas
contain PROLOG-constants as bound variables. (These constants are bound by
means of the quantifiers "all" and "some".) By means of the application of the
rules which treat 6-formulas and 7-formulas those quantifiers and variables
disappear and new terms containing PROLOG-variables are constructed and
appear in the tableau. (Fitting assumed that all formulas appearing in tableaux
have no free variables.)
The unification algorithm with occurs check is written under the assumption that
one has no PROLOG-variables present in the formulas. In this way one prepares
for a sound unification afterwards. The procedure described in Part I and
implemented in Part II is different: terms are unified and the conditions are
checked afterwards to guarantee the soundness.
Fitting does not use signed formulas in his tableaux. He starts with the negation
of a formula. The tableau is closed if - after expanding the formula into its
components - every branch is closed. A branch is called closed if it contains the
element false or the atomic formula X and the formula neg Y, where X and Y
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are unifiable. Fitting's strategy for expanding formulas is the following: he works
with branches from left to right, starting over at the left again after the rightmost
branch has been worked on. He does not test for closure after each application
of a branch extension rule. On each branch he applies the appropriate rule to
the topmost formula: negations first, then alpha-formulas, beta-formulas, delta-
formulas and finally gamma-formulas. When a formula has been expanded, it
can be removed, except for gamma-formulas. If it is a gamma-formula, he
removes the old occurrence of the gamma-formula, makes a gamma-instance of
the formula and adds the original gamma-formula at the end of the branch. He
implemented a weak notion of quantifier-depth, specifying how many times a
gamma-rule is to be applied on a tableau, although one expects strong
quantifier-depth, specifying how many times a gamma-rule is to be applied on
each branch.
Because Fitting does not test for closure after each application of a branch
extension rule, one might expect time and space problems. Table III.17, which is
addressed to the propositional examples of Pelletier, shows that this is actually
the case. Fitting already criticizes this strategy in the exercises. Further on it will
be explained that the limits of Fitting's theorem prover are reached soon.
In order to test Pelletier's examples one has to do exercise 2.9.3 in [Fitting 90].
The examples 1, 2, 4, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 17 contain the connective iff. One
defines this operator and its negation as follows:
:-op(140,xfy,[iff,notiff]).
In order to expand these beta-formulas one adds to the program:
disjunctive(_ iff _).
disjunctive(neg (_ iff _)).
disjunctive( notiff  ).
disjunctive(neg (_ notiff _)).
components(X iff Y,X and Y,neg X and neg Y).
components(neg (X iff Y),X and neg Y,neg X and Y).
components(X notiff Y,X and neg Y,neg X and Y).
components(neg (X notiff Y),X and Y,neg X and neg Y).
Because Fitting's theorem prover starts with only one formula one has to rewrite
example 10. Table III.9 shows that many U-problems cannot be solved. The
reader might expect that example 12 fails too.
Proposals to improve the theorem prover are made in the exercises 7.5.2
and 7.5.3 of [Fitting 90]. Expanding closed tableaux leads to redundant tests for
closure. To illustrate the consequences, consider some examples from the
decidable sub-class axvy[A(x,y)]. Example 5 (see Part I) needs strong quantifier-
depth 3 or weak quantifier-depth 7. This example is proved by closing eight
branches. Example 12 (see Part I) needs strong quantifier-depth 4 which
corresponds with weak quantifier-depth 40 and 81 branches. This example is not
proved by the implementation of Fitting's theorem prover because a weak
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quantifier-depth of 7 is the limit! Remember the strong quantifier-depth in the
tables of section Pelletier's problems tested Or take a closer look at the output
in the subsequent appendix, and the reader is convinced not to be able to test
those examples with Fitting's theorem prover.
The proposal to improve the theorem prover which is made in exercise 7.5.1 of
[Fitting 90], i.e., remove non-atomic formulas before testing for closure, is
useless. First, if non-atomic formulas are removed, one cannot conclude closure
because one needs negations of atomic formulas. Second, because of the
ordering of the PROLOG-rules which handle negations, alfa-, beta- and delta-
rules first, only gamma-formulas are left. Removing these gamma-formulas is
neither adequate nor efficient. For details, see Part II, section
remove_member/3.


















1-17                                                          -                                       1.48
Table III.17: Fitting's tableau-based proofs of Pelletier's propositional examples.
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Reeves
It goes without saying that the author did not remake Reeves' tableau-based
theorem prover implemented by means of the programming language PASCAL
Alas, few statistics is given in [Reeves 85] and [Reeves 87]. Only the number of
nodes required to generate a proof of the selected examples is mentioned. Some
of the theorems are found in a study of Gilmore. The challenge problem seems
to be Andrews' problem, i.e., Pelletier's example 34, but it contains a typing
error according to, for instance, Pelletier's errata in the Journal of Automated
Reasoning 4 (see [Pelletier 86]). Because, on the one hand, the expansion of
beta-formulas is not delayed and the tableaux are closed by means of closing all
the branches at once, a comparison of the complexity with the results of the
prototype of Part II is not very significant. On the other hand, non-atomic
closures are said to be allowed, which makes the comparison of the complexity
not reliable indeed.
But some of the examples collected by S.V. Reeves are appropriate to show the
usefulness of applying the XM-rule in tableau-based theorem proving in order to
reduce the search space and time. In addition, it is shown that the application of
resolution-based strategies such as Reeves' skolemization may be less effective
(see Table III.23).
The tables in this section contain the test results of those examples by means of
the theorem prover of Part II. The numbers in the first column of the tables
refer to the numbers used in [Reeves 87] and in the appendix of [Reeves 85].
Tile examples themselves are presented in the second column. Table III.18 is
addressed to all the examples mentioned in [Reeves 87]. Table III.19 concerns
the additional problems, which have been presented already in [Reeves 85].
Neither Reeves, nor the author mentions details of the proofs. The tables below
only mention the number of parameters, which is the second argument of the
PROLOG question, and the given quantifier-depth, which is the fourth argument
of the call. The parameters are a, b, c, d, e, g, and h. As no confusions arise in
the examples, constants are a and b, and the only function symbol used is g. For
the individual constants used in the sequents see the fifth argument of the call
and the list of restrictions in the tables.
One might expect that the examples Exl, Ex3 and Ex6 run tableau-based
theorem provers out of space. According to [Reeves 87] (at page 137) and
[Reeves 85] (at page 121), 54, 96 and 71 nodes are required to generate a proof
of example Ex2, Ex4 and Ex5, respectively. What's more, 815 and 370 nodes are
required to generate a proof of example Exl and Ex3, respectively. In
[Reeves 87] and [Reeves 85] it is indicated that no proof was obtained for
example Ex6, while the given proof of a skolemized version of example Ex6
requires 105 nodes.
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N Sequent Proof Par Q-  R-
Time depth List
Exl [f exist(X,all(Y, No Backtrack Space     []
(El) (p(Y) imp q(Y) iff p(X)) and Left
(p(Y) imp r(Y) iff q(X)) and
((p(Y) imp q(Y)) imp r(Y)
iff r(X)) imp
all(Z,p(Z) and q(Z) and r(Z))))]
Ex2    [f all(X,exist(Y,p(X,Y) or p(Y,X))) and 0.38 1 4 []
(E2) all(X,all(Y,p(X,Y) imp p(Y,Y))) imp
exist(Z,p(Z,Z))]
Ex3     [f exist(X,all(Y,all(Z,(((p(Y,Z) imp No Backtrack Space     []
(E4) (q(Y) imp r(X))) imp p(X,X)) and Left
((p(Z,X) imp q(X)) imp r(Z)) and
p(X,Y)) imp p(Z,Z))))]
Ex4 [f all(X,exist(Y,exist(U,all(V, 1.71 5 4 []
(E5) p(U,X) imp (q(V,U) and q(U,X))))
imp exist(U,all(V,
p(U,Y) imp (q(V,U) and q(U,Y)))) or
all(U,all(V,exist(W,
q(V,U) or r(W,Y,V) imp q(U,W))))))]
ExS     [f all(X,r(X) imp exist(Y, 1.85 2 5 0
(E6) s(Y) and (p(X,Y) imp q(X,Y)))) and
exist(Z,r(Z) and all(U,
s(U) imp p(Z,U))) imp
exist(V,exist(W,
r(V) and s(W) and q(V,W)))]
Ex6 [f exist(X,exist(Y,all(Z, No Backtrack Space     []
(E9) (p(X,Y) imp p(Y,Z) and p(Z,Z)) and Left
(p(X,Y) and q(X,Y) imp
q(X,Z) and q(Z,Z)))))]
Table III.18: Examples in [Reeves 87] ([Reeves 85]).
Reeves' example Exl is a job that is run by OTTER in 26 seconds if binary
resolution and factoring are set as options. The statistics of OTTER show that
297 clauses have been generated and 145 clauses have been kept in order to
derive the unit conflict between the clauses 137 and 145 (unit conflict at 23.02
seconds).
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N Sequent Proof Par Q-  R-
Time depth List
E3    [f exist(X,exist(Y,all(Z, No proof             []
(p(X,Z) iff p(Z,Y)) and
(p(Z,Y) iff p(Z,Z)) and
(p(X,Y) iff p(Y,X)) imp
(p(X,Y) iff p(X,Z)))))]
Challenge Problem SIGART72 14.05 5 5 []
(see Pelletier's number 34)
E7    [f all(X,all(Y,all(Z,p(g(X,Y),Z)))) 0.14 0 3 [a,b]
imp p(g(a,b),a)]





Table III. 19: Additional examples in Appendix [Reeves 85].
In addition, the structure of OTTER's proof of example Exl is such that one
might expect that the problem is not appropriate for tableau-based theorem
provers: 28 tautologies have been deleted and there is over 13 seconds pre-
processing time. Table III.20 shows that the prototype accepts only part of the
problem.
Reeves' example Ex3 is a small job for the resolution-based theorem prover
OTTER: it is run in 5 seconds if binary resolution and factoring are set as
options. The statistics of OTTER show that 4 clauses have been generated and  11
clauses have been kept in order to derive the unit conflict between the clauses 7
and 11 (unit conflict at 1.65 seconds). Maybe the problem is not as easy as one
might expect because the pre-processing time is 3.35 seconds. Table III.21 shows
that the problem split into three parts is already up to the limits.
Reeves' example Ex6 is a small - and already familiar - problem for resolution-
based theorem provers too: OTTER runs this problem and 6 seconds later, 11
clauses have been gen ·ated and 14 clauses have been kept in order to derive
the unit conflict (at 3 02 seconds ) between the clauses 14 and 6. Table III.22
and Table III.24 show that in such cases - a well-structured small problem - thetableau-method combined with the XM-rule runs the job as fast as other theoremprovers. The proof given depends on the order of the signed-formulas in the
sequence. The most complex proof for ii needs 3 parameters, a quantifier-depth
of 6 and 1.03 seconds. The most complex proof for iii requires one parameter, a
quantifier-depth of 11 and 2.52 seconds.
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Example Sequent Proof Par Q-  R-
Exl Time depth List
i          [f exist(X,p(X))] 2.29 1 3 []
U Exl
ii        [t exist(X,p(X)), 1.09 2 3 0
f exist(X,q(X))]
U Exl
iii        [t exist(X,p(X)), No Backtrack Space      []
t exist(X,q(X))] Left
U Exl
Table III.20: Proof attempt of Reeves' example Exl by means of the XM-rule.
Example Sequent Proof Par Q-  R-
Ex3 Time depth List
i        [t all(X,all(Y,p(X,Y)))] 1.78 2 5 []
u Ex3
ii          [f all(X,all(Y,p(X,Y))), 6.53 6 5 []
f exist(X,q(X))]
U Ex3
iii          [f all(X,all(Y,p(X,Y))), 3.39 7 2 0
t exist(X,q(X))]
U Ex3
Table III.21: Proof of Reeves' example Ex3 by means of the XM-rule.
In [Reeves 85] it is indicated at page 119 and at page 120 that no result was
obtained for example E3 (not to be confused with example Ex3). For the proof
of Pelletier's example 34,705 nodes are required; 7 and 37 nodes are required to
generate a proof of example E7 and E8, respectively.
Reeves' example E3 is not easy. This job runs OTTER out of memory after over
nine minutes if binary resolution and factoring are set as flags in the input file.
In the mean time 3112 clauses have been generated and 1091 clauses have been
kept for further inferences. By OTTER version 2.2 the example has been run on
a UNIX-machine (a SUN SPARC station IPO: two days later, statistics show
that about 50,000 clauses have been kept. The prototype of Part II can handle
enough parameters and variables for this problem, which is a sibling of -
Wang's - Ex6, a member of a decidable sub-class of formulas. No proof is given.
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Example Sequent Proof Par Q-  R-
Ex6 Time depth List
i         [t exist(X,exist(Y,neg p(XY)))] 0.35 3 2 []
u Ex6
ii        [t exist(X,exist(Y,neg q(XY)))] 0.76 3 4 0'
U Ex6 U
[f exist(X,exist(Y,neg p(XY)))]
iii     Ex6 U 1.35 1 6 []
[f exist(X,exist(Y,neg q(X,Y))),
f exist(X,exist(Y,neg p(X,Y)))]
Table III.22: Proof of Reeves' example Ex6 - the famous Wang example -
by means of the XM-rule (see Part I Example 10.1.i, ii and iii).
So, one might expect to find a counterexample or a typing error such as the
missing connective in Reeves' E3 (see the Appendix of [Reeves 85], at page i).
As seen in the section OTI'ER, by means of binary resolution OTTER forces
irrelevant terms in the clauses generated and kept. Example E3 is a member of
a decidable class. See for instance section 46 - exercise 46.13. - of [Church 56]
(Reeves' Example E3 is Church's exercise 46.14.(2)). For a formula in prenex
normal form of the class 3xlax2vx3[M], where the matrix M contains only one
binary predicate symbol p, the disjunction of four matrix-terms (i.e., an
appropriate substitution of terms for the variables in the matrix of the formula)
is sufficient to decide whether the formula is a tautology or not. Such an
expansion of Example E3 is not a tautology.
Let <N; ME> be a structure, where the - complex - interpretation ME(x,y) of the
binary predicate symbol p is "the Maximum of pair  <Ly>  is Even", where x and
y are natural numbers. This structure is a model of the formula vxlvx23x3
[(p(xl,x3)-p(x3,x2)) & (p(xJ,x2)- pOO,x3)) & (p(xl,x2)-p(x2,xl)) &
-,(p(x332) - p(x3,x3))].  (Note  that  if  one  takes  x3  to  be the composition of the
successor Ainction and the marimum function applied to an arbitrary pair
<xl,x2>, the formula is satisfied). Hence, 03xl3x2vx3[((p(xl,x3) -p(x3,x2))  &
(p(x3,x2)-p(x.3,x3)) & (p(xl,x2)-p(x2,xl))) D (p(x352)-p(x3*3))].
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Example Sequent Proof Par Q-  R-
Time depth List
SNF [t all(X,all(Y,p(X,Y) or p(X,Y))), No Backtrack Space     []




t all(X,all(Y,neg p(Y,g(X,Y)) or
neg p(g(X,Y),g(XY)) or
P(X,Y))),
t all(X,all(Y,neg p(Y,g(X,Y)) or
neg p(g(X,Y),g(X,Y)) or
q(X,Y))),




SNF' [t all(X,all(Y,p(X,Y))), No Backtrack Space     []
( mEx6) t all(X,all(Y,neg p(Y,g(X,Y)) or Left
neg p(g(X,Y),g(X,Y)) or
q(X,Y))),




Table III.23: Proof attempt of Reeves' example Ex6 by means of skolemization
in addition with some resolution-based strategies (see Part I Example 10.2).
In [Reeves 85] and [Reeves 87] no result was obtained for example Ex6. Only
the skolemized version of Ex6 was proved. One might expect that skolemkation
reduces the complexity of the problem. Table III.23 shows that this strategy, even
in addition with subsumption, results in space problems. Too many dummies are
involved. Table III.24 and Table III.25 show that an application of the XM-rule
reduces the problem in such a way that a solution is obtained. Another solution
is  obtained  if one reduces the complexity  of the tableau  for   SNF(9Ex6)   by
reorganizing the literals. For example, a proof of the sequent
[t all(X,all(Y,p(X,Y))), t all(X,all(Y,neg p(Y,g(X,Y)) or neg p(g(X,Y),g(X,Y))
or q(X,Y))), t all(X,all(Y,neg q(X,g(X,Y)) or neg q(g(X,Y),g(X,Y)) or
neg p(Y,g(X,Y)) or neg p(g(X,Y),g(X,Y))))] needs a quantifier-depth  of  11  and
2.96 seconds.
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In Table III.24 the proof given depends on the order of the signed-formulas in
the sequence. The most complex proof for ii needs 2 parameters, a quantifier-
depth of 8 and 2.06 seconds. The most complex proof for iii requires a
quantifier-depth of 10 and 3.39 seconds.
Example Sequent Proof Par Q- R-
SNF( -,Ex6) Time depth List
i          [t exist(X,exist(Y,neg p(X,Y)))] 0.11 2 2  [] 1
U SNF(-,Ex6)
ii          [t exist(X,exist(Y,neg q(XY))), 0.59 2 5 []
f exist(X,exist(Y,neg p(X,Y)))]
U  SNF'(nEx6)
iii            [f exist(X,exist(Y,neg q(X,Y))), 1.46 0 12 []
f exist(X,exist(Y,neg p(X,Y)))]
U SNF'(7Ex6)
Table III.24: Proof of Reeves' example Ex6 by means of skolemization,
resolution-based strategies and the tableau-based XM-rule.
Example Sequent Proof Par Q- R-
SNF(-,Ex6) Time depth List
i          [t exist(X,exist(Y,neg q(X,Y)))] 1.75 2 8 0
U  SNF( -,Ex6)
ii           [f exist(X,exist(Y,neg q(X,Y)))] 3.08 0 10 []
U  SNFC -nEx6)
Table III.25: Proof of Reeves' example Ex6 by means of skolemization,
resolution-based strategies and one application of the tableau-based XM-rule.
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Appendix: output of the prototype
Abstract
In this appendix a selection of examples and the interpretation of the output of
the implemented theorem prover are brought together. The tableaux presented
as sets of branches of trees in this appendix illustrate the claim given in the
previous parts: tableau-based proofs are understandable.
Introduction
The numbers in the next section Proving Pelletier's examples refer to the
Pelletier's examples discussed on the basis of the tables in the preceding part.
The reader is referred to those sections or to [Pelletier 86]. As already
mentioned in Part III not all the examples are worked out. Besides this, not all
the details of the PROLOG output of each example are mentioned.
Conventions - as noted in Part II - have been used to help the reader. The
PROLOG output is the third argument of the PROLOG question (see Part II,
section gentzen_type_prove/5). It is written in a different typefont (the non-
proportional courier instead of the proportional Times Roman) and in a
helpful style. The lists of arguments are restructured with a text editor. Each line
corresponds with a tableau-branch if no textual space problems appear. Free
individual variables are a, b, c, d, e, g, and h. These parameters concern the
second argument of the PROLOG question. The number of parameters is given
in the corresponding tables of Part III. As no confusions arise in the examples,
constants mostly are a, b and c, and the only function symbol used is g. For the
individual constants used in the sequents see the fifth argument of the call and
the list of restrictions in the tables. In the output the variable names are the
result of the substitution process and the renaming process by the PROLOG
interpreter. For the given quantzyier-depth see the tables too.
The author's explanation itself is written in Times Roman. The notation of
Part I is used to clarify several aspects of the prototype's proof. Remember that
each  Si is a sequent  and  each  Ci is  a list of conditions.  If  < St,  Ci>,  ...,  <Sk,  Ck,
are all closed, then the process is stopped. In the PROLOG-implementation the
conditions are updated automatically after each closure of a branch. The
unifications made are mentioned in a more readable format. For example, the
variable name which appears in the output of example 18 as _6EgF has been




The output consists of only one list. The table in Part III shows that the
quantifier-depth for this problem is 2 and that one needs two parameters
(a and b). So, the tableau is closed if in the one branch the second dummy
variable X2 unifies with the first parameter a. Let's trace this conclusion. The
reader can check that after one application of a gamma-rule, one application of
a delta-rule and one application of an alpha-rule, the third argument of
gentzen_type_prove/5 is  [Xl I Ll]  and the fifth argument is the list of restrictions
[a,Xl]. The tableau  S76a  is  not yet closed because the unification  X1 =a  does
not respect the conditions. Because the quantifier-depth is still greater than 0,
another gamma-rule is applied: a new variable X2 is pulled out and the third
argument of gentzen_type_prove/5 becomes   [Xl,X21 I.2].  Note  that the variable
_6FAl in the output above refers to the unknown tail I,2 of this list. See Part II,
especially section gentzen_type_prove/5 and its subsequent modules, for the
structure of the output argument: note that no ambiguities appear. The tableau
S78ot760  is  closed  for  X2 -a  respecting  the  list  of  conditions [b,X2,a,Xl]. After
the  unification  X2 = a the theorem prover outputs its third argument  [Xl,a I I.2]
and the list of conditions C·yoot·yoot is updated to [b,a,a,Xl].
19 [_7907, [bl_7AFC],
[al_8573]]
The output consists of two branches. But before the tableau splits a common
gamma-rule is applied, the third argument of gentzen_type_prove/5 becoming
[Xl I L]. The tableau S·y66(tot    is not closed    and a beta-rule    can be applied.
The third argument becomes [Xl I [Ll,L2]]. Next - by another application of the
gamma-rule in each branch - the third argument of the goal becomes
[Xll[[X21Tl],[X3112]]], i.e., [Xl,[X21Tl],[X3IT2]]. Note that the variables
7AFC and  8573 in the output above refer to the unknown lists Tl and T2.
The table in Part III shows that the quantifier-depth for this problem is 2 and
that one needs four parameters. The tableau is closed because in one branch the
second dummy variable unifies with the second parameter b. That branch
S766otot#,766£YEr is closed for X2=b respecting the list of conditions
[d,c,X2,b,a,Xl]. The update does not concern X1 which is the only variable in
(766aa. So, in the other branch a new second dummy variable X3 is pulled out
and X3 unifies with the first parameter a. The branch S·y68otaB,766ota is closed





The output consists of three branches. Note that the list [_9629,_962F] above is
a list containing two lists as its elements. It does not refer to two dummies
because in that case there would be an unknown tail after the symbol  I. It does
not refer to one dummy and one list, for the same reason. Before the tableau
splits four gamma-rules are applied. The table in Part III shows that the
quantifier-depth for this problem is 5 and that one needs three parameters. The
tableau is closed if in one branch the fifth dummy variable unifies with the third
parameter c, the second dummy variable with the first parameter a and third
dummy variable with the second parameter b. The other two branches are closed




[[a,   _D5C5,
[b,   _D970,
D976]],
[b,   _DD7B,
DD81]]]
Note that the output consists of eight branches. The table in Part III shows that
the quantifier-depth for this problem is 2 and that one needs two parameters.
The tableau splits before gamma-rules are applied. Therefore, it is allowed to
close the tableau even if it seems curious that in one branch the first dummy
variable unifies with the first parameter, while in another branch the first dummy
variable unifies with the second parameter. On closer examination the conditions
are respected in each branch after each update.




Once again the tableau splits before gamma-rules are applied. Note that the
output consists of four branches. The variables  71AB and  71Bl in the two
uppermost  (i.e., the usual leftmost) branches,  and The variables  7700  and    7706
in the two undermost (i.e., the usual rightmost) branches of the output above
refer to lists. The table in Part III shows that the quantifier-depth for this
problem is 2 and that one parameter is needed. Note that in the two lower






Tile tableau splits before gamma-rules are applied. Note that the output consists
of four branches. The variables  70F7 and 70FD in the two uppermost
branches, and the variables  749C  d  7577 inlhe two undermost branches of
the output above refer to li is. The table in Part III shows that the quantifier-
depth for this problem is 1 and that one parameter is needed. Each branch
closes after unifying the first dummy variable with the one parameter.




[a,   _A03D,
A043]],
8A89],
[a, [a, [[a,  _BlFE,
B204],








The tableau splits before gamma-rules are applied. The output consists of
seventeen branches. The quantifier-depth for this problem is 4 and one
parameter is needed.
25 [[a, [a, [a,   _939B,
93Al],
[a,   _9ABB,
9ACl]],
8A59],
Ia,  Ta,   _A81A,
A820],
[a,   _AEDA,
AEEO]]]
The output consists of nine branches. The quantifier-depth for this problem is 3and one needs one parameter.
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The tableau splits twice before gamma-rules are applied. The output consists of
twelve branches. The quantifier-depth for this problem is 3 and one needs three
parameters.
27 [[b, [b,   _4E77,




[a,  [a,   _5 EC7,
5ECD],
5B3A]]
The output consists of eight branches. The quantifier-depth for this problem is 3
and one needs two parameters.
28  [[[a,   _4 D42,
4D48],
[bl_4058]],




The output consists of seven branches. The quantifier-depth for this problem is 3
and one needs two parameters.
29 [[[c, 4 CBS,
4 CBB],









The output consists of eleven branches. The quantifier-depth for this problem is
2 and one needs four parameters.
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30 [a, [a,   _B3 FF,
B405],
[a,   _BC7 E,
BC84]]
The output consists of four branches. The quantifier-depth for this problem is 2
and one parameter is needed.
31  [a,   _8678,
[a, [a,   _8F36,
8 F3 C],
8BA9]T
The output consists of four branches. The quantifier-depth for this problem is 3
and one needs one parameter.








[a,  _918 B,
9191]]]]]
The output consists of ten branches. The quantifier-depth for this problem is 3
and one needs one parameter.
33  [[[b,   _6968,
[_6B3 C,
6B42]],
[b,   _7382,
[_7556,
755C]]],
[[c,   _8108,
[_83C6,
83CC]],
[d,   _8B13,
[_8DDl,
8DD7]]]]
The output consists of twelve branches. The quantifier-depth for this problem is
1 and one needs one parameter called d. Remember that it is necessary to put
the constants a, b and c occurring in the sequents into the list of restrictions.
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34 [[[[[[a,c, _4D93,











[[[_5AD7,_5B2 E,  [ 5BFl, 5BF11_5ClB],
[bl _5 ccE]  1,





























































The output is presented in four sub-tableaux containing nineteen, eighteen,
nineteen, and eighteen branches respectively. The quantifier-depth for this
problem is 5 and one needs five parameters.
35  [_ADlB,_AD21,a,bl_8375]
The output consists of one branch. The quantifier-depth for this problem is 4
and one needs two parameters. The tableau S·y'Yot68·y·ya is closed  for X3 =a and
X4=b.
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36 [_73E8,a,b,a,b, [C, [cl_89OF],
87BC],
8360]
The output consists of three branches. The quantifier-depth for this problem is 7










The output consists of eight branches. The quantifier-depth for this problem is 9
and one needs four parameters. Note that the variable name  BEAF - the fifth
dummy variable in the righthand branch after the applicationof the first beta-
rule - appears after the closure of a lefthand branch in the righthand side of the
tableau. This is caused by the unification of a sixth dummy variable in that


























































The output consists of four sub-tableaux containing eleven, eight, seventeen, andtwenty-one branches respectively. The quantifier-depth for the whole problem is6 and one needs six parameters as well. The constant a occurs in the sequentand is put into the list of restrictions. The six parameters are called b, c, d, e, gand h.
39  [a,   _C4 E2,
C4 E8]
The output consists of two branches. The quantifier-depth for the problem is 1




The output consists of two branches. The quantifier-depth for the problem is 2




The output consists of three branches. The quantifier-depth for the problem is 4
and one needs two parameters.
42 [a, [a, _AC91,
AC97],
[b, Ta,   _8950,
B963],
B579]]
The output consists of five branches. The quantifier-depth for the problem is 3
and one needs two parameters.
43  [[b,a,  _4AA8,
[[b,a,  _4D09,
[a,   _4E62,




Ta,   _5558,





[b,   _83AS,




[b,   _A89B,
[b,a, [c,   _B885,
B88B],
B35D]]]]]]
The output consists of twenty-two branches. The quantifier-depth for the
problem is 8 and one needs three parameters.
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44  [_66BF, [a, [a,   _774B,
[C, _7DC9,
7DCF]],
[a,   _84AD,
84B3]],
[a, [a,   _97CD,
[C, 9 E4B,
9 E51]],
[a,   _A52 F,
A535]]]
The output consists of ten branches. The quantifier-depth for the problem is 4
and one needs three parameters.















The output consists of fifteen branches. The quantifier-depth for the problem is
8 and one needs three parameters.





The output consists of five branches. The quantifier-depth for the problem is 6
and one needs two parameters. The constant a occurs in the sequent and is put
into the list of restrictions. The two parameters are called b and c.
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             4
57  [g(a,b),g(b,c),g(a,c),  _DF3A,
[_E312,
E318]]
The output consists of three branches. The quantifier-depth for the problem is 3
and one does not need any parameter. The constants a, b and c occur in the
sequent. Therefore, they are put into the list of restrictions. But the unifications
of the dummy variables with a function g applied to two arguments are allowed
if those unifications respect the conditions.





The output consists of five branches. The quantifier-depth for the problem is 3
and one does not need any parameter. No constants occur in the sequent. The
unification of a dummy variable with a function g applied to one argument is
allowed if that unification respects the conditions. So, an at first sight curious
unification like  X2 =g(Xl) is permitted.




The output consists of four branches. The quantifier-depth for the problem is 1
and one needs two parameters. No constants occur in the sequent. The
unification of a dummy variable with a function g applied to one argument is
allowed if that unification respects the conditions.






The output consists of six branches. The quantifier-depth for the problem is 1
and one needs one parameter as well. The constant a occurs in the sequent and





satisfiable :- is_violated(C), !, satisfy(C), satisfiable.
satisfiable.
is_violated(C) :- (A > C), A, not C.
on backtracking(X).
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Nederlandstalige samenvatting
Het proefschrift Automated theorem proving based upon a tableau-method with
unification under restrictions: theory, implementation and empirical results is
opgebouwd uit drie delen en behandelt een automatische stellingenbewijzer voor
de klassieke logica, die gebaseerd is op een tableaumethode welke gebruik
maakt van unificatie en daarbij rekening houdt met restricties.
In het eerste deel wordt voor een eerste orde taal met functiesymbolen, maar
zonder gelijkheid, een procedure beschreven die bij gegeven premissen en een
vermeende conclusie nagaat of deze conclusie logisch volgt uit de premissen.
Deze procedure is gebaseerd op semantische tableaux en niet op resolutie zoals
gebruikelijk is. Aangegeven wordt dat resolutie, in tegenstelling tot de
tableaumethode, niet die afteidingen - formele bewijzen - verschaft die men
hebben wil, namelijk begrijpelijke afteidingen, ook wel analytische bewijzen
genoemd. De weg die werd gewezen door pioniers als G. Gentzen, E.W. Beth en
R.M. Smullyan wordt gevolgd, met dien verstande dat deze zogenaamde
tableaumethode om redenen van efficiifntie wordt gecombineerd met het
unificatiemechanisme uit de resolutietraditie na J.A. Robinson [Robinson 65].
Indien de tableaumethode wordt aangevuld met unificatie zonder dat gebruik
gemaakt wordt van zogenaamde skolemfuncties, dienen zekere restricties in acht
te worden genomen, opdat het unificatieproces niet leidt tot impliciete
substitutie van ontoelaatbare parameters. Dit unificatie-algoritme wordt in het
tweede deel uitgebreid behandeld. De in het eerste deel geschetste procedure
voor het vinden van een afteiding dient te stoppen nadat alle tableautakken zijn
afgesloten; pas dan heeft men een formeel bewijs. Men kan een tegenmodel
aflezen indien een tableautak niet afgesloten kan worden. Correctheid en
volledigheid van deze procedure worden bewezen. Hieraan voorafgaand vindt
men enige paragrafen die de lezer in staat moeten stellen snel inzicht te krijgen
in unificatie en in (de sterke en zwakke kanten van) stellingenbewijzers die op
resolutie gebaseerd zijn. De stelling wordt verdedigd dat de kracht van op
resolutie gebaseerde stellingenbewijzers niet ligt in de toepassing van die
resolutie-regel, maar in de reductie van de complexiteit van de invoer. Die
invoer is namelijk een clausulevorm van de negatie van de oorspronkelijk te
bewijzen formule. Voor formules in clausulevorm werken resolutie en de
gepresenteerde tableaumethode analoog. De tableaumethode werkt in
tegenstelling tot resolutie echter ook voor willekeurige formules. Bovendien
wordt aangegeven dat de effici8ntie van de tableaumethode nog sterk verbeterd
kan worden met behulp van specifieke strategieen, zoals bijvoorbeeld de Xllf-
regel van R.C. Jeffrey. Naast inzichtelijkheid en doelmatigheid treedt een ander
voordeel van de op tableaux gebaseerde procedure aan het licht: de tableau-
methode is, in tegenstelling tot de op resolutie gebaseerde procedures, eenvoudig
aan te passen voor andere logica's, bijvoorbeeld voor intuitionistische en modale
logica. De tableaumethode vormt daarom een solide basis voor automatische
stellingenbewijzers.
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In een appendix die handelt over de complexiteit van formules, worden
bovengenoemde stellingnames nader toegelicht. Bovendien zijn hierin enige
illustratieve voorbeelden opgenomen.
In het tweede deel wordt een implementatie gegeven - en toegelicht - van de
procedure die beschreven staat in het eerste deel. Deze implementatie is
geschreven in de programmeertaal PROLOG. Hieraan voorafgaand vindt de
lezer enige paragrafen die hem in staat moeten stellen snel inzicht te krijgen in
logisch programmeren en PROLOG in het algemeen en LPA PROLOG in het
bijzonder. In dit deel passeren enerzijds typische problemen met PROLOG-
implementaties de revue, terwijl anderzijds de diverse complicaties met
betrekking tot de in het eerste deel beschreven procedure nogmaals aan bod
komen, maar nu in het licht van de modules waaruit het totale programma
bestaat. Speciale aandacht verdienen de PROLOG-programma's die geschreven
werden om het unificatie-algoritme zodanig aan te passen, dat voldaan wordt
aan de randvoorwaarden die vastgelegd zijn in de lijst van restricties.
In de eerste appendix bij dit tweede deel worden de uitbreidingsmogelijkheden
bij de opzet van de beschreven implementatie geschetst. Hier blijkt andermaal
dat het raamwerk krachtig is.
Om tegemoet te komen aan de diversiteit van het lezerspubliek zijn de in het
proefschrift gebruikte ingebouwde PROLOG-predicaten van een toelichting
voorzien en verzameld in een tweede appendix bij het tweede deel.
Het derde en laatste deel vergelijkt het prototype uit het tweede deel met enige
andere "automated theorem provers", zoals bijvoorbeeld de op resolutie
gebaseerde automatische stellingenbewijzers PCPROVE, SATCHMO en OTrER,
en de op tableaux gebaseerde automatische stellingenbewijzers van M. Fitting en
S.V. Reeves. Naast een beschrijving van deze "concurrenten" bevat dit deel zowel
de testresultaten van de geimplementeerde stellingenbewijzer uit het tweede
deel, als ook die van de genoemde rivalen voor zover deze beschikbaar dan wel
eenvoudig reproduceerbaar waren. In deze paragrafen vindt men een
verantwoording van de keuze voor juist deze stellingenbewijzers, de keuze voor
bepaalde testvoorbeelden en de opzet van de test. Resumerend bevat dit deel
dus de empirische argumenten voor de opzet van de stellingenbewijzer uit de
eerste twee delen alsmede voor de aldaar geponeerde stellingen.
Een appendix geeft een indruk van de output van de stellingenbewijzer uit het
tweede deel: een aantal van de geteste voorbeelden is uitgewerkt. Een tweede
appendix bevat de programma's waarnaar de paragraaf SATCHMO verwijst.
Om de verbanden tussen de drie delen snel terug te kunnen vinden zijn enige
registers toegevoegd: een lijst van gebruikte symbolen en notaties, lijsten van
voorbeelden, tekeningen, tabellen en stellingen, en een zaakregister.
De literatuurlijst bevat, naast een aantal belangrijke handboeken op het
onderhavige vakgebied en bruikbare leerboeken over programmeren met
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